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CHAPTSR X 
llftRODOOTlON 
The practice of reporting pupil progress to the home has been an 
extremely important phase of our public school :systems since the 1890's. 
!/ 
Strang assert:sJ 
"Of all the bridges between the school and community,. 
the report to the parents is the oldest and uost widely 
used ..... ., Depending upon the kind of JDSssage it bears • this 
report builds good will or ill willJ it enlists or alienates 
the cooperation of the pupil and parent, u 
Because this particular phase of our educational process has re-
ceived so much emphasis• there has been a never~ending search for im~ 
proved JDSthods of informing parents and pupils of the latters • progress 
in school. The search is continuous because, like all aspects of edu-
cation, the communication of information to the home must frequently be 
altered if it is to keep pace with the changing philosophy of education. 
It would be a false assumption to tmagine or clatm that a perfect 
report, suitable for every school's needs, could ever be devised. As 
2/ 
Wrinkle- points out: 
"I doubt if there is one. For what might be gc;>od for 
one school might not be good for another. Each school has 
!/Ruth Strang, Reporting to Parents~ Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, New York, 1954, p. l. 
!/William L. Wr1nkle 1 Jwproving Marlting and Reporting Practices in the 
Elementary and Secondary Schools, Rinehart and Ccnnpany, New York, 
1947, p. 4. 
-l-
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I ------~-----------. ______ _ 
to work out its own forms and practices on the basis of its 
own objectivas. its own philosophy and its own staff." 
Many itnportant changes in 1n$thods of -reporting pupil progress 
2 
ha.ve taken place during the last fifty years. In the first thre:e 
Q.ec.ades aftex- the tum of the c:entw:y, mastery of subject matter was 
looked upon as the only major goal of the public schools, and very few 
alterations of any eon&equence were 1Dade in report cards. In the past 
fifteen years, however • the all.;.important status of subject •tter con-
tent has been alm.ost cotbpletely 4iscarcled by most school au.thorities, 
who feel that prime consideration should be given to the growth of the 
whole child. This change in philosophy has foeused more attention on 
the chitd•s soci~l, emotional, physical,. 111ent.al, snd moral development. 
As a result, growth in these areas is becomiJigmore widely accepted in 
the reporting process. The changes in attitude about reporting proce~ 
4ures provide a ehallengins top:l.c for further study. 
Purpose of the studt• .... The ma1or intent of this study is to 
identify the similarities and significant differences in the points of 
view of parents, teachers t and pupils concerning reporting :erocedures 
and comparison of these points of v:tew ltith a variety of factors (parent 
education, Parent•TeacherAssoeiation status; teacher grade level, sub ... 
ject, area; Pl!J!il future educational plans). 
In order to investigate and fulfill this major purpose, it was 
necessary to carry out three subordinate steps: 
l~ To construct and administer an instrument designed to identify 
the similarities and point out·the significant 41fferenc.es in 
~-------- -----------------------------~-- -- - --
3 
the points of view of parents, teachers, and pupils. 
2 •. To eo~are the educational philosophies of parents and teachers 
with the type of reporting procedures employed by their school 
S)YStem. 
3 ~ To COJDPare the points of viaw of teachers and parents who have 
different educational philosophies varying fram traditional, 
to midclle ... of ... the-roarl, to progressive. 
Justification ....... .A.l.t.n.ost seventy y.ears have passed since thEA intro ... 
duction of report cards into the public schools as a means of communi• 
eating pupil progress to the bo.me. What information should be reported 
and. how it should be comnnmieated are phases of the educational process 
that have failed in a large degree to keep pace with the changing goals 
. . 1/ 
of education. Many of today1s reporting proceduJ:es still fit Burtonts-
description of those used in the 1890 1a: 
'~he report card •••• developad during the nineties reflects 
the e~ucational philosophy and practice of the day. Subjects 
were liste4 and marked wtth percentages or letters or some 
other symbol •• • •. Practically the only other factors 111entioned 
were absence. tardiness and deportl!lent • u 
.. y 
Huggett points out the seriou~ consequences that can result from 
neglecting this vital phase of educationt 
••A badly neglected area of school itnprovement has been 
that of contaets ·with the homes of chU.dren. Probably no other 
phase of the pJ:ograxn has caused. so much uncertainty and sorrow 
.!./William u: Burton, The Guidance of Learning Activities, Appleton .. 
Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, 1952, pp._ 676 ... 677. 
!/Willard Huggett, Grm1th of J&aming in the §l~amantau School, 
D. c. Heath and Cmnpany, Boston, 1946, p. 346. 
I -- -~-----------· 
to teachers, or so much maladjustment and discouragement to 
children. It is an area in which pressures are somettmes tn~ 
tense but more often one in which problems are expressed tn 
dull grumblings of protest. 11 
One of the basic problems confronting public schools. today is 
4 
that of bringing . comtmm:tcation techniques up to date. The aet of re~ 
vision is a particularly difficult task because each school must change 
its reporting-program to meet the particular needs of the parents and 
pupils it serves. 
The net result of making each school responsible for revising its 
own eomm.unicatiQn system has been to develop almost ever:y conceivable 
. 1/ 
method of reporting pupil progress. Lane- states: 
11A recent $1u1lysis of the home school repo-rt situation 
in America shows that there 1s no uniformity in the matter and 
that current.practices extend.all tbe way from no reports at 
all to a most elaborate analysts of social, ~ental, physical, 
and elllOtional growth." 
The development of a method which would simplify the steps and 
titne involved in Tev:ts:lng a school's reporting techniques would be a 
definite contribution to the field of education. The methods employed 
in this study could be employed by any secondary school administrator 
to improve his sehaol 1s communication progTam. Reporting procedures 
could be adapted to more accurately reflect the philosophy of the school 
and to more adequately meet the needs of parents, pupils, and teachers. 
In order to avoid any misconceptions about the terms used to distin-
guish between educational philosophies~ it 1s best to define them as 
Jj&obert R. Lane, Progressive Elementaty School, Boughton Mifflin 
Company, Boston, 1939, p. 164. 
- --
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they pertain to this stu4y. 
J>efinU:ion of terms ...... The three terms, t-raditional, progressive, 
l. Traditional.~- The traditional report ¢ard is one that con• 
tains item$ which have been used for over fifty years to ~om• 
:municate information about pupil progress. 
a,. Subjects are marked with pe:-centages, letters. ot' other 
types of.symbols which represent per cents. 
b- A record of a.bsenoe or tardiness may appear .. 
c ... Conduct and effort are often inelude.d either as school ... 
wide marks or as marks for each subject. 
A parent or teacher having a traditional educational philosophy 
would agree that the traditional report card is quite adequate. 
2. Prop;ressive~~- The progressive reporting program is one which 
considers the growth of the whole child. Burton, Gruhn, and 
Douglass refer to it as the tt:~ew .. type report 4 u 
a,. rrovisions are made for indicating physical gt'owth~ emo ... 
tiona! maturity, and social. development. 
b~ Special interests, ahilities, and extracurricular activi~ 
, ties are . provided for~ 
c~ B.eportblg is 4one in terms of the studentts own oapaeity 
aad g't'owth. 
d. Provision is made for rating wocrk habits and. personality 
traits. 
e ~ The report generally eonsists of a report card plus supple .. 
mentary material such as informal letters or periodic 
pa.rent-tt!acher ~onferences. 
A parent or teacher having a progressive educational ph:tlosophy 
would agree that this is the most effective way of reporting. 
3. Middle.•of~the•road*~· A middle•of•the•road reporting program 
is one which contains items drawn from both the traditional and 
prcJgressive categories.. Advocates of this philosophy believe 
---·-
I -------- --- -
-, 
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that each extreme bas aspects which meet their particular 
need. 
• 
CBAPTElt II 
BEVlEW OF B:ESJW\CH 
1. The Need. for Repcn:t Card Revision 
·-------
Voluminous literature eoncerniga reporting procedures~ ...... The searoh 
for !~roved methods of repo~ting pupil progress to the home has been 
carried on almost since the first report cards were issued some three 
quarters of a century aso~ Literature pertaining to this complex .sub~ 
jeat of what should be reported au.d how it should be communicated is 
almost withbut end. Sifting tht'ough this myriad of writing to cull 
valid and appropriate material is in itself a giaantie task"'. 
A problem exists , ..... The ve-q preponderance of material dealing 
with the coJIID1Un:tcation of student growth would seem to justify the 
statement that it is indeed an extremely complu problem' one which 
many educators have sought to answer and one whose final solution will 
continue to evade capture as long as the American philosophy of educa-
tion remains flexible in order to meet the needs of the eurrent gen-
eration. 
JJ 
Need for report card revision.~- E4mund tndieated her awareness 
I 
of this problem in 1935 when she stated that the report card of the 
nineteen twenties and earl.ier reported the type of education taught at 
• 
!/Rose Link Echmm.d, "An Experiment in Report Card Making, n Childhood 
Etueation QMarch, 1935), 11:249. 
• ---- ' -- --
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that. tf.me ...... tra.ditional subject matter. 
!I 
Burton also believes that the report n •••• refleets the educa .. 
tional philosophy and practice of the day .. 11 In the 1890's, when 11!4stery 
of subject matter was considered virtually the only objective of the 
2/ 
sehc)ols, subjects were itemized and marked by percentages.-
3/ -
Evans.... recognized the problem in 1938 when he wrote: 11The gen .. 
eral dissatisfaction with marking systems indieates they do not meet 
the needs of modern thea~ and practice in edueation*u As educational 
philosophy changes, so must methods of reporting. 
!!I 
Only recently Strang again pointed out: "As the philosophy and 
practices of education change• we would expect corresponding changes tn 
the form of report cards. n Even t:oclay these changes are not: found in 
common practice. Authorities recegnize the need for report card revision, 
hut so far no solution has been pursued. 
A further ex~ination of the literature would seem to indicate 
that as changes in educational practices occu~. attempts are made to 
adapt reporting procedures to fit new situations. No uniformity of 
techniques has been devised, however. and no clear"cut solution bas 
yet emerged • 
.!/William B. :Burton, op. cit. • P• 677. 
!fltobert 0. Evans, Practices, Trends .. and Issues in Reporting to Parents 
on the Welfare of the Child in School. :.Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, New Yorlt, 1938,. p. 23. 
!/Ruth Strang •. op. cit., PPt vii-viii. 
. -
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l.l pycle of report_ carrd c}!sn&e ....... There are, as Baker stated. def ... 
tnite trends in evidence regarding report card revision and C:Dnstruction: 
·~rks in percentage figures were once the basic element 
in reporting to parents •••• The next step after the use of 
percentages was the use of several letters. There followed 
a reduction tn the number of letters used and a change tn the 
A .. B-e to S and u. Check marks in columns to describe a child 1 s 
achievement followed the use of letters. Latest developments 
in this matter of reporting seem to be the specia~ly written 
\ descriptive report and the personal conference between teacher 
"'--- and parent." 
The April• 1955 Bulletin of the National Association of. Secondarx 
2/ 
School Principals- has this to say about over .. all trends in reporting 
procedures: 
"A. bird1 s eye view of the history of marking systems shows 
us moving from a percentage to a five..,letter classification 
(usually A, R, c, n, and F)t to a pass or fail, to cheek lists. 
to letter writing, to parent conferences, and, in the ma.jority 
of cases, back to the five-letter classification .. n 
!/ 
Roelfs, as a result of two comprehensive examil1ations of junior 
bf.gh school reporting procedures, makes this observation: 
*'In 1925 • all the juaior high school repol'ts were reporte4 
to be a fonnal or traditional.· type. J)uring the next t.en years 
many people advocated the substitution of informal letters for 
report.cards but there is little evidence of this being practiced 
in junior high schools in the middle thirties. Both the 1943 and 
1948 data indicate that approximately two per cent o£ the junior 
high schools were using letters to parents in lieu of reports. 
In the present study, not a single school indicated that it relied 
.!/Harold v. :Saker, ''lleporting Pupil Progress to :Parents," National 
Elementary Principal (June, 1944), 2!s33. 
~Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary School Principals, 
Bow We Make the Evaluation agd Reporting of Student Aebievement More 
Meaningful (April, 19SS), 3!hZS .. 
J./R. M. Roelfs, "Trends in Junior High School Progress Reporting," 
Journal o£ Educational Research (December, l9SS), 49:243. 
--------r~---~---
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solely on informal1!letbods of reporting..... However., thirty• 
eight per cent of them are supplementing the periodic report 
with letters to parents, pa.rent .. teacher confel'ences. ·telephone 
calls and other informal mat hods." 
2~ The Bisf!orical Development of the Report Card 
Before r.e2ort cards were used ....... Until 1899, teachers kept: their 
pupil$ t scholastic records in the.· school register· as 'suggested hy 
Horace Mann in 1846 in the Connecticut Common School .Journal. The ~ 
!I 
phasia during this time was entirely on subject matter achievement .. · 
The tradition.al: report card ...... The traditional. or fomal report 
card had its general introduction at the turn of the century, and for 
.almt~st thirty years little was done ·to :change its format or purpose. 
2/ 
Chapman and Aahba.ugh- reported.- as a tesult of an extensive survey 
they conducted in 1925. that 23 per cent of the junior high schools 
used. only percentases to grade pupil prosl'ess. 
!/ 
Stl'.ang d.escn:•ibes the traditional-type card: "The traditic;nal 
report e.arcl tells parents how the child rates in school achievement 
with reference to grade standards* . This :f:nfol1Jiation has customarily 
been given in percentages." !±I . 
Billett 1 s survey in 193.2 stated that of the 258 schools contacted 
]JMary N.- Holland, "Creating Effective Pupil Reports,n Tenth Yearbook,.. 
Uepartment of,Element,a.ry School :Prillcipals, 1931, Jh363. 
!/B~' B,. Chapman and. Ernest James Ashbaugh, ''Report Cards in .American 
Cities,n Educational Rosearcb Bulletin (October 7- 192S) t 4t2~0. , 
'-/Ruth StrSllg, AA• c'it., P• 9. 
!/ROY' 0;, :Billet~~, Provisions .. for· ~rki~sp Individual Differences. )1ark ... 
inH and Promotion, Bulletin, 1932, ~er 17, NationaL Survey of Sec .. 
ondary Education,. MOnograph Number 13~ United States Office of Educa~ 
tion1 Wash:f;ngton.~ ll. C,., p. 426. 
• 
I ·---------------------
there were 100 different marking syste~ and that 80 per cent of the 
1nark$ were in ·symbols or letters. Over 20 per cent used percentages 
ll 
1/ 
alone. The five-point scale predominated. Bill•s- survey three years 
later showed that the uumber of schools using solely a percentage form 
of tnarking had diminished to 12. per C.ent. Be also found the f:tve•point 
scale to be by far the most popular method of reporting pupil progress~ 
Advantages of the five .. point scale ..... The advantages in favor of · 
. .. . . 1:.1 
this reporting method were s~ed up by Middleton when he wrote: 
nThe variQUS reasons assigned. for the use of the five-
point scale might b~ sU1Dill8.rized as follows! (1) lt is impos ... 
sible for teachers t~ draw with any accuracy a greater number 
of fine distinctions. (2) A five-point scale is the most pop-
.ular srading.scale and. it is,. thereforet easily understood by 
students • teachers and patents. (3) The five .. point scale ·is 
1 very stmpl~ and it is less difficult for the school to admin· 
\\ ister than would be the c.ase if a more eo111plicated scale were 
··. used.,n . . 
". 
Modifics;tipns of · tha five .. po!nt scala..... In the m.id .. tbirties, a 
g~eat 4ea1 of thinking, writing. and exper~nting was taking place. 
Overwhelming dissatisfaction with the traditional percentage marking 
system ha4 all but brougJ,lt about its cOJDplete eUmination. A few 
pioneers bad begun to eap~rtment with a reduction of the five-point 
·seale to fours three, and even two points. Modifications in the five-
.: . . , . . . AI 
paiD,t. scale method were by no means widespread. Bill 1 s survey ~;laimed 
.!/George E. Bill, ''The ·Report Card in Present Practice," Educational 
Method (December~ 1935). 15:119. 
!/Ws:~ren c. Middleton:~ "Trends in Grading Proeedures,n Education 
(September, 1933). 54: 10. 
A/George E. Hill, loc. cit. 
I 
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that only 11. per cen~ of th~ .schools using symbols employed.les.s than 
lJ five on their cards •. The findings of Roelfs in 1948 indicated only 
3 per cent used this . type of report.ing, and his follow .. up study in 
!I 
1953 found only t,per cent of the junior high schools using less than 
five points to record pupil progress. None of the 55 junior high 
schools contacted by tbis writer in 1957 used less than a flve•point 
scale •. 
Other·deviations from the f:i.ve ... poin~ markins.seale .... - Other devia .. 
tions from the five~point marking method of reporting pupil progress 
have been informal letters, parent-teacher conferences, the inclusion 
of some aspects of learning other than scbolastic achievetnent. a more 
detailed analysis of items already appearing on the report card, a 
double marking scale, and some cOJllbination of the above techniques with 
each other or with the five-point scale. 
The informal letter.-- The informal letter, or 4eseriptive report, 
'J./ AI 
had only a few adherents, although many writers including Cobb, 
!/R. M. 1\oelfs. Trends in ).\epo-rting to Parents llJ1Pupil Progress in 
Junior High Schools~ Unpublished Master 1s Thesis, University of Colo• 
rado, 1948 (as cited by R. M. B.oelfs, ''Trends in Junior High School 
Progress Reporting," Journal of Educational Research (December, 1955), 
49:243) * . - . . . 
!/R. M. Roelfs, "Trends in Junior High School Progress ReporU.ng, n 
op. eit-• p. 245. 
!/Supra, 
!t.IW. K. Cobb I "Formal Report Cards (Can Be Abolished, n Nation. s Schools 
(October. l!:l3S), 16;37. 
--
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Beggs, Abbott, lla.tbage, Hill, Jobnsop,, Maurer, Rice,- and 
!I 
Willi~ have almost unanimously described it as a utopian device. 
Probably the n\.1Dlher of writers opposed to this tnetbod as the only 
means of repol'ting pupil progress is just as large as those in favor. 
9/ 
Much of the opposition is based upon its inlpraettieality. As Stra~ 
writes: 
11They frequently are overweight with cU.cbes and fall 
iu.to stereotypes.~... Fut"thel'tiiOre, teachers usually avoid 
pointing out faults for fear specific critical statements, 
misinterpreted, may bring an irate parent to the sehool. 11 
w 
Wrinkle summed up the administrative handicaps when be stated: 
I 
l,/V •. L. Beggs I . 11Reporting 1upil Progress Without Report Catcls, tl 
Blementaey School .Journal (October., 1936) 1 37 tl08. 
!/Robert R. Abbott, "An lbtperiment with Report Cards to )?arents * '' 
Tenth Yearbook, Department of Elementary School Principals (April, . 
1931), p# 3SS. 
!/IIJ.ary Barbage, "Judging Their Progress in SchQol,n National Parent .. 
Teacher (February, 1953), 47:2.8. ·· 
!t,/Ma:rgaret 0. Hill, "Report Cards of Tomorrow, n Grade Teacher (June, 
1954), 7ls54 • 
..2/Vietor Johnaon, ''What a bport Card Can Tell You, n faxent ts Ms.ga2tine 
(April, 1945), 20:26. 
!/Harold B.. Maurer, "Xs the Report Card :t>oomed?'* ~rican School Boa£d 
Journal (June, 1935), 90t24. 
lJ Jean C. Rice, "Meaningful Reports, n Instructor (June, 19 54) , 54:28. 
!/Mary R. Williams, A Critical Study of the .Individual Repcrts Made b:x; 
Itansas Administrators to Parents, Kansas State Teachers College of 
Emporu, Jlulletin of Information. NUlnber 6, Volume 14~ June, 1934, p. 14. 
!/Rutk Strang, op. eit., p. 31. 
!Q./William L. Wrinkle, op .. cit-. p .. 78. · 
---
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'"fhe sUIDI!larbation of reports on a student in a departmentall2:ed pro-
gram by a guidan~e counselor, home rBom teacher. a core teacher, or the 
principal involves too big a task and is not a workable plan. n 
~e parent-teacher conference.-~ Another extreme but short-lived 
depa;rture. fro-m t~ fivew.poil'lt marking scale was the parent<+teacher 
conference as the sole means of co1lllll\Ulicating pupil progress. Jus .. 
!I ll 
well and Naegele have written exceptionally favorable comments 
v ~ y 
con~erning the conference technique. Sqclen• Hollies. and Wrinlde• 
however, just as strongly point out the reasons such a plan is basically 
impractical. The opponents • point of view is again clearly stated by 
!/ 
Wrinkle when he explains: 
wrhe most serious objection to the conference plan is 
that it demands a heavy time investment. Even though the time 
is well spent, reporting is regarded as a regular part of the 
teacher's day in addition to his regular teaching load. If 
conferences with parents could be included as a part of his 
.clay's work, the conference plan would be practical." 
l'wo permanent mator ch!!nges in the traditional report card ....... Two 
major changes in the traditional type report card which have in many 
l,/0.. T. Buswell, 'llteport Ca.r4s 1 n Elementary School .Journal (Febxuary, 
1949). 49t317 • 
.!/Raymond J. Naegele, "AcbieviDg a Pupil Progress Reporttn Phi Delta 
j!ppan (April, 1949), 30r309. 
AfW. i. Sugden, "Continuous Study Is Necessary,,. Sfhildbood ~ducat ion 
(February, 1948), 24s277. · 
!/Sheila M. B. HolU.es, The §lementary Sehgal Report Card••l9SO, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1950, p. 23~ 
1/William L. Wrinkle~ O.P• cit~, p. 54. 
!/lbid. 
~--------·-----
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instances remained as permanent additions are: 
l. the incl~ion of new items measuring growths other than 
academic. 
a. A more detailed analysis of what has customarily been reported. 
Character traits and work .habits .... ~ Perhaps the most universal 
addition to the traditional type report cards has been a section de• 
voted to rating character traits and work habits~ This inclusion, ac~ 
11 
cording to Ojemannl resulted from dissatisfaction with the terms 
!I 
"cond:uct, 11 "effort," and udeporttnent* tt Although Beer proclaimed in 
1923 that both character and social traits should be essential parts 
3/ 
of every report card, Chap1113n an4 Ashbaugh- stateci in 1925 that re• 
ports on character traits were unheard of as far as junior high school 
report cards of that era were concerned. However, a suggested report• 
!I 
ing form submitted by Chapman and Ashbaugh in 192.5 includes both work 
habits and char~ct~r traits. Perhaps the first recording o~ character 
-c -- Sf 
traits actually being reported was made by Patter- in 1932. 
!/Ralph ll. Ojema.nn and Ruth Ju McCandlesst "Suggestion for a Funda-
mental Revision of Report C8:l'ds • •• §ducational Administration and SuP9r"" 
vision (February, 1946), 32:110. 
!/A. L. Heel', "Essential Elements of Report Cal'ds," Edueational Resea:r:ch 
Bulletin (Noveujber 14. 1923), Ohio State University,. 2:299. · 
!/'H .. :s. Chapman and Ernest James Ashbaugh, OJ) •. cit. • p. 291. 
!JH .. B. Chapman and Ernest James Ashbaugh, usuggestions for Pupils • 
Report cards," Educational Research Bulletin (October 7, 1925), 4:297. 
3/Glad.ys L. PQtter, "Reporting to Parents, 11 California Journal of Ele• 
me:ntapr Education (November, 1932),. 1:63. 
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Since the mid-thirties, this aspect of pupil growth has been 
JJ 
gaining inc.reae.ing popularity. Be~ 1 s 1943 survey· showed that 26 
per cent of the junior high schools included character traits on their 
!I 
report fonn. Roelfs points out that tlf the five major types of 
changes brought about by revisions from 1950to 1955, the. inclusion of 
a system of rating character trait-s was first in iJnPortanee. 
The breakdown .of subiect matter into its component skills ...... The 
second major alteration in the form of the traditicm.al report card is 
a detailed analysi& of how well a pupil masters the basic skills in 
l/ 
each subject. Bermax{"' found in 1943 that only 3.4 per cent of the 
junior high school cards attempted to do this. An interesting study 
!I 
tnvolving parents and teachers in the Portland, Oregon schools in 
1946 brings out the fact that 62 per cent of the teachers and S6 per 
eent of the parents favored a 'bxeakdown of li:nglish into its. component 
!I 
skills. Roelfs 1 1948 study showed 9 per cent of the cards contained 
.!/Saxnuel BeX'JIUUl, "Revbing the Junior High School Report Card, 11 Bulletin 
of the National Asaociation gf Secondary School Principals (May, 1943), 
27:55~ . . . . . 
ya. M. Roelfs, 11Trends in Junior Bi.gh School Progress Reporting, 11 
gp. cit., p .. 245. · 
lfSamuel Berman, gp. cit. 1 p. 56. 
!t/Portland Council of the Oregon Parents and Teachers, "Parents and 
Teachers Revise the Report Card•" Bulletin of· the National Association 
of Secondary School :trincipals (October, 1946), 30:52. · · 
j}R. M. ltoelfs, Trends in Repox;ting to Parents on Pupil Progress in the 
.Juniot'. Hiijb SchoQls, Unpublished Master's Thesis, University of Colorado, 
1948 (as cited by R. M. Roelfs. tTrenda in Junior High School Progress 
Reporting," op. cit. • p. 246). 
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1) 
this type of subject matter breakdown. Again, in 1953, Roelfs found 
that 20 per cent of the junior high school report forms were subdivid-
ing subjects into their component skills. Obviously a trend is de~l-
oping. 
New trends.-· In addition to these two major changes, other items 
have been included in'the reporting process to bring about a mQre flex· 
ible and meaningful system of communication. 
Provision for·tl!e eoPJ!!!!Wt space ...... Many report cards today contain 
space for either or both parent and teacher coUllllents. Among those 
writers who believe this to be a worth-while addition to the report 
?:/ !/ !!/ 1/ 
card are Hollies • Burton, Hill, and Roos ~ They feel it is in 
harmony with the current trend to report growth of the whole child, be-
cause a blank space gives teachers and parents the opportunity to indi• 
cate aspects of the pupil 1s progress which might not be covered by the 
items contained on the report form. 
The message from the superintendent or principal.-- In addition to 
providing co~t space. many newer type report cards include a message 
from the superintendent or principal explaining the purposes of the card 
1/R. M. Roelfs, "Trends in Junior High School Progress Reporting." 
op. cit •• p. 246. 
!/Sheila H. B. Hollies, op. cit., p. 13. 
~/William. B. Burton, op. cit., p. 678. 
!t/Margaret o. Hill, op. cit., p. 54 • 
.2/Carl Roos, naeport Card Designed to Enlist the Parent's Cooperation 
in Rating and Guiding the Child,'' Atgerican School. Board Journal 
(August, 1943), 107:28. 
----
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and tn s~ eases containing a brief description of the schoolts goals. 
l/ 
Bemsn' s 1943 survey showed that 30 per cent of the schools had a 
2/ 
mqsage of this type on the:b: report car«&. Hollies-· found in 1950 
that 96 per cent of the schools in her survey included a si~lar mea• 
sage. 
The supplementary warning slip~ ..... A supplementary item separate 
from the report card itself which is being used more and more today is 
the warning slip. It is sent henna during the middle of the marking pe"" 
!I 
riod or whenever a pupil shows unsatisfactory progress~ Xn 1947, Willa · 
4/ 
felt this s.spect of reporting to be very important. Roelfs- stated 
that in 1953 33 per cent of the junior high schools were employing warn-
ing slips and that a definite trend in this direction was in evidence. 
The dual system of reporting pupil progress.-~ Another .experiment 
- . -- .. . - . -·- . 
irtVQlving a more detailed analysis of what is already being reported 
involves thE!. use of a dual system of marking: a method. etnployed by 
just a few schools todAy. This teehxiiq,ue requires o~ set of grades 
or symbols to e'Valuate the pupU•s progress in relation to hts ability 
to learn and a second s~t to indicate his progress in relation to the 
2.1 
rest of the group. Rill found that: in 193.5 only one junior high school 
!/Samuel Berman. op. cit., p .. SS .. 
1/Shiela H. B. Hollies, op. cit., p. 4.5. 
!/Olin J. Wills, 11New Reports for Old, u ;Educational Leadership 
{April, 1947)~ 4:436, 
!tfB.. M. Roelfs, "Trends in J'unior Bish School Progress Reporting." 
op •. cit., p. 244. 
1/George E. Hillr op~ cit.,.. p. 118. 
- -------- ----------------------------------
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1/ 
"Was usins a double-scale marking system" In 1943,. :'Bolmeier expressed 
the view that it would be a good plan to incorporate a double system of 
marking where both effort and achievement were taken into consideration·. 
!/ ln 1946t Stiles reported the Boulder, Colorado schools were using this 
method of evaluation. 
11 ln 1947, Sugden stated that as a result of parents and teachers 
working cooperatively on a report card revision, the progress of the 
eighth grade pupils in ltf.ver Forest, Illino"is was being graded with a 
!/ 
dual marking system. The .~ohn W. Weeks J\Ulior High School in Newton .. 
Massachusetts has. been utiliaing this reporting technique since 1953. 
~/ 
Strang believes this type of marking is geared to give parents 
just the information they seek because it is realistic in every respect. 
However» she cautions that it is extremely difficult for teachers to 
use this method, and it is also hard for parents to fully ~omprebend 
the meanings of a dual marking system .. 
The p~esent over-all trend tn report eard revision.•• The general 
trend in report card revision at this ttme shows supplementary items 
J:fE., c. :Solmeier, "An .Analytinal Appraisal Report of Jlupil Progress," 
School Review (May, 1943), 51t29S. 
!flli:ndiey .1. Stiles, "Up•to•Date Reporting," School Executive (January, 
1946), 65:50 •. 
!fW. E. Sugden, "Achievement &ecord Versus Report Card," School 
Executive (July, 1947)* 66~34. 
!/Faculty of the J'obn Wugate Weeks Junior High School, Educaticm at 
Weekg, Newton Public Schools. Newton, Massachusetts, 1957. pp. 52~53. 
J/Ruth StrangJ op. cit., p. 11. 
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coupled with a repot't card using descriptive symbols to indicate a spe-
cifie level of achievement by a five•point rating scale. One or more 
of the supplementary items such as parent-teacher conferences, informal 
letter~ warning slips, monthly comments· or telephone calls are included. 
'1/ 
Roelfs ' · 1953 survey indicated that '1Thirty•eight per cent of them 
Lfunior high sehool§r are supplementin$ the periodic report with letters 
to parants, parent-teacher conferences. telephone calls. and other in-
!/ 
formal methods." Brimm states • ttWe will continue to use the report 
card as we know it but we must supple.ment it with other devices and 
techniques wkieh will make the entire process more ntean1ngful. to all 
concerned." 
v 
A survey in California by Heffernan in 1955 showed SB per cent 
of the schools were s.upplementing their report cards with from one to 
three parent-teacher conferences a year,· 
!1/ !I 6/ 
Many writers includins Burgess, Capehart, Hightower,- Plog ... 
!fll. M. B.oelfs, "Trends in Junior High School Progress Reporting.tu 
gp. cit., p. 243. 
'1:/R. P. Brinlrn. 'taeport cards Yesterday and Today," Cleariy House 
(September. 1958), l3tl8. 
}/Helen Befferna:n and Lorene E. 'Marshall. "Reporting Pupil Progress in 
.california. Cities • •• California Journal of Elementary Education 
(November, 1955), 24:67. · · · · 
!ifB.. o. Blix-gess. "Letters of Commen:dation," Clearf.nJFHouse (February, 
1939), 13:363~364. 
lfBert:f.s E. Gape hart, ''lteports to Pal:'ents," Nation 1 s Schools (DecembeT • 
1952), 50':46. . ' 
!fB.. w. Hightower, nprogress Reports to Parents of Pupils in Pid.mary 
Grades,n Nation's Schools (April, 1952), 49:76 .. 
~-·-----
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!I !I ll !I 
hoft, Strayton, Sugden, and Tall are of the opinion that this 
type of reporting will bring about as efficient a system of commUni~ 
eating pupil progress to parents as we can develop with our current 
philosophy of education. 
3. The Role of the Parent 
in Report Card Construction and Revision 
A survey of the literature ...... one of the most significant facts 
gained from sifting through and analyzing the vast amount of literature. 
concerned with report card revision tel that parents in the past have 
played a rather insignificant rGla in an activity which actually is ... 
tremely important to them as well as to the educator~ Only very re-
cently has it occurred to educators that parents should be enlisted in 
. 
an attempt to revise or construct method~:t of reporting pupil progress 
to the home. Not only would the educator be better able to understand 
the needs of the community, but also, by enlisting the aid of parents, 
this group would become a working partner. understand the :Problems of 
the school ~re accurately, and become better supporters of the public 
sch.oel system. 
!/Milton Plogh.oft, "Parent-Teacher Conferences as a Report of Pupil 
Progress: An Overview~" Educational Administration and Supervision (March:t 1958), 44:101. · - · 
!/Winifred E. Strayt:on and Loran B." SnelMn, "Booklet Report Form," 
Nation's Schools ~rch, 1951), 47:59. 
!IW~ E .. Sugden, 11Continuous Study Is Necessary," Childhood Education 
(February, 1948), 24:279. 
4/J. F. Tall, ''Better Reporting Systems Result from :Pa.rent..:Teacher 
Cooperation, 11 Wiscol\Sin .Journal of Education (January, 1956), 83:13. 
----·----------~-
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The first evidence of s.n attempt to enlist the help of parents i,s 
1/ 
found in a survey by Ashbaugh- in 1929* He sent a questionnaire to 
parents which endeavored to find out what items they would like to see 
on a report card. His results are as follows: 
Par cent of parents 
desiring tnform.ation 
1. Number of times absent ••• ~······~···~······· 9ll. 
2.. Number of times late •• ~-....................... 89 
3. Number of times present ••••• ,................ 82 
4. A let_ter grade •..••••••••••• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 55 
S. A percentage grade •• 4•*•••••••••••••••••••*• 41 
6. No preference for either a letter or par* 
centage grade .. + • :4 ........................ ,. .. .. • • • • .. .... ... • • .. 4 
1. The elass average for each subject.......... 70 
8. Results of general ability tests •• .,~·~··~··· 59 
9 •. Character traits ......... , ••••••••••••••• • • • • SO 
10 .. Bffort ..................... .,lt, .... _. ..... ., ..... jlf........... 78 
Parents become involved in report c.a.rd revision .... .,. For six years 
little was written about the assistance parents could render in report 
card revision. ln 1935• as a result of their survey of the literature 
!/ 
from 1917 to 1934, Messenger an.G. Watts stateci that they believed there 
was a definite trend towards having parents and children help to build 
report cards. They offered no statistics but were of the opinion that 
this move was in evidence at the time. 
11 
Xn 1938, Evans was convinced. of the need for cooperation between 
!/James Ernest Ashbaugh, 11Parents and Pupils t Report Cards," Eduea ... 
tional Research Bulletin (April 3, 1929). 8:144. 
!/Helen B.. Messenger and Winifred Watts, 11SUIIllllaries of Selected 
Articles on Report Cards*" Educational Administration and Superxision 
(October, 19.35) • 2lt550. · · · 
1/Robert o. Evans, op. cit., P• 8~ 
I . 
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teacher and parent when it came to determining report card content. 
11 
Wrinkle, however, in 1938 said nothing about enlisting the aid of 
!/ 
parents in this endeavor. Hannant in 1939t claimed that the best 
results would come from parents and teachers cooperating in their ef- · 
v 
forts. Greeushields, in 1942~ reported that, as a result of seek• 
ing the cooperation of parents in revision of the existing report card, 
no criticism was directed towards the school administration when the 
!I 
new card. was sent home.. ln 1945, :Si~by pointed o~t the positive ef-
feets of enlisting the help of the :P.T.A. in report card revision. 
!/ 
Miller and Maaske describe a reporting program which successfully en-
!/ 
listed the aid of both parents and pupils, Traxler, in his textbook, 
'Teehnigues of Guidance, devotes a chapter to analy2:ing trends in report 
card change and concludes that there are increased signs of parents and 
pupils becoming involved in this phase of the communication program. 
!/William L. Wrinkle, ''Marking: and Reporting, n Chapter XVI 1 The New 
Hith School in the Makin~;;. American Book Company, Boston, 1938. 
YLester T. Hamutnt uaeport Cards Can lnstru~t,.'• Nation's Schools 
(October~ 1939), 24:58. · 
J./M. J. Greenshields1 ''Parents Draft New Report Cards," Nation•s 
Schools (June, 1942), 29:53 • 
. !/Paul W. Bixby* 11Pa:re.nts and Teachers Study Report Cards,'' National 
Elementary: :Principal (Septemberi 1945), 25:92. • 
.2/John M. Miller and B.ohen .:r. Maaske, nThe Report Card Can Interpret 
School Objectives, 11 National Elementary Principal (September, 1945) J 
25; 128. .. . . 
.§/Arthur E. Traxler, 14J\eports to the lfc>lne.," Chapter XIII, Tecbpigues 
of Guidance~ Harpe:r and Brothers,. New York, 1945, p. 242. 
~------·------
One of the first qamples of parents sharing with educators an 
equal responsibility in this endeavor was carried out in Portland, 
JJ 
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Oregon, in 1946. The results of the Portland. Ootmeil of the Oregon 
Parents and Teachers see. to reflect an e&tremaly satisfactory meeting 
of the minds of teachers and parellts. 
1:/ 
Sugden reported in 1947 that the schools tn River Forest. 
Illinois revi$ed their reporting procedures with the aid of parents. 
y 
Referd.ng to this particular plall, Strang aaksJ "Has your method of 
reporting to parents been developed cooperatively? Unless parents, 
t~achers and pupils work with the administrator in developing the reportJ 
they will not fully understand it." 
·y 
Although Wrinkle failed to mention that parents should. be asked 
~ help in report card revistcm. in his text published: in 1939, he does 
Jj 
state in his Improvip.gMarkinuanct Reportipa Practices in 1953 that 
parents and pupils both need to share in this activity with the members 
of the faculty. 
The Je»hn W. Weeks Junior High School seeks the assistance of a 
. 6/ 
specialist plus the ~eachers and parents :1n the. eommunitx .. - - .. When the 
!/Portland Coun.cil of the Oregon Parents and Teachers, op. cit. t pp. S0-56. 
!/W. E .. Sugden, "Cooperative. PlanniBg for Developing an Achievement 
Record, tt Elementary .school Joums.l (June. 1947), 47:571. 
Jjauth Strang, op. cit., P• 3. 
!/WilU . .atll L. Wrinkle, The New lliSh School in the Maki!lfl• op. cit. 
!/Willi~ L. Wl:'inkle. Improving )larking and Reporting Practices in the 
Elementary and Secondan: Schools, op. cit.* p~ 114. 
§/Faculty of John W. Weeks Junior High School, op. c1t. 
I ·--
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faeulty of the Weeks Junior H~gb School in Newton, Massachusetts voted 
to carry out a complete revision of its reporting deviees, not only 
were the parents and pupils invited to take part) but Dr. William T. 
Gruhn of the University of Connecticut, a specialist in the field of 
junior high school reporting, was also asked to guide the entire project. 
Workshop meetings were held one afternoon a week for over two years 
- . 
until a new system. of commua.ication was developed, which was extremely 
well·r~i:d.ve~ by teachers • parents, and pupils alike. 
The literature of the mid~ntneteen fifties.~~ The literature of 
the past four years has been filled with recommendations that parents 
help in any revision of a reporting program. The April, 1955 iulietin 
lJ 
of the Association of Secondary School Principals contains this 
statement: 
'~van if future studies prove that there is no system 
supeTior to the comld;nat:lon £ive ... letter and checklist system, 
we cB.lt make this system more DJ.eaningful if we involve the 
par~nts and lay leaders of the community in our planning. 
X know that some schools have followed this practice for some 
time, but, in gener4lt schools have .fallen down in this area. n 
2/ 
Tall,- writing a year later in 1956, shares the opinion that ed-
ucators too often revise a reporting program and never mention the fae;t 
to the CQlUID.U'D.ity. He states: "Tlte revision t:tf a reporting system to-
day Dl1;18t be the result of emnbined thinking of parents .and teachers." 
!/"HoW We Make the Evaluation and Reporting of Student Achievement More 
Meaningful,*' National Association ,of Secondary School Principals Bul ... 
letin (April, 195.5), 39:27. · · · · · · · · 
lfJ. F. Tall. op. cit •• p. il. 
I 
I 
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1/ 
Lattin- believes one of the basic questions to ask of any report 
card is: •'Were parents involved?"· He lists three main reasons fot: 
parental participation~ :First) it helps parents to keep up with cur ... 
rent trends; second, it improves parent-teacher relations; and third, 
it helps parents to state what infermation they want to reeeive on 
their child's report card. 
2/ 3/ 
McConnell's survey- in 19.57 J like Ashbaugh•s- twenty ... seven years 
earlier, was an endeavor to learn just what items parents wanted t;.o 
. !I 
have included on their children's report cards. Romans. in an ar• 
ticle publis~d in 1958~ describes a parent group revision program 
which produced a ~nual, Parent Conference Guide~ The outcome of this 
study was the establishment of one .required .parent~teaeber conference 
a year plus a report card sent home three times yearly. 
Revising reportins programs in the future ....... From a review of the 
literature. a definite trend is evident toward more parent and pupil 
cooperation in the r_evision and ecnstruet:lon of reporting forms. Be .. 
fore 1950~ only a few writers were advocating this technique and even 
fewer schools were actually experimenting w:l.th parent help~ Since 1950, 
almost every writer concerned with report card revtsi~ has been certain 
!/RichardT. Lattin, '*Home Reports,u Education (February, 1957), 77:361t 
!/G. A. McConnell~ ''What Do llllX'ents Want to Know?" Elementary School 
J'ourn.al (November,_ l957h 58:83. 
l/Emest Jamea Ashbaugh. pp. eit~, pp. '143 ... 146~ 
!!/Louis Jlomans, 1'li'itiding Out WJ:tat Parents Want to Know," ;:tementan; 
School J'ournal (November, 1957), 58~90, 
to include (o~ at least has not bean opposed to) this method. The 
growiug number of schools trying this plan is evidence that it is in 
keeping with the current educatiQna.l philosophy. 
4. SUUllliary 
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the amount of published material on report card revision concern ... 
ing what should be reported and how it should he communicated is tre~ 
mendous. The fact that writers in uo way share unifom points of view 
about this phase of educ~tion would seem to indicate a ~qmplex and per• 
haps unsolvable problem is confronting sc:hoel authorities in America 
today. 
Because the philosophy of education is in a constant state of 
flux, there is a definite need to eontin'Ually revise reportll.ng proce ... 
dures so that the latter may keep p8(!6 with the former. A great deal 
of reseax-ch and experimentation has been carried on in this directicm, 
especially in the past tbtee decades4 
An examination of the literature shews methods of reporting to be 
moving in a cycle from percentage 'DUU'ks; to the use of a five-point 
scale employing symbols to represent per cents; to a five-point scale 
employing symbols to represent descriptive phrases; to a reduction (or 
ealargement) of the five .. point scale. This cycle was accompanied by 
marked deviations such as iBformal letters to parents. parent~teacher 
conferences, checklists, and even no reports at all. These experiments 
have all but completely been abandoned as the sole means of informiag 
parents of their children's progx-ess. At the present time there is a 
28 
tendency to employ a five•point scale ustng symbols to represent de-
scriptive phrases and to augment this with auxiliary devices such as 
the informal letter or parent .. teacher conference. A major portion of 
Ghapter III, .''Procecl:ures ~ n deals with an analysis of both what infor-
tllStion is being sent home &'ld how it is co1111ntmieated to the parents. 
CHAl?'mR Ill 
PlOCEX>'URES 
l. Introduction 
Scope ofprocedure.- ... ln order to identify sim.ilarities and sig ... 
nificant differences tn. the points of view of parents, teachers, and 
pupils conce:tning reporting proced.ures and compare thel:Je points of 
view with a: variety of factors such as parents ' and. teachers • educa ... 
tional philosophies and backgrounds, parents ' P. T .A., affiU.ations, 
teachers • grade level and subject area., and pupils* educational plans 
for the future, several steps had to be taken. First,. two instrwnents 
were devised. One was designed to indicate the educational philosophies 
of parents and teacherst The purpose of the other was to show the degree 
of parent, teacher, and pupil preference for a number of report card 
items. 
The second step involved the examination of report cards from 5.5 
junior high schools to determine what items are currently being em-
ployed to communicate information concerning pupil progress. Each of 
these items was categorized as traqitional, middle ... of-the-roadt or 
progressive, both by a jury of teachers and according to the opinions 
of specialists in the field of secondary school reporting and com ... 
I - -
1-4/ 
muni~ation. 
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Once the individ~al items had been labeled and the separate school 
reporting programs in turn identified as traditional, middlewof·the-
road, or progressive, five of the communities were chosen to cooperate 
in this study on the basis of standard$ designed to obtain both as rep• 
resentative a population sampling as possible and also to include the 
greatest variety of reporting techniques in use today. The instruments 
were then completed by parents) teachers, and pupils in these communi• 
ties .• 
2. Construction of the Report Card ltem 
Preference Instrument 
Determination of items.-· X• an end.eavor to incorporate into the 
instrument as many of the items fo1.1nd on today • s report cards as pos• 
sible, 67 junior high schools having enrollments of 250 students were 
contacted and asked for a sample of their reporting procedures. Fifty• 
five,. or 82 per cent of the schools replied to this request. A sample 
of the letter used to ask for this reporting information will be foUnd 
in App.end.ix. C • 
lfJ:tuth Strang, op. cit. 
!fWilU.am L. Wrinkle, lmprovina Markins and Reporting PJi'a.ctices in the 
Elementary and Secondary Schools, Rinehart and Company, New York, 1953. 
l}W11liam H. Burton, op. eit. 
A/W11U.am. '.1'. Gruhn and Barl J:t. Douglass, ''Modern Trend in Measuring and 
:aepoJ:ttng Pupil Progress," Chapter XlVt The Modern Junior High School 
(Firat Edition), lonal« Fress Company, New York. 1947. · 
An examination of the separate reporting programs showed a few 
items common to all cards, other items employed by a large number of 
schools. and some items peculiar to only a few reporting procedures. 
The total number of different items was 3lt plus 12 character traits 
and 8 work habits. 
Items or practices currentl;y beiuq used in reporting to parents ....... 
l. Replacing the name "Report Cardrt with a less foxmal title 
such as "~rogress Report." 
2. Including a statement. from the superintendent. principal, or 
teachers explaining the aims and purpo$es of the report eard. 
3. Xnclud!ng a statement or statements explaining the meaning of 
the symbols used in marking. 
4 ~ Including a statement or figul!'es telling how many days a pupil 
has been absent and tardy .. 
J. Including a section de~ted to judging the pupil's personality 
traits such as courtesy, coQPeration, and self-control. 
6. Including a blank spaee enabling a parent to comment upon his 
ehild 1s progress. 
7. Including a blank space enabling a teacher to comment upon the 
child's progress. 
8 .. Using only nsn (Satisfa~tory) and "lP' (Unsatisfactory) in such 
subjects as music and physical edueatien where teachers are ex-
pected to mark several hundred st~dents. 
9. Including an effort mark for each subject. 
10. Including one over-all effort mark which takes into considera-
tion effort in all subjects. 
11~ Ineluding a eonduet mark for each subject. 
12. Iacluding one Qver•all con.duct mark which takes into ccmsider-
ation eonduet in all subjecta. 
ll. Using only ttsn and nun to show progress in academic subjects 
such as Bistoryt English, Mathematics, and Science. 
r- - ----
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14. Using personal letters written by the child's teachers to ex• 
plain his progress in place of the traditional report carti. 
15. Xncluding a section which would tell the studentts height and 
weight .in September and again in J'une. 
16~ Including a section devoted to judging the student's work 
habits such as neatness,, pt:omptness~ and listening habits .. 
17~ Setting aside one or more afte:moons a month so that interested 
parents may visit teachers and obtain brief progress reports. 
18. Including one or two half~hout pmrent ... teaehet' conferences a 
year as a regular part of the conmunieation program. 
19~ Reserving one Parent-Teacher-Association meeting for a "Back• 
to ... school Night" when teachers explain their goals and subjects •. 
20,. Using different types of report cards itt the elementary, junior 
high, and senior hf.sh sehooi.s. 
2lt Notifying parents. tmmediately when a child is making unsatis• 
factory progress -in any particular sUbject. 
U. Notifying parents whea. their child is making exceptionally 
good progress in any particular subj~t. 
!3. Raising or lowering a student's mark in an academic subject 
because his conduct was good or poor in that particular subject. 
24. Raising or lowering a student •s mark in an academic subject 
because his effort was good or poor in that particular sl.Jbject .. 
2S. Including a definition of subject names like English and Social 
Studies and a list of the lesser subjects such as spelling, 
penmanship, reading, and literature which are grouped under 
these larger headings. 
26. Having a report card with fairly large print and s,imple voca'b• 
ulary so that it is easily read and understood. 
27. Including a section on the report card to grade students in 
aetivities such as 'band, newspaper, clubs. and student eou.ncil. 
28~ Xncludtng a ~rk to indicate the studentts health habits. 
29. Sending a booklet to parents explaining such things as what is 
doae about homeworkt discipline, report cards, anl!l make-up work. 
I . ---
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30.: How ll18l1Y ti.Ines should report · c.e.rds be sent home each year'Z 
ll. 
33. 
Five ways teachers can info~ parents how well their child is 
·progress f.ng:; 
a. A report eal:'d sent home at speeified times 
b. Personal letters sent home by each teacher at specified 
··times 
c. Brief written eqmments sent home once a !QC)nth 
d. No.written report unless exceptionally good or poor progress 
is being made · 
e. A speeified nUmber of required parent•teacher conferences 
each year-
Twelve· personality traits rated on today•s teport cards: 
a. Courteous to others · 
b. Cooperates with others 
c .. Practices good spor~smanshtp· 
d. Accepts responsi'bUity willingly 
e * Respects property of others · 
f~ Demonstrates self .. control 
g* Demonstrates self-reliance 
h~ Habitually neat and clean 
i. Completes work promptly 
j. Obeys school regulations 
k- Respects rights and.·opinions of others 
1. Listens to· and fo·llows cU:rections. 
Bight work habits rated on toctay•s report cards: 
a. Takes pride in h1s work 
b. Does his beat 
e .. Is ac.curate 
d~ Uses time wisely 
e~ Can follow di~tians 
f~ Listens attentively 
g. ))oes hoJD.eWork regularly 
h. Asks for help when needed. 
Arrangement of items~·~ Once identified, these specific items were 
4lassified into three categories, those of an administrative nature 
were placed in one section of the instrument; those concerned with guid• 
ance were located tn a second part; while items pertaining to the pu~ 
pil 's growth were placed in a. third section. Samples of the instru-
ments completed by parents~c teachers, and pupils will be founi in Ap ... 
pendix A. 
I . . -
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Personal inguiries--~ The final part of this instrument was de· 
voted to questions whose answers would yield such personal tnformation 
as parents• feelings about education; beyond high school. their affili~ 
ations with Parent~Teacher Associations, and their attitudes toward 
pa.x-ent•teaeher conferences~ Teachars would indicate such information 
as the extent of their educational training.' experience, grade level. 
and subject area. Pupils were asked their age., srade level. aad their 
pareats • educati$nal background& then they were to explain how they and 
their parents-felt about their :ceeeiving a college education. 
Rating the items· ..... The 31 items ore rated on an 11-point scale 
from +5 to .... s. The ratings, +.5, +4, and.. +3, were described as a ttGood 
Plan,. n Plus tWo, +1, o. ...1. and •2. were described. as "Of No Value .. " 
Ratings •3, -4., and ;.5 were labeled "Harinful ·Plan. u The personality 
traits and work habits were rated on a three•point seale. (1) Extremely 
Useful, (2) Useful, and (3) Of No Use. 
Purpose of the ins.trument ..... tha instrument was designed to obtain 
I , ~ . . • " 
two types of information* lts first purpose was to determine how par-
ents, teachers; and pupils felt toward a variety of reporting practices. 
Its second purpose was to discover the different edueatiosal backgrounds 
~ ' 
of parents and teachers, to find out how pupil$ felt about their present 
-and. future education. ancl to gain sitnilar information for comparisons 
wbieh will be discussed in Chapte:J: IV, 1'ln.terpretation of Data.n 
r---- - -- ·-------
. 3. The Edueationa.l Philosophy Instrument 
. Qrig:t.n.~ .. The second puse of the total survey instrument com• 
pletE;'Icl bypar~nt.s ed. ~eaehers wasaqueetionnaire adapted from one 
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constructe~ by Crowley, et al.- It contained 70 statements concerned 
with methods, curricula. discipline,., administration, and o~ganizational 
patterns in the field of seconclary education. A sample of this iD.stru .. 
mentt ''What Do You 'lhink?'t .will be found in Appendix A. 
' ' ' 
Purpose.~- This section of the instrument was developed to deter-
mine a parent's or teacher's educatiana~ philosophy. Xt attempted to 
categorize the respondent ksehaving a traditional. udddle-of·the-road, 
or progressive point of view toward eturrent educational practices~ It 
waa incorporated into this study tn order to ~ompare the opinions of 
people with different ed~ational.ph.ilasoph~s coneerning current re ... 
porting devices. 
4. Choosing the CommUnities 
Categorizing tha reporting pro~eduras ..... The first step toward 
selecting the eo~nities whose parents. teachers, and pupils would 
complete the instruments was to classify all 55 reporting .pr•grams as 
tl'adttional, mic:ldle .. of•the ... raad. or progressive. The separate items 
appearing on the reporting programs were l!sted and submitted to a 
jt.try of 46 urban .and. 19 rural teachers. Ea.ch member of the jury was 
asked to rate the indi~idual items according to their value to the 
l/Alfred J. Crowley, et al., Construction of an Instrument for the 
Measurement of Educational Philosophy, Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1956. · 
I ---- -
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report;ing process in __ two ways. Fir·st, the juror rated thel!le items on 
an 11-point scale with no restriction as to the number of times each 
could receive a specific rating. ·second, the same juror was limited 
as to the number of times be could rate an item with a specific value 
on the same ll•point scale~ S~les.of these two rating instruments, 
"What Makes a Good R~port Card?'' lfill be found in Appendix A. 
Ana1yz1ng_the·Jury 1 s res-eonses.-- The findings of the jury were 
eompared ,in tbree ways. First, using th(!l unrestricted ... choice instru-
ment, the opinions of urban teachers were compared with those of rural 
teachers. The coefficient of correlation in this case was • 918. Sec ... 
ond,. also using the unrestricted instrument, the ratings of experienced 
and inexperienced teachers were compared. The coefficient of correla ... 
tion in this instance was .959. Third, the results of the unrestricted 
fom were related to those of the restricted form. The coefficient of 
COJ:"relation here was • 948 + Comparisons of the J:"esponses of these groups 
will be found in Tables 2, 3, and 4. Tables determining the coefficients 
of correlation of these three comparisons will be found in Appendix B~ 
Table l S'®DJ!S.rizes the relationship between. the vad.ous g~;oups respond-
ing .. 
Table 1. Relationship Between Various Groups Responding 
1~ aura1•Urban Teachers~ r = .918 
r= 
r= 
v t~·a. Z::)r2 
99.1809 
101.400 
= 
99.1809 . 
I (124,.8834). (82 .. 3170) 
2~ Experienced""Inexperienced. TeaehersJ r = .959 
r= 
r= 
115.9270 
119 .. 7300 
115.·9270 
= 
.J (U2,. 7431) ~ (lOS. 0055) 
3. R.estrieteci Form-Unrestricted Fortni r c:;~ 4948 
r= 
r= 
.59.2209 
60;.2696 
= 
v (44~ 1307) • {82 .3107) 
!/ 
= .948 
= 
99.1809 
v'l0,280.-0268 
. 115.9270 
vl4336.9849 
59~2209 
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.!/Henry E. Garrett, Elementary Statistics, Longmans, Green and Company,. 
New York.- 1956" p. 110. 
38. 
Table 2,. Comparison of Responses of Urban an4 aural Teachers 
Report card Item. 
. (1\ .. 
1,. Statement of the school philosophy .... ,.. ... n 
a. Stat~nt of the curriculum objeQtives ...... .. 
3. Provision for tndicattng either or both the 
n\liDher·of days absent and late~.4 ................ .. 
4+ Explanation of sytnbols used in marking ........ .. 
s. Emphasis on learner instead of subjeet.4 ..... . 
6,. Simple vocabula:ry easily understood by 
parents and students .................... * ........... . 
7.. :Bxpll:lll4tion for leaming difficulty .... " ........ . 
8. Provision for rating work habits ... , ........ ,. ... . 
9. Parentwteacher conferences as a regular part 
of reporting program •• *.,. ........ , ...... ·~ ........... ,. 
lO- Provision for parent comment .. * ,. .• ~ ... ~ ......... . 
11 .. Provision for teacher c~nt ... u ............... . 
12~ Provision for rating special interestst 
abilities, and extracurricular activities ••• ~ 
13. Provision for reporting physical arowth.4 •••• 
14. Provision for reporting social development.,...., 
15. Group penmanship, spelling, reading, gram• 
mar, and composition under one .heading, 
English .• ..... , ..... It ............. -•. II! " ............... -t: ........ ., " •.•• 
16. Provision for reporting emotional matuxity. *. 
17 .. PrQvision for reporting intellectual progress 
18. Report :tn t.exms of student •s mm capacity and 
gro-wth-. -· • ,. .,. .................. _, ......... , .. ~ ._ ..... ,. -• .......... . 
19. A school ... wide effort l1!4l'k ......... * ................. . 
ao .• All effort mark 1n each subject ........................... . 
21" Report of student's growth in terms of cotll .. 
petition or class stancling .•.•.•.•.•.•. ~ ......... : ............... . 
22~ One school-wide conduct .1na.'rk •.• ~ ........... ,. .... .., .. ·H .. 
23 ~ A conduct mark in each subject .... -~· ..... .., ....... . 
24.. Report in terms of eonlbination of student's 
ow capaci~ .and in terms of class standins~. 
25. Special notices of danger of failing ..... u ..... ~ 
26.. Attractive .appeal'anee and fairly large type .•• 
27. Special card. for junior high school ............. ~ 
28. Practical in that it does not consume an un .. 
reasonable amount of teacher tima •..•.•.••.•••.••• 
Rating in 
Importance 
Urban B. ural 
Teachers Teachers 
(21 _!3) 
l1 19 
lS 21 
9 5 
1 1 
8 9 
2 4 
11 14 
12 6 
1 12 
14 1 
s 8 
23 22 
28 27 
19 3 
26 24 
20 18 
10 13 
4 10 
24 28 
21 16 
22 20 
25: 26 
27 23 
1.3 25 
6 ll 
18 15 
16 17 
3 2 
Table 3 .. Comparison of B.esponses ft)f Bxparieueed and Inexperiene.ed 
Teachers 
B.at:iq in 
Uport card Item Importance 
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Esper .. lnexper ... 
(l} 
1, Stat~nt of the school pbilosophy .... u .... ~ -.~ 
2. StatetJJ.eut ·of the eurricul.um objectives .......... . 
3~ Provision for indicating either or both the 
number of days absent and late-. ........ ~.- ........ "' •• 
4~ Explanation of symbols used iii ma:rk:i:ng • .., •"*""..,...., 
.S. Emphasis on learner instead of subject .. H,. *'" • ..,. 
6. Simple vocabulary understood by parents and. 1 .·-, ~ 
students •• ~ ..... " ............ " ........... 11·~ !l- .... ·- ......... ~ ..... ~~:.:. ....... .., 
7 .. Explanation for learning difficulty~·~" .. · ......... "" .. ,.. 
8. Provision for rating work habits ..... ,. ....... ,. •• ,.. ••• 
9" l'arent-teaeber conferences as a regular part of 
reporting program ............... ·~ ... ,. ...... w ................ .. 
10 .. Provision for parent comment •• ~ ....... - ........ 6 ... ... 
11 .. )?t'Ovision for teacher comment ................... '* .... .. 
12. Provision for rating special interests, ~bil• 
ities, ancl ext:tacurricula.r aetivities .. ., ••• _,.,. •• -. 
13. Provision for reporting physical growth., ......... .... 
14 .. Provision for reporting social development .... '* •• 
U .. Group pemnanship, spelling. readinS, gra:nnnar., 
and composition under one beading~ Inglish_, ...... 
16. Provision for reporting emotional maturity •• ,~. 
17. Provision for reporting intellectual progress .•• 
18. Report in terms of student•s own capacity and 
gro"Wth • ••• " ........................ ., ....... ,. .••.• ·1f ........................ .. 
19. A schoo1 .. wide effort mark. -• .. -• .•• ,. •.• ~ ............ u ~ .• 
20,.. An effort mark in eaeh subject ... ~·· ................. .. 
21. Report of student~'s growth in terms of co~ti ... 
tion or class standing ... ,. ..................... ~····· ......... . 
22-. One school-wide conclue~t .mark,. ......................... 11 ... ., 
23-. Repo:rt in terms of a combination o:f student's 
own capacity and in tems of class stanc.iing ...... . 
24 ... A conduct mark in each subject.-.-... ·*'" ................. .. 
25. Spec tal notices of <langer of failing ..... _;. .. " • ~ .••.• 
26~ Attractive appearance an4 fairly large type .... .. 
27. Special card for jun:lor high school~ ...... , ....... .. 
28.. Practical in t:hat it does not consume an un· 
reasonable amount of teacher time .... ~ ................... .. 
ienced ienced 
{2) 
_(3J 
14 17 
20 8 
9 7 
l 1 
s 13 
a s 
19 4 
11 lS 
6 2 
10 20 
8 3 
22 26 
2l 28 
15 23 
27 25 
21 21 
13 11 
7 10 
25 18 
16 14 
24 16 
26 24 
18 6 
28 27 
4 12 
17 19 
12 22 
3 9 
--
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Table 4~ Comparison of Responses Made on Unrestricted and Restricted 
Instruments 
· Report Card Item 
. (l} 
1. Statement of the school philosophy .... , .. 
2. Statement of the curriculum objectives. 
3. Provision for indicating either or both 
the number-of days absent an4 late~···· 
4~ EKplanat.ion of symbols used u:inarking~ 
S. Emphasis on learner inste~d of subject~ 
6~ Simple vocabulary easily understood by 
parents and students ............ ~ "·• ... ~ ••• 
7 .. Explanation- for learning d.ifficulty. ~ •• 
8~ Provision for rating work habits~····~· 
9~ Parent.•teacher conferences as a regulat 
pa-rt of the reporting program ••• ., ••• , •• 
10~ Provision for parent coDIIll.ent ........ ~ •••• 
11,. Provision for teacher comment~,.,. .. "*. u ~ 
12. Provision for rating special tnterests, 
abilities, and e:atracw..'"l.'icular activ-
ities, ••• ~~~········•••••*•*-·~···a•••• 
13~ Pro+vision for 1:eporting physical growth. 
14. Provision for reporting social develop-
ment • • ~ • *' •• * .. - • · ............ ,.. - ........ " .... , ·: • ........ 
15. Group penmanship, rea41ng, $pelling. 
grammar. and compositiQn under one 
heading, English. ...... * •• ._ ••.• ., ............. . 
16~ Provision for reporting emotional 
utu'tity • ., • " • ·• ~ •• " •• " ~ • " • ; * " ....... ~ •. ~ .. ~ .. 
17. Provision for reporting intellectual 
progress w •• " • :; ..... -.. .. , •• :~- ........... ., .,.. .. ~ .... * • ~ 
18~ Report in terins of student's ow 
capacity and growth~ ...... ~ •• ~ ...... ~ ......... . 
19 .. Sehoal .. wid.e effort mark ...... _..-~ .... ,....,~ 
20. An effort 11Ul'J:;'k in each subject ........... . 
21. Report of student's growth in te~ of 
competition or class standing •• ~ ........ ~-
22. One school ... wide. conduct. mark ... ,. ...... ~ •• 
23 .. A conduct mark in each subjectH ..... .. 
%4,. Repa.rt in terms of a combination of · 
student's own capacity and. class stand .. 
1ng •• "' * ............ lt •• + ~ .... ft ..... + '*'.,..., " ....... '* ...... ~· w. !' 
25~ Special notices of danger of failing ••• 
(c.onclwled on ~t page) 
. :bt_il\g in · ImPor.tance 
Ulires-t:dcted Restricted 
Instrument Instrument 
(2} (3) 
17 13 
14 11 
9 12 
1 1 
8 2 
2 5 
11 10 
12 14 
1 4 
lS 20 
5 6 
23 2l 
28 28 
19 18 
26 22 
20 16 
10 3 
4 8 
24 25 
21 19 
u 17 
2S 26 
27 27 
13 7 
6 9 
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Table 4. (~oncluded) 
Ratinsc in lliiJ)ortance 
Report Ca~4 Item Unrestricted Restricted 
Instrument Instrument 
ll) (2) 1_31 
26* Attractive appearance and fairly large 
type •.• ., ........ -.. ~ ••••.• It-· .... * ........................ ~ 18 24 
27. Special card for junior high school~··· 16 21 
2.8. Practical in that it does not cons'iltne 
an unreasonable amount of teacher time. 3 15 
Anal nina the opinions of the specialists..... Once it was clear 
that teachers in the field. were in clqse agreement concerning the value 
of each of the 28 items, it was necessary to ascertain haw the authori-
·ties felt abe>ut the same items~ The first step in this investigation 
was to ex-eate seveu categories into which each of the items could be 
placed. The categories were labeled as follows: 
1. Traditional 
2. Traditional to Diddle-of•the~road 
3., Middle-of .. tlu!-road· to traditional 
4. Middla ... af .. the-read 
S .. Middle .. of-the•road to progressive 
6. Progressive to middle•of•the~road 
1 ~ Progressive 
B.atina the items.- ... The neat step undertaken was rating the items 
in order of importance aecor4ing to the number of eategori~s in which 
tb~y were placed by the authorities. Their value increases according 
to the number of different types of reporting programs in which they 
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are found. The more frequqtly items appeart the more often they are 
employed by a variety of educational philosophies and are, therefore, 
considered more valuable to present-day reporting practices than those 
used less fr~uently. 
The results of this method of rating were as follows: 
l. No items were placed in only one c:ategory * 
z. The ten items plaeed in two categories were rated nineteenth 
through twght~ee.i.ghthi.lkn.<.V<a.lue. 
3. The eight items placed in three categories were rated eleventh 
through eighteenth in value. 
4. The four iteJil$ placed in four categories were rated seventh 
through tenth in value • 
.5. The three items placed in five categories were rated fourth 
through sixth in value. 
6. No items were plae.ed in silt categorieS. 
7. The three item$ placed in all seven categories were rated first 
through third in val~. 
A complete analysis of the categorU:ation of report card iteJDS by 
the authorities is given in the following table. 
1 ... 4/ 
Table S. Categorization of RQport Card Items by Authorities 
CateQ;or:f.es 
Report Card Items 
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(ll 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
l. Report of student • s growth or progress in 
terms of competition or class standing ••.•• .,. 
2. An effort urk in each subject ••.•.••• ~·· ...... 
3 •. One school .. wide .effort mark ••••.••••••..•..••.•.• 
4. A conduct .mark in each subject"' •. ~ ................. . 
S. one school .. wide conduct. -mark ............... · ...... . 
6. Provision for 1ndieatil13 either or both the 
number of day:l:l late and .absent. ~ .... ··- ........ . 
1. Special notices for danger of failing •••.••.•• 
8. Report tn terms of a combination of.stu~ 
dent 1s own capacity and in terms of e~ass 
standing • .,._ ..... .- ................... ., .•. * •.• _ •.• ;:,,. . ., 'jll, ......... _...~: 
9. Special card for the junior high school ••.••• 
10. Group pemnanship, reading, ~palling, gram .. 
mar, and composition under one heading. 
English .. ·-·-·-~~ .. ··/If·• •.•.• , ....... ···-·-•·• •·•·•·M·~··•·r.·M-• .•·*·~-'!\·. 
ll. Descriptive explanation O·f symbols used in 
ma.rkin.g ........... t~'t·~·t ... _. *" ........ ,.·-········~···~- .. ,~-·,«·1-!f- •·•·• ... .. 
12. Provision for teacb.er cmmnant ..•.••.•.•. ,. ........ .... 
13. Emphasis on learner instead of subject ••.••.• 
14 .. Elq)lanation for learning diffi~ulty •• H .... . 
15. Provision for parent comment •• •·•·•·• ......... -·· 
16,. Provision for rating work habits'*·· •••.••••• 
17. Parent-teacher eonferences as. a regular part 
of reporting program •••••••••••••.• ~- •••••••.•• 
18. Statement of cUl'rieulum objectives •••.•••••• 
19. Statement of schooi philosophy •••••••••• o+·. 
20. Attractt~e appearance and fairly large type. 
21. Report in terms of student's own capacity 
and .growth-.- '" ........... ~ ... * • " •.•.•.•.• , ., .•. ,.. '",.oil- ............. ~ ...... . 
(concluded on next page) 
.!/Ruth. Strang, Olh cit. 
1/Will:Lam L. Wrinkle, op~ cit. 
2,/W:LlliSDl H. Burton. op. cit~ 
A/William T. Gruhn and Harl R. Douglass 1 op. cit. 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X X 
X X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
: X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X 
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Table 5. (concluded) 
Catea:or:l.es 
Report Card lte• 
'l T M M M p p H T p M 
(1) 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 
22. Provision for l'eporting social development,. .. X X: 
23. Pl'ov1aion for x-eportlng emotional matvt'ity •• X X 
24. Provision for ratf.ug special interests, 
abilities, and extrac:un-lcular-acttvities.,. X X 
25. Provision for indicating physical growth ..... X X 
26. Sl:alple vocabulary easily understood by 
parents and: pupils ........ ,. ................ ~- •• ~ 4" ••• .X X X X X X X 
27.. Practical in that it does not consume un .. 
reasonable amount of teacher time .......... "' • X X X X X X X 
28. Provision for reporting academic progress ••• X X X X :x X X 
--
Baplanation of sytnhols: 
T (col\l'lln .2.): . An item which is tzoadf.t:Lonal ill nature. 
'D1 (column l): An item. whieb ranges from trad1tioaal to m1d41e•of .. 
. the ... I'Oad ia . natue-
HT (colUJIIll 4):. An item which ranges from middle ... of .. the .. toad to 
traditional iu nature. 
M (column 5); An itesn which is mid.dle--of ... the .. l'oact in aatul"e. 
MP (column 6): An item which .rs:oges from mi&:tle ... of•the .. z:oad. to 
ptogressive in nature. 
PM (colwm. 7): An item which ranges from progx'essive to mt44le•of• 
the-road in nature. 
P (column. 8): An item which 1s progressive 1n nature. 
Teacher•Jutt•a e4 {lpociaU:sts• opinions P9!PHred.•• Oltce the items 
were classified by frequency of occurrence, the teacher~jur,r's ratiugs 
based upon the findings iD. the unrestricted choice font of "What Hakes 
a Cood Report Carel?" were comparee! to the speclaU.sts r point of view. 
Their opinions cotnci4e4 very closely. One sroup, the teachers, works 
ever,v day with these items and always deals realistically with report• 
ina practices. The other group, the specialists, ls freer to express 
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more the ideal than what is actually being done or can be done.. Yet, 
in the field of reporting, the thinking of these two groups is quite 
similar. The followf.nS tabla indicates the degree of uniformity between 
these two groups. 
Ta'ble 6 .. Comparison ~d. Categoruation of Teacher·Jury and Authority 
Ratings of Report Card Items 
Rati[Uf;S Cate ories 
Report Card Items Teach..; E& ... T T M M M p 
era . pert:s M T p M 
(1) {2) (3) 4 .; 6 1 8 9 
1~ Explanation of symbols used 
in tnarking "' ......... * ............. ,. ...... 1 4 X X X X 
2. Simple vocabulary easily 
understood by parents and 
students •••••••••••••••••••. ., 4 2 2 X X X X X X 
3 ... Practical in that it does not 
consume unreasonable amount 
of teacher time •••••••••• ~··~ 3 3 X X X X X X 
4. Report in tenns of student's 
own capacity and growth •••••• 4 26 X 
S~ Provision for teacher comment s 5 X X X X 
6. Special notices of danger of 
failing ................ ~····~* 6 6 X X X X X 
1~ Parent•teacber conferences as 
a regular part of reporting 
program. •. ••.•. " • , -• .• *' ... :. .... * ...... 1 15 X X 
s. Emphasis on learner instead 
of subject ....................... ~ 8 8 X X X 
9. Provision for indicating 
either or both the number of 
days absent and late •••• ~···· 9 7 X X X X X 
10. Provision for reporting in• 
telle~tual progress.~.-. ...... " 10 1 X X X X X X 
11. Explanation for learning 
- difficulty •.••.••••••••••••••• 11 11 X X X 
12. Provision for rating work 
habits •.. ............................... ta 12 X X 
13. Repo-rt in terms of eombina ... 
tion of student's own capac~ 
ity and in terms of class 
standing ••••• , .............. · ••. 13 13 X X X 
(concluded on next page) 
p 
10 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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Table 6. (c:oncluded) 
Ratings Caterories 
Report card Items Teach.; Ex .. T T M l1 M p p ers parts M T p M 
(1) (2) (3) 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 
14. Statement of curriculum 
objectives •••••••• · ••••••••••.• 14 14 X X X 
15. Provision for parent cOllllllent. 15 9 X X X X 
16 .. Special card· for junior high 
school .............. ... .1f·,.···~ .............. -- ,-.:-. 16' 16 X X X ·x 
11. Statement of school 
philosophy.·.·· ..... ~-.-••.••.• ~ .......... 17 17 X X X 
18. Attractive appearance and 
fairly large type·.·, ... 4' .... ,. ,_ :t .~._,. 18 18 X X X 
19. Provision for reporting i 
social development ....... ~··~ ... 19 19 X X 
20. Provision for repcirting 
emotional maturity~ .......... 20 20 ' X X 
at. An effort mark in each eub• 
ject .... .. ·.:.·.., . ............ ., ... -................ 21 21 X X 
22. Report of student's progress 
·iu terms o·£ competition or 
class standing,.'·· ....................... 2.2 22 X X 
23. Provision for rating special 
interest&, abilities. and 
extracurricular activities •. ,,. 23 23 X lt 
24•· One school-wide effort mark .... 24 24 X X 
2.5. One school ... wide conduct mark. 2.5 25 X X. 
26. Group penmanship• -reading, 
spelling, grammar, and compo .. 
sition under one heading, 
English.~. .... -•. ,. ........ .- ... -.,, ,.: lji. .•• .,- .. - •••.•.• - ..• 26 10 X X X 
27. A conduc:t mark for each 
. subject •. .: .. ~ •' ..• ~: ..... _ .. tl•" ....--.~ .... tp(.,i" Jt' • .. r- 2.7 27 X X 
28.; hov:l.sion for indicating 
physical growth .... ,. .... •' •. ~· .- .... .- •.• 28 28 X X 
Explanation of .symbolEH 
T (colwnn 4) 1 An item which is traditiona.l in nature. 
TM (column ·5): · An ·item which ranges from traditional to middle .. of .. 
the .. road in natve. 
Mr (column 6) i An item which l:a.nges from middle•cd .. the .. road to 
traditious.l in nature. 
M (column 7) ~- .An. item which is middle-of .. tbe•road in nature. 
MP (column 8)' An item, which ranges from mi.ddle ... of•the•road to 
progressive in nature. 
PM (column 9) t An it$DI. whiG:k ranges from progressive to middle-
of-the-road in nature. 
P (column 10) l An item which is progressive in nature. 
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Analvsis of the fifty .. five Junior high school reporting programs* .... 
The final step involved in the community selection was to examine the 
items found on each report car4 and~ by employing the same seven cate ... 
gories used u the analysis of the specialists' opinions~ label each 
community's reporting system as traditional, midd.le .. of-the .. road. or 
progressive. The results of this analysis and classification were as 
follows: 
l. Eight (14.5 per cent) of the reporting procedures were def• 
initely traditional. 
2. Twenty (36 per cent) of t:he reporting procedures were more 
traditional than middle~of~the•road. 
3~ Thirteen (24 per cent) of the reporting procedures were more 
middle"ofwthe .. road than t~aditional. 
4. Eight {14.5 per cent} of the reporting procedures were middle ... 
of .. the ... road.. 
S. Two (4 pel' cent) of the reporting procedures were UIOre middle ... 
of•the-road than progressive. 
6. Four (7. per eent) of the. reporting procedures wel'e mDre pro .. 
gressive than middle-of~the~roacl. 
7. None (0 per cent) of the reporting procedures was definitely 
progressive. 
Choice of eomm.unitx ..... Five junior high schools ae~d. to offer 
excelleat opportunities for obtaining a representative population sam~ 
pltng. Of these, three were using traditional~type reporting programs, 
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one a middle•of~the•road technique. and one employed a programwhieh, 
alt.housh not progressive in the true Sfm$e of the definition, on a con"' 
tinuunt was cloaer to t:h:ta category than any of the other fifty .. five 
examined. The prima:r:y consideration was that wtthi11 these five com• 
~ities there would be as wide a variation of reporting practices as 
possible ... 
Another eo11sideratien was to :make sure that these coJJ~D~.U.ttities met 
certain objeetive staxtdards necessary fol:' the success of this study. 
These prerequisites were as followss 
1~ That both two"' and tbree>io.year junior h1gh schools be in .. 
~;:luded 
2. That Parent .. feaeher Assoeiatitm ·argani~ations were affiliated 
with some schools and not with others 
3. That the location should. inelude urban, rural, and industrial 
areas 
4. 'fhat all types ef reporting procedures should he in use 
S- That the student. enroll.J.nent should be at least two hundred and 
fifty. 
The following table :lndieates the degree of sampling whic::h was ob• 
tained. hy this proeedure. As can he seen, all of the predetermined 
starulards were met" The .communities are representative of uxban. sub• 
uroan, and rural areasf One !~ heavi).y industrialized; the others are 
tahlished in three& two have no such organization. Both two ... and three .. 
·year junior high schools wi.~h enrollments over two hw:utred a.ud fifty 
were available and a tremelldous variation in reporting programs existed. 
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Table 7. Qharaeteri~ties of the Selected. Communities 
' ' 
Type 2 .. Year 'l')I'Pe of School Community of. P.T.A., or Reporting Population CO'DIIIlllnitY 3•Ye.ar Program 
(1) (2) {3) (4) '. (5) . (6) 
A .Industrial Yes 2. 'l'ra<litional &46 
B llural ... Urban No 2 Traditional 275 
c l.Trban ... aural No 3 . 'l'raditi()nal 633 
J) Suburban Yes 3 Middle•of ... 522' 
the-road 
E S1.1burban Yes 3 Progressive 850 
$. Population Segment 
Pu.pils ~ ..... Although the selection of pupils was not done on the 
basis of ranclomness or representativeness, an attempt was made to ob-
tab:. as heterogeneous a segment of the student body as possible. If 
this type of group were procured., it would be realistic to assume that 
the parents of these pupils would constitute a similarly heterogeneous 
portion of the community's parent population. 
In two c:Ol1llllUl1ities, heterogeneous grouping was eattie4 on in all 
grades. This meant that one class from each grade parti.-:.:ipated in the 
study. In the other three coDIIIllU'1it :lea • homogeneous grouping was being 
pra~t.iced. Xn C'omm.un:tty A, one slow seventh gJ:ade, one average eighth 
grade, and one superior eighth grade class were used. Xn COlDmunity B, 
one average and. one superior seventh grade and one slow eighth grade 
class were used. ln Com:nunity c, one slow se.ve'J:lth, average eighth, and 
so 
$uperio~ ninth grade .were used. In eases where the use of three divisions 
·Of classes did not total over 100 students~ the principal called upon 
other youn.ssters whose ability would tend to strengthen the representa .. 
tives of the group.' 
rarenJrs~·-"" Fathers sad mothers of all pupils cooperating in this 
study were asked to assist in its completion. Since the participating 
section of. the student body was heterogeneous tn its make-up, the parent 
group would be similar tn its heterogeneity. 
T§achers.~- The entire faculty of eaeh school ehosen was asked to 
help in the survey. It was felt that in this manner the sampling ob .. 
tained would yield a good cross section of those in the teaching pro~ 
fess:ton. 
6. Teqhn:lq,ues of Contact and Administration 
Letter of introduction ..... The. sehool suped.ntendents in eaeh of 
the five cc:mmn:m.ities selectecl were contacted by a letter from the office 
of Dr .. James F~ :Saker, D:l.rectu, Boston University, Evening Division. 
The letter explained the study, asked fc>r the superintendent's coopera-
tion; and st.ated that a follow•up telephone cal'1 for a conference would 
be made in three days. In eaJ:h case the telephone call obtained the 
desired results. and a meeting was arranged with the superintendent. 
Confe£ences with the s_?Rerintenclents and principals...... In all five 
interviews the superinten4ents expressed interest in the study and each 
agreed to permit the survey to take place in one of his junior high 
schools if the principal concetned was favorably inclined. This neees• 
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sitated interviews :with these fi"\Te a~istrators and, as in the case 
of the superinte:ndents • each expressed a:n in.terest in the study and 
agreed to help in any war he coul4. befinite plans were then made for 
administering the ;nstrument* 
Plans and time schedule+ ...... In each instance. the method of conduet .. 
ins the survey was the same. 
1 •. The principal cbQse approximately 100 pupils tfho would con-
stitute a rept"esentative cross section of the: student popula .. 
tion. · 
2. !.etters were sent to parents eutp laining the survey and re· 
questing their ceopera.tion~ · 
.. 
3. A. faculty tneet:Lng was aalled for the purpose of explaining 
the instrtament and purpose of the study .. 
4 •. A date was set for the students to. complete the instrument 
and five evenings wet'$ reserved for meet:l.ngs with parents. 
Administer ins the. instruntent .· to . the pupils,. .. _ The nttntber of stu ... 
dents completing the instrument at one time varied from 30 to over 100. 
At each meeting, not only was the purposa .of the :lnst'J:'lllllent carefully 
aaplaine4, but .also the necessitf for being .objective and seriou•h and 
the desire that each pupil remain anonymous was stresse4. Any ques• 
tiotts pertaining to meaning were .answe:red by the e1UUI11ner. The entire 
procedure of pupil partieipat:lon required approximately 4S.~nutes for 
each sessien. 
AdtninisterinB the instrumeJ1t to pa:rent:q ..... - ln order to i.rtsure that 
parents correctly understood the statements in the edueatienal pbilos~ 
~phy and report card preference instrument, they were requested to meet 
in small groups. During one week, parents in each eoliitmlnity were given 
Boston University 
Bohool of Education 
Librarz 
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.· t~ . choice of coming to sehool on ~Y night wltich was coi.\VE!nient.. In 
this manner. the groups were kept stnall, and many pa,:ents ,who \lliSht not 
~lava been able to attend al!leetf.ngscbeduled for one partic'!llar -p.ight 
were able to com¢. p.d ccnnplete the instrument. A sample of the letter 
used to request parental a.ss:ts1;auce will 'be .found .in Appendix c. 
Approximately 15 ~nutes was ta'ktm. to explain the purpese of the. 
study, .and pa:t;euts were encouraged t.o ask ctuest:ions when iu. &to.ubt a~. to 
· the .me4!1ing of any. partieul~. item; then they completed the ins·t'tlllnent~ 
Most. of tb,ese. meetings required about one hour of the parents' time .. 
Jb:tent of :garent!tl eo2P.eration.Of.e ~he interest shown by the parents 
in these ff,ve Qommuni.ties was e:Qeedtnsly satisfactory,. ~ following 
. 
table illustrates t'M high degree of parental cooperation in this study., 
Table 8 ... Extent. of P~rental t•operation 
Type of Cooperating Cooperating Per Cent of Community 
.Report Card Jrupils Parents CQopera.ting 
Parents 
(l) (2) (3) {4) '(5) 
A Traditional 123 lOO 81 
B Traditional 119 70 59. 
c Traditional 100 ... 87 81 
J) Middle;..o:f ... 
the .. road 107 79 .. 73 
E Progre~s:ive 116 104 90 
Total 565 440 78 
,. 
Administering the instrument to the ,teachers.-- ln each of the 
five eoJIIltll.1.nf.ties t'M same pattern was followad with teacher participa ... 
tion~. A faculty meetin$ was called to present and explain tke problem. 
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The instruments were distributed to~each teacher with 1-nstructions to 
retum them to the principal t s office when campleted., · · Th:ts procedure 
was successful in four of the five schools~ The fifth. a school with 
traditional reporting procedures, had only eight teachers on the fac• 
ulty. Here three, or 37 per cent, did not return their instruments, 
and it was not deemed wise to force them to do so. The follGWing table 
indicates the degree of teacher cooperation tn this study. 
Table 9. Extent of Teacher Cooperation 
Type of ·Total Cooperating Per Cent of CQtnmunity Report Carel ' Number of Teachers Cooperating Teachers Teachers. 
lll (2) . (3). 
. {4) (5) 
A Traditional 8 s 63 
B Traditional 23 23 100 
·C Traditional 27 24 90 
:0 Middle ... of• 
the-road 28 24 80 
B Progressive 40 38 95 
Total 126 114 86 
'6, S\UDiliS.ry 
The primary consideration in choosing the collllllUllities was that 
three major ty:pes of reporting progr&DS, traditional, middle-.of .. tbe .. 
road, and progressive. should be representedt The second consideration 
was that they yield a heterogeneous segment of the over•all population 
picture. 
The items used in the educatienal philosophy instrument were de• 
signed to show a parent's Qr teacher 1s educational philosophy. The 
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main purpose of the items on . the report card item preference instrument 
was to learn what was considered. to be the "WJst worth .. while infonna.tion 
to send hQme to parents. 
Five hundred. and sixty--five pupils participated in this study. 
i"our hundred and forty parents and one hundred and fourteen teachers 
also cooperated in this endeavor to !~rove the techniq~s of communi• 
eating infomation concerning pupil progress to the home. All three 
·groups showed an active interest and were extremely helpful durtng the 
stucty .. 
CHAPTER IV 
nmmPRETATlON OF DATA 
1. Overview 
Introdu9tion.-~ The data obta~ned from the administration of the 
iastrument, Communication Between Home and School, were examined to 
discover the pre:fe1:enc:e for particular report card items by parent, 
teacher, and pupil groups. These groups or categories were compared 
as follows~ 
1 .• Parents who attended college and those who did not attend 
2. Parents attending Parent•Teacher Association meettngs and 
those not attending 
3. Par$UtS who confer with their e:hildren*s teachers and those 
who do not confer 
4. Parents having a pt:ogressive, micldle .. of•the .. road and tradi-
tional eclueational philosophy 
· .S. Parents receiviug a progressive, middle-of-the-road and tradi-
tional report card 
6. Grad.e seven teachers and gra4e nine teachers 
~. Academic teachers azul nonacademic .teachers 
8 .• Teaehers having a progressive. middle•of-the-road:a and tradi• 
tional f!iiue:ational philosophy 
9. Teachers usiug a progressive, middle .. of .. the•road, alld tradi ... 
tional report card 
\ 
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10. Pupils planning for college and those n()t intending to go to 
college 
11. Pupils receiving a progressive, lldtidle-of .. the .. road, and tradi· 
tional report card. 
Tables 10 and 11 contain the percentage preference comparisons 
for these groups and ~ote any significant differences at the 5 per 
cent level. If the ratio of the difference between the two percentages 
to the standard error of the difference between the two percentages was 11 . 
greater than 1.96, the difference between these two percentages was 
considered. to be signifieallt. That is,. there was less than one chance 
in twenty that the difference could have occurred by chance. 
Co~utations were $ade with the aid of the formula. 
Qdiff .. ~.e. vi v2p.e.l + G2p.c.2 2/ 3/ in Parten and with zubin*s-
"Nomagraphs for the Significance of Difference." 
1/Mildred Parten, Surveys, Polls and Samples. Ha.l'Per and Brothers, New 
York, 1950, p. 311. 
1/Ibid., p. 504. 
1/ Joseph Iubin,. uNomographs for Determining the Significance of Dif-
ferences :Between the Frequencies of Events in Two Contrasted Series 
or Groups,'' American Statistical Association Journal (1939), 34:539 .. 544. . . 
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Table lO • PVcentaae Preference Ca.pLri80D cit Beport Car4 
Iteu for Parent11 .,_cher &D4 Pu;p1l. Grou:pa 
Jlcm-
Colle&e :loa- Grade Grade Aca41ra'Jc 
-.,ort Cart. It.. pP.NDt collea- 7 9 Toa.cher 
Panmt Teacher Teacher 
11-233 .. 27 .. 15 
1. -.placiDa tbe DUI8 "-.,ort Card" vitla a l.ua· 
4'}*!/ to~ t' tle INCh aa "PPva:re•• ltiqO)!'t." ••••• · •••• 35 ~ 26 3J. 27 39 2 . Incl'U41ng a atat.-nt tr. the auper1iltendent 11 
principal or teachera explaining the a1u' anct 
purpoaea ot tbe report card ••••••••••••••••••••• T1 67 69 11 51 46 8~ 8T 87 8~ 3· InclwliD& a atatement or atataenta ezplaini.D8 
the •• ning ot the aplH>la ue4 in -.rld.q •••••• 95 90 91 93 
4. Inclll4ing a atataent ·or tiprea tel.l.ing bov 
76* 68 93 93 95 91 
II&Dl' dqa a pupil. baa been a'baent aD4 late ......... 79 86* a> .. 51 58 78 73 81 74 
5· IncllJd1 ng • aectioD 4note4 to Judatna tile 
at\ld.ent' a peraonali t7 trai ta 8UCh aa courtea7, 
co-operation &Dill nl:t-control ••••• · .... ............. 91 93 91. 93 93 T6 83 89 67 12 84 6. Incl.wliDg a 'blank apace eDabJ.iDa a pannt to 
c~t u;on hia e!lil.cl•a procreaa ••••••• · ......... 74 71 72 74 76* 56 64 1~ 67 73 84 
1· Incl.\141Dg a blank ap.ce ena'b.li.Dg a tescher 'to 
~nsent upon the CbilA'a progreaa ••••••••••••••• 97 98 97 
8. Uaiq onl7 "8" ( 8atiafactoJ7) an4 "U" (Unatia-
98 98 70* 53 89 93 86 94 
tactoJ7) in RCA aubJecta aa 1Dl8ic aD4 ~cal 
etucatiOD where t-.chen are expected to -.rk 
~ aeYeral bMD4rel atudenta •••••••••••••••••••••••• 81. 82 81. 82 53 96 87 83 84 
9· Inclwli.Dg e~ e-ffort -.rk tor each subJect ••••••• 7~ 82* 74 85* T1 64 1~* lto 51 T7 10. Incl.\lting one anr-&ll effort -.rk whicll takea 
into conaiclel'ation effort in all aulaJecta ••••••• 38 39 33 41* JT ~ Jt8 lto 43 29 
u. Incl.wliDg a conduct -.rk tor •ch subJect ••••••• 45 56* 46 59* '-9 56 41* 13 33 45 
1.2. Incl\ld:lns oDe over-all coD41lct -.rk Yh1cb taba 
into conaicleration con4llct 1n all 8\lbJecta •••••• lt9 52 47 57* le8 J6 28 52 53 52 35 13. Uaing ODl7 "8" aD4 "U"" to alaolr progreaa in 
acaf•1 c aubJecta aucb as B1ator"7, Boallah, 
8 14 llatlaaatica an4 Science •••••.•••••••••••••••••••• 1 13 10 11 26* 0 13* 5 10 
lit.. tJa1n& peraoD&l letters vr1 tten b7 the c:b:1l.4' a 
teachers to explain his prosre•• 1n place ot 
tbe tra41t10Dal re,ort card ••••••••••••••••••••• 28 22 23 23 15 13 14 16 
15. Inc1u41ng a aection which voul4 tell tile 
atuclent • a beight a.n4 weight in ~r and 
aga,in in Jlme ••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ' 30 29 30 28 29 30 l.l 13 l.l 
!/The pair ot percentage• ia a1¢ficantl7 41:tterent vi th the aateriak ting wbi• per cent 
tJle ti:tterence tawra. ( cont1J:Ne4 on tlae nut page) 
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!ab~e 10 • ( continuet.) 
lloll- lion-
College JloD.- p.'f.A. a...: Confer• acmter-~ ... coll•ae Grade Qn.4e Acaa.ie lion-
pal"et eollep )liLftDt •• ~ • .A. riD& riD& ~ .,... 7 9 'haeber Acat.~c 
Rlport Carll Itea fal'ent Jlruut ~t Pannt 
= 
.PupU Teacber 'feaclt.er r-cMr 
.. 201 .. 233 .. 213 ' .. 167 .-286 .. 1~ .. 151 .. 27 .. 1; M3 .. 31 
(l) (2) (S) - (~) (') (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (ll) (12) {l]). 
16. Inel»tin~ a eection 4ewtet. to .t'Mici»& tJae 
papU'a 1f0rk !abita auch aa --.tneu, ...,..t- ' u-.. ap4< liaten1D& bab1 ta . .. . ........... . .. ... .. . .. . 8.l 86 .... 82 
" 
79 .... T1 70 6o 65 81 
17· aettiD& aa14e ODe or mre atterDoona a .m:tll 
ao tllat inten.ate4 J18.ND.ta-.., Yiait teacbeft 
88 78 an4 o~ l»rief' PJ"'&&"e•• l'e}M)rta •••••••••• • •••• 8!. ~ 87 90* 68tt 52 89 8o 83 90 
l.8. ID.cl~ oae or tvo balt-bour· pannt•~cller 
e~el"eDCea a rear aa a regul.ar :part ot tile 
82 
_, 
c~scation ~···• ••• • .. . ....... . ...... • ••• 8J. 85 ~ 82 ~ 51* 89 93 90 17 
19. .... J'YiD& one Parent-!eac!ler Aaaocia.tion ... t. 
in& ror _a •:~ac:k-to-8claoo1 tistlt" V1Mm teachers 
78 T8 83 56 89 87 8T explain tlleir goa.la ad au.tecta ••••••.•••••••••• 19 79 T1 15* 74 
20. UaiDa 41ft'enat tu- ot :report ca1"!!a in the 
el.-e»t&rJ', Jlmior bip aDA aeDior h1&tl acboola. 59 ~ 59 53 58 53 73* 6Jt, ?a 87 15 Tl 
• Jloti1'f1DI pe.renta i-JI1•tel,7 wMn tMir cla1l.4 
1a Mking liD8&tiah.ctoJ7 pi'06ft•• ill arq pa.r-
t1cul.a.r .UJect ..... .. ...... ,. ................ .. ...... ._ 95 97 96 96 96 95 ·T'* 6o 81 93 86 87 
22 . Blili.D& or lonriD& a atwlant' a -* in 8ll 
acadM1 c AbJect 'beeaue lUa ~ct •• goo4 
or poor iD. t1aa t :part1C\llar AbJect ..... .. ......... u 20* 15 17 15 ut 20 26 11 13 8 26* 
23. ~•ina or 1onrin& a atu4ent '• •rk 1D an aca• 
a-ic 8\lb.Sect becauu hia effort-.. goo4 or 
poor 1D tbat partieular sUbJect ••••••••• • ••••••• 28 Ju• 32 ~ )6 32 19 36* 26 20 25 3S 
24,. IDcl\'llliDc a cletin.1 tion of nb.Ject ..... like 
IDgll& aD4 Social Stlltiea ana & llat of tlta 
1aaer INb.Jecta well aa .,.J 1 ·JDa, peJaAnahip,. 
resting anA llteatve wtlich are ~ 
UDier tlleae laJ'ger hea41Da1J . .. ................... . . . .. lt9 53 50 54 50 
' '' 
34 ]2 TO ... , 30 112 
25· Ba"f1.11& a l"ep)rt can Y1 tb -tairl7 laJ"&e print 
an4 •iJI»l.• wcalAilar7 110 tllat it ia -.ail.J' 
rea4 aa& ...... 'toot~ .... .. ................. , ••• - •• •·. 6T 1~ TO 69 67 13 24 33* .8J. 100* 82 71 
26. IDclwliD& a aection on the NJIOI"t C&1'C to 
&ft.l.e J'Qila in actin tiee pcll u llan4, neva-
~ 38 :pa~, c1ulta an4 nuclent council ............. .. ... . . 35 32 Ito* 33 39 53* 22 47* 31 45 
21· Inclvting a ark to 1D41cate tM JA911'• 
~'tiL IIIL.ltit . . ...... ._.- .................. . ......... ' ...,. 64• 52 ' 59 
'' 
~ ..... 62* 33 27 25 it&• 
28. tenting a 'booklet to pt.nmta apJ•1n1ng aucb 
tlainp aa wtlat ia done about ~rk, 41ae1-
pl.in.e, NJOrt cad8 anc1. -~ woa .............. 86 87 91 85 87 85 54 52 89 87 86 T1 
( continue4 on tlut next pap) 
~ ( 
. 
• 
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Table 10 • ( contimlect) 
Bon• lion<! 
College Bon- P.T.A. lkm- Ccm1'er- coureJ"'ott College college Gra4e Gra4e Acaa.dc Jlon-
-.,ort ~It. pannt collep pannt P.fl.A~ ria& ring BcNn4 Bo\aD4 7 9 'Jacher Aca4-1c 
Parent Puent Pa.nnt Parwnt Pllp1.l. PupU Teacher -r..~ 'leaclaer 
. 
-...207 .. 233 w-273 .. 1.61 Jlll286 .. l,. .. ~v. .. 151 .. 27 .. l.S Ml .. 31 (l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6} 
.r 
(7) (8) (9) (10) (ll) (l.2) (ll) 
' ; ,~~ . 
29 . .,tif)iD& paJ'eJlta Wilen tbe1r dail.4 ia •ld.Dc 
except1cmal.l7 aooi PJ'Oiftll in &n7 pU'ticular , 
~t •••••• .••••••••••• , ••••• " •• ~ ........ - ••••••••• 65 '5 68 'l. 6J. 61 59 8o 65 ·65 
J). BaV ..Irq tillea 4o ,ou tMDk a repol't ODe •••• l. 3 2 2 l. 3 2 &* 0 0 1 0 
cad Uoul.4 be aent lacaef ~ .... l. 2 3* 0 l. 3 9 ll. 0 0 0 3 
'ftlne .• 4 4. 5 3 
' 
3 5 4 0 20* 7 3 Folll' .... . 6o 58 ~ 59 'l. 55 ~ 116 67 73 11 T1 
!'1ft .•• 20 20 l8 2] 20 20 2l. 23 33* 7 2Q 16 
~ .. . 1.3 13 l.) ll ll 16 8 9 0 0 0 0 31. mtre ana ~ve ,.,. teac!Mtra can !m-om pe.ft.Dta 
latJII' ftl.l t.Mir cla114 ia progreaa1D8• tt onl7 
au c4 u.. .. •tl:ao«a wen to lae ....a, wtaicll ot 
tM t1ve WOU14 JOU ~ert •• ·• .................... 
a. A NJC)r't .cad .. nt ~tour tiaea a~--·· 
" 
68 68 Q 65 71 64• 511. 15 73 51 5J. b. A penoual letter aent ._. b7 tU t.cMJ" 
roar tt..a a ,ear-~·························· 6 
' 
6 6 5 I • ll 0 0 14 1.3 c. Br1et YJ'1ttell cw-enta 1at ~ .ntiiJ.7 . . u •• l. .. 18 15 l8 17 14 8 13 .. 0 11. 10 
a. Bo ftpOrt UDl.ua ezceptiOD&J!y soocl pl" poor 
.. pl'Ogileal 11 beiDa •cJe· ......................... 1 1 1 2. 1 3 9 15 0 1 3 
e. ·~ llalt-llour ,J&J"81l't!-teaclae!P eont.-~cea a . 
7e&r (no oft'icial wr1 ~ten· recon\8) •••••••• ra •• 12* 8 9 l.O 12* 
]l. It a cc.b1nation o~ tU MtJaocla -.ntionecl in -
5 10 1 7 27 20 23 
(A) It• ll w:re ue4, wtNl4 JOU ttnt'er one, . tlfO 
' OJ" tlaree •t!lo4at . 
a • C)s:ae llttll.t::Ml. • • • .. • • • • • .. • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • 16 30* 23 21J 21 27 23 44• 1S 13 11 23 
b. '~We ~~~~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• · ....... 53* lt2 lt6 47 47 47 22 .32* 
" 
53 ,. .. 
c . '1lalwe Jle"tlaocl8. ......... . " .......................... 31 29 31 29 3)* 25 55* 21t :J) 33 25 29 32· 'fftlve :penonaUt7 tl'llita an 111W ~. 
Pl-.ae nte eacll acccmtin& to ita iD.t~tift 
Toal.- to ,.rent• an4 pupila ••••••••••••••••••••• 
6o 66 a. - to ot:.ar.e:ra •••••••••••.•••• .• , •••• .••••• 73* 69 59 70* 63 62 59 53 ,. 52 
lt. co-o,..atea witb otbera ••••••••••••••••••••• 78 82 71 8) 8o 8J. 67• ~ 63 73 6l. 68 
c. ·~ctice• aooc1 II)OJ"t-nu1p •••••• •• •••••••• 66 74• 71 69 Tl. 70 59 '3 52 47 .. 52 a. Accepta rea»ona1b111 t7 Will' na17 ............. 78 79 8o ; 77 11 73 64• 57 67 6o 63 11 
e. a-m•tatea aelt-control ................. ., •• 72 73 74 71 77* 66 a 74 74 13 
" 
,, 
t. .._..eta propert7 ot otlaen ••••••• .••• .••••••• 77 8o T1 8o 19 18 6o ~ t9 67 5I ,, 
&• D--naatfttea aelt-reli&Dce •••••••••••••••••• 15 76 ., 75 81* 
" 
58 52 59 67 59 ,, b . BabituallJ a.at &D4 clean •• ~·····••••••••••• 54 70* 62 ,, 61 ,, 5I 15* 31 Jto 33 a.a 
1. ~etea wort~····················· 65 68 66 67 '10 62 59 57 59 67 6o a 
( concl:ud .. on the next ;paae) 
·. 
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'l'a'bJ.e 10 • ( CODClMied) 
lion•. l'on• 
Collep lloa- p.'f.A. Jloa- Coal' era. coater- Collep collep Grde Ora4e Acd•1c Jlcm-
~Cadit. )IU'8Ilt ceUeae JU&t Jt.lf.A. I'1Ba riD& lolm4 .,.. 1 9 ~ Acdew1c 
Jlanat Pannt llalwlt Parent 
= 
~ t-eller teacller ~c:laer 
..arr JN33 ..an . .. lii7 ... --1~ .. 151 .. Z'( .. 1.5 ... 1 .. ll (4) (2) (l) (~) (5) (6) (7) (I) (9) (lO) (ll) {12) (13) 
-J. ~ ~ ~tioaa ••••••••••••••••••••• 11. ·'f6 1~ 1~ 1~ 73 ,, 10 59 73 ,. 
" k. ~eta l'ipt. aDA opiD1au o~ otlutra; •••••• 13 19 7T 15 
,. ,, ~ 51 '1 T3 ~ 11. 
1. -1.tateise to aal· '~ tinctiou .............. 82 85 82 86 ., 82 15 7l. 10 73 n 1~ 
33· ti&'lt tiOI'It -~ .... aft 118tet llel.oW. tlaae ·. 
ftte eacll accod1Dc to ita Wo~tiw ftllle 
to ,......... aBI .JI'IP'S 1• •••••••••••••••••••• ~ • • ... • • • . 
a. ,..._ ~ .. 1a bi• ~••••••••••••••••~·~··• 11. 10 69 72 11 69 lt2 : 4.1. ~1 Ito Jel b. ... -.:la Mat ................................. ._ ••• ... 12 ... 8l. ... 8l. 82* 67 67 TO T4 
c. Z. ac~te•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10* ~ 6T .,, 
" 
62 f1* .... 52 ItT 5J. a.a 
A. U... tt.e ~········••••••••••••••••••••• 76ft ,, 13 72 73
" " 
6o 67 ~ 
" "· •· CaD tallar ~tioaa•••••••••••a•••••••••••• ll.• 12 • 12* 
., 
'11 T~ 10 ,, 53 63 
'' '· ll•teaa atteat1~···•••••••••••······~··••• 
.,. ll. 8Q 7' ll. .,. ,, 
" 
r, 67 ~ ,. g ..... ~ft ~q •••••• ., l ................... ~ 76 13 8o 1: Tr Tl.* 56 53 " 
,,
•• MD tor llel» ..... D ........................ . 1t • . 82 19 .&l. 19 63 63 '7 6o ·~ ~ 
... 
• 
• • 
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Ta"ble 11 • Percentage Pl'et'ennce ec.,a.r1Hn o'f Re»ort Cart. 
Iteu tor Parent 1 Teacber aD4 Pupil Qroupe 
Jlannt u. Pbiloa. C&J'd PaftD,t .. c '4 Cad .. _i, Ree'4 Teacher K. lla1loa. Card Teacher UH4 
Pro- )UW.. Pro- IC1Ule J'ro-
lteJort Cart It• 8ft8- ot-Uw 'lra41- grea• ot-tbe ftati- an•-. 
a1Ye BD&cl t10Dal aiYe a.4 tioD&l. 81ft 
.. 50 aa31o ..eo N=104 N=79 N=259 N=116 
(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
l. ~ciDg tbe DaM •._.,rt Cant" Yitb a leaa 
Jt6"!/ 45; ~ :to~ title aucb aa ·~·• ~aport.• ......•.• 19 32 31 ...,. 19 2. IncllltiDa a atataent 'frca tile nperintudent,. 
pri.Dcipa.l or teac:bera u;pla1 nina Uae aiu aD4 
~... or the repc»rt cad ... . ................... 61. 74 11 14 66 13 49 
3· IncllltiD& a ata~t or atat.enta u;pla1n1na 
the arniag o'f the aJ.Uola uK 1D aJ'k1Dg .•• ••• 92 91 98' 94 91 91 15 
4. Inchad1na a atataea.t or tiprea tel.l.iD& bow 
II&DJ' ~ a pu;pil hu been abHD.t an4 late • ...•• 64 as·~ 85" '12 82 87" 11 
5· Iliclud1ng a aection dewtea to .1lJ4&1na tJae 
pu,p1l' a peraonau t7 tJ'a.1 ta aucll aa courtea,-, 
co-operation &DI aelt-control •••••••••••..•••••. 84 93 93 89 91 93 67 6. lDc.l1141n& a lllank apace enabJ.1Dc a pLftllt to 
c• -nt on hi a cll.1l4' a propoeu .................. 68 76' ~ 76 16 74 58 
1· Includi.n8 a blank apace uabllD& a teacher to 
c~t on tM cll114' a PJ'O&ftB• ••••••.•••••••••• 94 98 98 95 96 98 78" 
8. U.ing ~ "ffJ (•t1111'actoq) ani "U" (Uuatia-
:tacto17) 1D aucb aubJecta aa IIUic an4 plvaical 
eclucation wtliiU'e teacllera are eqectH to ark 
.•..eral buDdre4 atuleot•··~····•················ 88 8o 81 90*. 75 8o 69*. 
9· Incl.\141.Da an eff'ort ark tor eacll IUbJect .......... 10 19 83 70 ! 75 83" 56 
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!!Planation of the intereretative erocedure ...... The eleven groups 
into which the respondents were divided have been placed in three major 
divisions: parest groups., teacher groups, and J!Upil sroups •. Each of 
these will be analysed individually and compared with one another in 
an attempt to point out similar~ties and differences and to discover 
which items are considered valuable and which are looked upon as use• 
less or possibly haxmful.. An item preferred by 7.5 per cent of the re .. 
spondents in any group was considered as endorsed by that particular 
group. An item preferred by less than 25 per cent of the respondents 
in any group was considered to be of no use or perhaps harmful to 
that group. 
2. Parent Groups 
· Summary ...... Of the 440 parents ccnnpleting the instrument, 2.57 lived 
in three towns having traditional type reporting programs. 79 in a com~ 
munity employing a middle•of•the*road reporting method, and 104 received 
a type of communication device categorized aa progressive. 
Not only did they live in oemmunities using a wide variety of re-
porting methods. but also their educational background was heterogen• 
eous in nature; some belonged to Parent-Teacher Associations while 
others sent their child-ren to schools having no such organization; 
some conferred with teachers while others seldom if ever visited school; 
and their educational philosophies extended from e~tremely progressive 
at one end of the continuum to decidedly traditional in the opposite 
direction. In spite of their varied backgrounds. the parents are al-
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most in complete agxeement on what infot'JIUltion they would like to oh• 
tain from the school about: their children's progress and: on how they 
would prefer to receive it .• 
Report card. items preffi!rred by 7 S per cent or more of the parents ...... 
The same twelV'e report card items are preferred by 75 per cent of the 
parents regax-dless of the category in which t.he respondents were placed.. 
These preferred iteJDS, appearing in Table& 10 and 11, are as follows: 
1. Including a statement or statements explaining the ~ning of 
the symbols used in marking (item 3) 
a. Including a statement or figux-es. telling how many days a pupil 
has been absent and late (item 4) 
3. Including a section devoted. to judging the pupil t s pex-sons.U.ty 
traits such as , courtesy., cooperatioih an<l self .. control (item S) 
4~ Including a bl~k spaQe enablinS a teacher to comment on the 
ehild1s progres$ (item 1) 
5,. ,Usin.g only nsn (Satisfacto:ry) and "U" (Unsatisfactory) in such 
subjects as musie and physieal education where teachers are ex~ 
pecte4. to lMrk several hundred pupils (item. 8) 
6. Including an effort mark in eeb subject (item 9) 
1. Including a section devoted to Jr.u1ging the pupilh work habits 
such as neatness,. promptness, an.,d l:lstening habits {item 16) 
8. Setting aside one ol: nJOre aftemoons a DIQnth so that interested 
parents may visit teachers and obtain brief progress reports 
(item 17) 
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9,. Reserving one Par~t:-Teacher Assoe:tation meeting for a "Back ... 
to•School Night., when teachers uplain their goals and sub ... 
jects (item 19) 
10. Notifying parents 111lilled:t.ately when tbeit; child is making un ... 
satisfactory progress in any particular subject (item 21) 
11. wluding one or two half~hour parent'!"teaeher conferences a 
year as a regular part of the c.ommun,icat;ion program (itetll 18) 
12. Sending a booklet to pt:!.rents elqllai,ning sueh things as what is 
done about homework., dis.cipU.ne,. report cards, and make .. up 
work (item 28). 
Report eard items fOJ::'!hieh '@S.rents sho~ecl little .or :oo prefer ... 
enee .. --- .Almost as much unanimity uists in what parents feel to be of 
little use or perhaps b.arndul report card. items as in those they be• 
lieve to be tnost hel'pful. Two iteblS are placed in tlt:ts category by 
eve'tf group of })ue:ats • A thiltd item. uuaing personal letters written 
by t:be child's teachers to explain his progress in plaee of the trad.i· 
ttonal report ea:rd,, tt is preferr.ed 'by 25.5 per cent of the nconferrinS'"' 
nonconferring11 parent groU-p,. and beeause 40 per cent of the parents 
; ' 
having a progressive educational philosophy espressed a preference for 
it.. it i$ above the 25 pe:t ~ent ievel in this category also. The two 
undesirable report card items., appearing in Tables 10 and 111 are as 
followst 
13) 
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2.. Raising or lowering a pupil's 1114rk in au academic sW>ject be .. · 
eaU8e his conduct was good or poor !n that pa.:rtieula~ subject 
(item 22) • 
. Conclusions drawn for similarities in the points of view of 
__ ,_ . - ' ' - - ' . . . 
parents.-.... By s.eek~ng th~. aoope:~;at.ion of par~nts from a heterogeneous 
sept~f!J3.t of the .stlu411.\1lt. body, a. realistic ass~tion was that. a similar 
pOX'tio" of t.he ao~ity ,1 s parent poputatio:n · had been proel;l.red. Ev~n 
'though the baekgrowds .and p1:esent. status of the parent group val'ied 
widely, t.heir preferences f~r report cat:d items are qt.dte similar. 
All. pa.ren,._ gl'oups have over .75 P.er e.e11t. preference for twelve of 
the thirty""Gne items included. in the .study. They express strong de .. 
si.res to i:a_cJ('ease bo:th the a:mount __ d. types ~f conmnmicatUin J,etween 
the home and. the school. . 'thq want pa:rent .. _teaeher conferences, mQnf:hly 
peri¢.ds to visit school aud cheek o:tt progress • waraing slips, and a 
u:sack""'te-th;~hool Nightu for orj.entation purposes .• 
The academic progress aspects of t~e reporting pros~am receive 
higher prefer~ces f:rom parents than the administrative phases.. There 
is close and strong agreement that information concerning personality 
traits .and work habits shc::ruld also be i~luded in any xeporting program. 
Unanimous agreement is found in the methods preferred by less than 
21 per e.ent of the parents. Ae.eordbg t;;o this group. the tw•point 
markins .sealejl, us:l.ng ns•• and "th 1* for academic subjects is a technique 
of the past and sluJulcl be done away with. Also, no teacher should con• 
s1der a child* s conduct when det:ennining what grade to give him in an 
academic subject. 
t 
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Siggificant differences for report card items preferred by 75 per 
cent or more of the parent .sroups.. ..... Q.f the twelve report card items 
preferred by oV"er 7J per eent of the ucolle.ge and Noneollege" parents,. 
two pairs of percentages are significantly different at the 5 per cent 
level. The difference in. each pair of pex-centages favors the !Ullncol-
lege group. This would in<iieate that noacollege parents are more in ... 
tereated in having an effort mark in each subject an4 a reeord on the 
report card of their children's absences and tardinesses~ Table 12 
shows which items fall tnta this ·category and which group the differ ... 
ence favors. 
Table 12~ Significant Differences for Report Card Items Preferred by 
75 J'er Cent or More of the ncollege aad. Noncollege" Parent 
Groups 
' ' Per Cent of Difference 
Item. Preference Between 
College Non• Per Cents 
.. _ 
College 
(l) {2) (3) (4) 
4 .. tncluding a statement or figures 
telling how many days a pupil has 
been absent and tardy., .... " ••••.•• , •• 79 86*.!1' 7 
9~: Including an effort mark in each 
suDject •• *•···~··~,*-••~~·••w~•·•·· 74 82* 8 
·-· 
*.!!/The pair of pereentages is signifieantly different, with the 
asterisk indicating which per cent the difference favors. 
"'rhe P. T .A •. and non•P .. T .. A .. " parent sroues. ..... rhe same t::wo pairs 
of percentages in the ''P.T .. A, and tton•P.T.A ... parent category as in 
the "College and Noncollege11 parent category are sign:f.fieantly differ• 
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enf. Also, these cltffQrenuea ue in favor of the non-P.'.t,.A. group just 
as the previous ones favor the nonc(Jl1ege group. This wQJuld bd:t.eate 
that parents not attending .P. 't .A. meetings are more interested. in bav• 
ing an effort ma:rk in each Sl1bjeci and. a record on the repol:'t card of 
their $Ul~b:en • s absences and. tardi.:nesses. · Table 13 shows which items 
fall into this c~tegory and which ~oup the difference favors. 
Table 13. Significant Differences fo.r Report Card Items Preferred by 
15 Per Cent or )((tte of the '!!'. T .A. and non•P .T .A. n l'arent 
Groups 
Per Cent of Difference 
Preference Between 
ltem P.T.A~ Non"' Per Cents l'~T .• A. 
(1) -(2_1 13) !4) 
4 .. Including astatelllent or figures 
telling how many days a pupil has 
been absent and .ta1:d.y .... ~,.,. ",.. ........ ., ~, ·~ so 88*!} 8 
9 .. lnclucli:ng an effort mark in. each 
.s-u'bj e.ct .. ... 1- .,.. ,. " ~ - ... :, "' ''", ., * -~ 'i .. a ~ ,,. ,., .......... , ........ 74 8S* ll 
.. 
*.s/The pair of par¢entages is aignific.antly different, with. the 
asrterisk indi~atd:ng which per cent the. difference favors. 
"Conferring:and Nonconferringu parent groups .. - .. In the "Conferring 
an.d Nonconferring" parent categor.y, as in the previous. c;s:te.gories, two 
pi!.h'a of percentages are significantly diffez-ent.. The differenee in 
the item uxncludiag a statement or figures telling hGW many cta,ys a pu-
pil has been absent aacl tardy" u favors ·the nonconferring $roup.. This 
is to 'be exp.ected because of the group's depencleaca on the repc;n:t .card 
ra-ther than auy other mem.s of coliU!lUnieatioa su.eh as parent ... teaebe:t 
confe:rence * 
' 
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The differenee in the pair of percentages for the itexo. usetting 
aside one or more afternoons a month so ~hat interested parents may 
visit teachers and obtaia 'brief progress r~ports;," favors the confer ... 
ring group. This response could also be expeeted because ~he confer-
t:ing group believes in the conference technique. 
Table .14 .• Signifie.ant l)ifferenees for B.eport Card Xtems Preferred by 
15 Per cent or More of the "Ccmferring and Noneonferring" 
Parent Groups 
' 
Per Cent of Difference 
Item Preference Between 
Con ... Nonc:on• Per Cents 
£erring £erring 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
4. Including a statement or figures 
telling how many days a pupil 
has been absent and tardy,. ........... 79 90*!!/ 11 
17 .. Setting aside one or.more after~ 
noons a month so that fnterested 
parents may visit teachers .and 
obtain brief pr,ogress reports.~~-~ ... 90* 78 12 
*.!./The pair of percentages is signifiraantly different,. with the 
asterisk indicating which per cent the differen4e favors. 
"Proaress;l.ye• M!ddle•of•the .. road, .. and Traditional Educational 
Philosophy" par:ent m:o:u.ps ......... The "Par~t Educational lhilosophyn cate ... 
gory contains thb.·ty-six pairs of percentages with seven ef them sig .. 
nifieantly clifferent: at the 5 per cent level. Four of these appear in 
the "'middle-of•theo--road and traditional" philosophy comparison.. Two 
o:f the relQS.iniaS pairs .are in th.& uprogreasive and middle•o£-the-road." 
c:Olllp'a:rtscm.... One is in the ".tradttional ·and progressivett group .. 
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The differences between. the pairs of. per cents in ,item 4, ' 1ln• 
eluding a statement or figures telling hew many days a pupil has been 
absent and tardy,u favor the middle .. of .. the .. road an.cl traditional groups 
over the proaressive group. The explan.ation is that parents having a 
progressive educational philosophy do not see the need for such in .. 
fot:mation" 
The middle~of~the•road parent is also favored by the difference 
in the pair of percentages found in item 16,. "Including a section de• 
voted. to juclgi.ng the pupil's work habits such as neatness.- promptness 
and listening habits." This is an interesting observation because 
t 
more parents who receive a middle•of•the•road report eard and more pu-
pUs attending the school ~loylng a :m,iddle .. of-the•road report card 
also have higher preference$ ior this item than either of the groups 
receiving a traditional or progressive r~port ~ard. None of the schools 
ine~uded in the study ased this reportinS technique on their existing 
J:eport card.. :Perhaps. the eBplanation for this i.s th~t ndddle .. of•the-. 
x-oa4 gt'Qups are mo:t'e desirous of r~eiving as 111Uch infonnat:ion as pos• 
si'ble about the pupil's progress in all areu of arowth. 
The middle~of~the~road group is alao favore4 by the differences 
between the pairs of percentages in item l81 "Ineluding one or two 
half~bour parent-teacher conferences a Y$Ar as a regular part of the 
collDDlun.ieation program.•• and itg 21, ''Notifying parents immediately 
when their ehild is making ~atisfaetory progress in any particular 
subject., u This group of parents eviciently wants a very clear picture 
of their children • s pr.ogress. 
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Finally-• -the traditional edu.cmtional philosophy group has a higher 
preference for item 3, ntJ'1cl\:tdiag a .s-tatement or statements explaining 
the meaning of the aymbols used in marktq-." .than either of the other 
groups. No ~onclusion should be-made for this because all groups have 
over 90 per cent preference for the item. Table lS shows which items 
£all into this catego~ and which group the difference favors. 
Table lS. Signifieant Differences for &aport Card ,Items Preferred by 
75 Jer Cent or More of the "Parent Educational Philosophy" 
Greup · · 
Item 
(l} 
3. Including .a statement or 
statements explaintng ~be 
meaning oi the symbols used 
in .marking If: .• ~.-•.•• "'.~ ••.• ~.- ......... it~ •••• 
4.. Including a statement or 
figures. telling how many 
days a pupil has been ab~ 
· sent· and tardy •.•• ~ ••••••.•.•.•• 
4. Including a statement or 
figures telling how many 
days a pupil has been ab-
sent and tardy~ ................ ······i·•. 
16.. Including a section devoted 
to judging -the pupil's work 
habits such as neatness, 
promptness, .and U.sten:lng 
.habits ... ..,,_. ........ _. .... ···~~ ...... ~ •. .,.. ........ #·-·"'' 
18. Including one or two hal-f.,.. 
hour parent•teacher confer-
encea·a year as a regular 
part of the communication 
.pro.sram;f··•·lf.···~·. ~-······~-···~-,~··•·+·•~ft ..... * 
Per Cent of Preference Difference 
Pro• .Middle- Tradi~ Between 
gre.s .. of .. the.., ,tiona! Per Cents 
sive Road 
(2) (3) (4) (5) 
92 9&*el 6 
64 21 
.64 85* 21 
81* 13 14 
74 ll 
(concluded on ~t page) 
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Table l.S.. (concluded) 
I 
Pet- Cent of Preference Difference 
Item Pro• Middle"' Tradk Between 
gl'es- of .. the ... tionrl Per Cents 
sive Road 
.. (1) (2) (3) (4)1 CS) 
21. Notifying parents immedi• 
ately when their child is 
making unsatisfaetory prog-
ress in. any particular 
subject ..... -til.,. ........ '"' .............. :,.."" ... fi·~,~-· 92 98* 6 
21 .• Notifying parents immedi-
a.tel_y when their c.hild is 
making unsatisfactory pnJg-
res a in any partic~lar 
subject., ............. _ • . * ••.• . * .... ... ~. ,'f 98* 91 7 
-
*!/The pair of p.· ereente.g. es is sipific:antly different, fit:h the 
aste~tak tnAicattng which per ~ent t~ difference favor • 
uType of Card Receive4'RY Pttrentu catesorx~ ...... Fivelpairs of per-
cent"l!e& out of thlrty•sU. in the ''Type of ear4 Reeei1T+ hy Parent• 
category have sipifie:ant differett.ce.s at the 5 per cent 1 level. Four 
of the five involve. the up~gressive~tradit.lonal" compa ison group .. 
The fifth 1$ between the uprogress:l.ve and midrile•of .. the roadu compari-
sen sroup. 
Three of the five differ•ees :t.n the percentages f~or the pro .. 
gressive eard. group. l!he. other two favor tbe trad:l.tionkl reporting 
I 
gro. up. . • .Tile parents reo.eiving. progressiv-e report. cards ~ave a higher 
preferenee than the parents receiving the traditional errd for (1) 
parent .. teacher conferences" and (2) the use of "S" and I'll'" in such 
subjects as music and physical education where teach.ersi are expected 
• 
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to mark several hundred pupils~ The progressive report card receiver 
also_ baa a higher pxeferenc:e for the use of "S" and •'Uu in music and 
I 
pbrsic:al education than does the parent receiving a mid1le~of~the~road 
report card. \ 
I 
I 
The trad.itional report card receiver has a higher ~re:ference than 
the parent ~eceiving a progressive report card for (1) 1he tnclusio~ of 
absence and t;ardy state:me:nt.s, and. (2) an effort mark ia 1leaeh subject. 
one explanation for these significant differences ts that the 
parents prefer the items appearing on tli.e report card w~th which they 
are most familiar. I 
. I 
Table 16 shows which items fall into this category land. which group 
the difference favors. I 
I 
I 
I 
Table 16. Significant Differences for Report. t;:ard.. ItetnSjPrefe. rred by 
15 Per te:nt or Mare of the "Type of Card Recetved by Parent" 
Categ~ry _ I 
! 
Per Cent of Preference Difference 
ltem Pro- Middle .. ~~~ Between gres- of .. the .. t 1 Per Cents 
sive Road I 
(1) . (2) (3) _(4) I (5) 
4. Including a statement or 
I figure~ telling how many days a pupil baa been ab.,.. I 
sent and tardy •••••• ~.~····" 1'l 87*11 lS 
8. Using only 1'S" and uun in 
I such subjects as DU1Si.cr. an.d physical education where I 
teachers are eXpected to 
I 
mark several hwdred. pupils. 90* 7S lS 
(conclude4 on next page) 
Table 16. (concluded) 
Item 
{1) 
8 .. Using only ugu and nun in 
such subjects as music and 
physical education where 
teachers are expected to 
mark several hundred pupils~ 
9. Including an effort mark 
for each subject ................... .., 
18. Including b:4e or two half• 
hour parent•teacher confer~ 
ences a year as a regular 
part of the col111'11U'nieation 
program. 1J ....... -t ...... -~~ ............... ,.. • 
Per Cent of Preferenbe 
.Pro- Middle.. Tradi· 
gres... of-the.. tional 
sive Road 
C2l en 
90* 
70 
. 93'k 
{4)1 
I 
80 1 
83, 
I 
I 
791 
76 
Difference 
Between 
Per Cents 
{5) 
10 
13 
14 
~The pat# of pe~cea~ses is stsnifioantly 6iffereat.J.ith the 
asterisk indicating which per cent the difference favols. 
I 
Three <tuarters of the progressive parents ccnnpared with one half 
of the tra41ti011Al ones believe it a goo6 plan to bd:ot parents when . 
a chil·d 1na.kes exceptionally good progress as well as w~en he is failing. 
I 
A final area of significant difference :i.s in the ~ield of conduct 
and effort~ the ''Noncollege, n "Non,.P .. T .Au tt and 11Tra4fticmal Report 
Card Receiver" parents believe these items to be more ~ortant than 
their paired groups~ I 
.Almost all the significant differences between prtferenees of 
parents who receive traditional or progressive report ¢arda depend upon 
the items eontained in the card with whieh they are mo~t familiar. Par• 
ents seem to be eithel' satisfied that theirs is a goodlrefortins device 
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()r to be :reacting posit:ively only to what they know~ I · 
Summary of parent preferences.-· It would appear ttst parents de~ 
velop their positive s.n4 neaatlve: prefere11ces for certain report card 
I 
items from several sources. Two of these sources iden.tf£1ed. by this 
. . I 
study are their educational philosophy and the kind of reporting pro-
l!rSIII with which they are""'$~ faatl.lia~. !t cannot be etaimed tbat ed-
ucational background, P.'r.A. affiliation, or pa.rent-tea~her conferences 
I 
exert any significant effect on th$ report card items ptlefer:red by 
parents. 
I 
l., Teacher Groups l 
Summary.-- Of the 114 teachers completing the inst ument, 52 were 
employed by $obools using traditional report cards, Z4 ~t tn a 
• I 
school with a llliddle•of .. t:he-road report card, and 38 wete in a school 
baving a .-eporting prosrSIII very aloae to htng prosres.fve tn natue. 
As b the case with the parents, the group pairs crosen for 
teacher compa'l:'isons are as widespread as possible. ln fn.e. catego'l:'y 
the opinions of the grade seven teachers are compared wfth those of the 
grade nine teachers. In the second category the belief~ of teachers 
having progressiv~~ middle-of~the~road, and. traditionalledueational 
philosophies. are COII1)?4r.ed. The third comparison of tea~hers consists 
q£ acad.enti.e vera us nonacademic instrw:tors. ln the fi41 grouping the 
thinldng of the teachers using progressive~ m.iddle•of-t~ .. road, and 
traditional report cards is compared. I 
Again, as with the various parent groups. the resp~naes of the 
1 
I 
I 
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teachers to information they feel should be sent to the parents and 
! . 
how it should be communicated are almost id.entical. 
Report. card items preferred bX over 75 per cent Of more of the 
I 
teachers.-- The same thirteen ite~ are preferred by 7~ per cent or 
. . I 
more of the teachers regardless of the group in which fhey are placed. 
I 
Some of the items were the same as the twelve items pr~ferred by the 
I 
various parent groups. One exception to the unantmity'of the teacher 
group preferences is that 70 rather than 75 per cent o~ the grade seven 
! 
I 
and grade nine teac:her groups desire item 6; ''Includin$ a blank space 
enabling a parent to eo1lllllent upon his child's progress~n Those items 
I 
I 
a9pearing in Tables 10 and 11 which were preferred by ~ver three quarters 
! 
of all the teachers s.re as follows~ 
l, Includil\g a statement from the superintendent.\principal, or 
teachers explaining the aims and purposes of t~ report card 
(item 2) 
2. Including a statement or statements 
the sYJiibols used in marking (item 3) 
I 
i 
i 
explaining :the meauing of 
i 
I 
3. Including a statement or figures telling how Jny days a pupil 
I 
I has been absent and tardy (item 4) 
4. Including a section devoted to judging the st:uJent t s personal ... 
' 
ity traits sueh as courtesy, cooperation,. and $elf ... control 
(item 5) 
5. Including a blank space enabling a pat:ent to c~mment on his 
child's progress (item 6) 
I 
I 
• 
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. I 
6. Including a blank spaee enabling a teacher to cp,mment on the 
child. • s progress (item 1) I· 
(unsa.tisfaAtor[ ) 1. Using usn (Satisfactory) and uuu ... in such sub• 
jeets as 1JU1Sic fUI.d physical education where tea hers art:~ ex-
pected to mark several hundred students (item 8 
8. Setting aside one or more afternoons a month sol that interested 
. . . . I . 
parents may visit teachers and obtain brief pro~ress reports 
(item 17) I 
9. Including one or two half-hour parent .. teacher c~nferenees a 
year as a regular part of the eormnunication pro~ram (item 18) 
I 
10. Reset"Ving one Parent-Teacher Association tneetinF for a "Baek-
to .. Sehool Nisht.u when teachers explain their go-ls and subjects 
I (item 19) 
11. Using different types of report cards in the el ntary, junior 
high. and senior high schools (item 20) 
12. Having a report card with fairly large print a.n simple vc;,eab .. 
ul.ary so that it :ts easily read and unde"ts.tood (item 25) 
13. Sending a booklet to pare~ts.explaintG$ what lsi done about 
homework, diseipline, report ea.rds. ancl make-up work (item 28) .. 
Report· card items fgr which t.ea~hers showed littiel c;,r no pre,fer• 
~·-· Teacheu are ill al>uost as <""'Pleb. asre..,..nt r+rcll118 report 
card items they believe to be of slight value or perhapr harmful as 
they are in their opinions of what constitutes good repbrting items. 
. I 
In all but one percentage comparison. each grc;,~ agrees! that the sa~ 
four items fall into the valueless category.. This one ~xception is 
• 
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found in the grade seven•grade nine comparison which w~uld also in• 
elude item 23 in Table 10, '~aising or lowering a stud~t's mark tn any 
' 
' 
academic subject because his effort was good or poor ~ that particular 
subject." 
Those items appearing in Table 10 for which teaeh~s showed little 
or no preference are as fallows: 
1. Including only ngtt and '1Uu to show progress 
! 
I in :academic sub• 
i 
jeets such as History, English• Mathematics,. I a:a1d. Science 
(item U) 
' 
' 
2. Using personal letters written by the child's t~chers to ex .. 
plain his progress in place 1!)£ the traditional !report card 
(item 14) 
3. Including a section which would tell the studenf's be~ght and. 
i 
weight in Septetnber and again in June (iteut. lS)\ 
4. Raising or lowering a stud.ent 1s mark in an aeadimic subject be-
cause his conduct was good or poor in that part~cular subject 
. I 
(item 22). I 
Conclusions drawn for stM!larities in the points of view of 
. i 
teachers ..... ln an attempt to obtain as heterogeneous a ~egment of the 
teacher population as possible, all faculty members in ~aeh school eo-
' I 
operating tn the study -ere requested to complete one o~ the instru-
ments. Ninety per cent or 114 4Ut of 126 eomplied. 
All teacher groups show over 7S per cent preferellC~ for thirteen 
of the thirty-one items included in the study. They ex~ress a strong 
desire to have a report eard which is as deftnitive as rossible and yet 
I 
-------· -·---
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easily unde~stood by all inte~ested readers, The superintendent's roes-
sage, an adequate explanation of symbols used in marking, and an easily 
understood vocabulary are all given high priority by the educators. 
A second set of preferences indicates that the teachers as a group 
believe in several conununicat:lon techliliques rather than just .one,. They 
prefer a "Back•to•Scbool Night" P.*l'.A. meeting to improve the communi-
cation program.. Warning slips ere also favored as a supplement by the 
vast ~jor:lty of teachers. 
Personality traits and work habit evaluations are preferred hy 
over 75 per cent of all teachers regardless of educational philosophy 
or the type of card they use. Many of the work habits and personality 
traits included in this study are not preferred by over 75 per cent of 
this g1:oup. but the idea of inelwling these two items .. on the repoJ:t 
card is favored by over three quarters.of the teachers. 
As in the case of the parents, a few report car4 items are be• 
U.eved to be of little value or even harmful by a large majority of the 
teachers regardless of the gro.up in which they were placed. Teachers t 
like parents, would do away with the two ... point marking scale, "S" an4 
uu,u for indicating progress in academic subjects. Most teachers also 
believe the personal letter written br the teacher to be either undesir• 
able or an tmpossibility. A third item generally disapproved is that 
of including height and weight information on the report card. 
Significant differences for report card items preferred by 75 per 
cent.or more of the teacher groups.-- Of the thirteen report card items 
preferred by over 75 per cent of the "Grade Seven and Grade Nine" 
-·----------
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teacher groups, only one significantly different pai1' of percentages is 
evident. Item 25. · nHavtng a report card with fairly large pJ:int and 
simple vocabulary so that it is easily read ancl understood," was pre-
ferred by a.considerably larger per cent of grade nine than grade seven 
teachers. Why 100 per cent of the ninth grall1e teachers and only 81 per 
cent of the seventh grade teachers preferred this item 1s not clear. 
Table 17 shows which item falls into this category and which group 
the difference favors. 
Table 17. Significant Differences for Report Card Items Preferrecl by 
75 Per Cent of the "Gracie Seven and Grad.e Nine" Teacher 
Groups 
Per Cent of Difference 
Item Preference Between 
C1:ade Grade Per Cents 
7 9 
(1) (2) . (3) . (4} 
25. Having a report card with fairly 
large print and simple vocabulary 
so that it is easily read and 
"U.nderstood .. •• , ~ .. ~ *' ••• , ........... ~ ............. ~ 81 100*,!/ 19 
*A/The pair of percentages is .significantly different, with the 
asterisk indicating which per cent the difference favors. 
ttAcademic and Nonacademic" teacher ,aroups.-· There is more uni-
fo1'J!dty of preference for all items among the respondents in the "Aca• 
demic and Nonacademic" teacher groups than in any other included in 
this study. In the thirteen report card items favored by over three 
quarters of the teachers; no significant differences are evident. This 
would seem to 1:ndicate that the teacher 1s subject matter area has little 
83 . 
or no effect on his report card item preferences~ 
"Teacher Educational. Philosoph'!;" g:r:oups.-.. In items .approved by 
over 75 per cent of the px-c,gttessivet middle-of ... the-road, and traditional 
philo~opby groups, differences in the prefera.ees of teachers are found 
111 eleven of the thirty .. nine pair.s o.f percentages. Although the average 
percentage preference is 75 or overt exmnination of the individual pairs 
will show two and even all three of the educational philosophies are 
often in oppoaition to each other concerning the same item. For ex .. 
ample* progressive teachers give only '5 per cent preference to item 4, 
"Including a statement or figures telling how many days a pupil has 
been ahsent and tardy.u while traditional teachers give it 100 per eent 
approval. Again in item lS~ ''Including one or two half ... hour pareat-
teacher conferences a year as a regular part of the communication pro• 
gram, u the progressive tea¢her approves this item 100 per cent, while 
only 56 per cent of the traditional teachers consi4er it a good plan. 
The differences in the pairs o:f percentages in items 6 and 7 re .. 
garding parent and teaeher couunents on the report card are 'both in 
favor of the teacher with the progressive educational philosophy. The 
traditional teacher expresses only 67 per cent preference for the par~ 
ent comment, From these figures it can be sund.sed that progressive 
teachers see value in the parent and teacher comment as a technique to 
give the report card more flexibility in its evaluative function • 
. In methods of coiDlllUllication. the three philosophy groups are sig• 
nificantly different from each other. The differences in the prefer-
ences of the t'progressive and traditional" and "middle•of•the ... road and 
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i 
,traditional .. comparisons both favor the traditional pbhosophy, while 
i 
the differences in the "middle .. of-the-road and progres$ive" comparison 
I 
favor the middle~of-the-road philosophy. One hundred per cent of the 
. I 
; 
traditional teachers, 87 per cent of the middle•of~the~road teachers, 
i 
and only 63 per cent of the progressive teachers prefe1:1 the report card 
! 
I 
as the most important single method of l:'eporting p"pil progress. Almost 
i 
one. fourth of the progressive teachers would substitute1 conferences for 
I 
the report card. 
Finally, in item 3 J:'egarding an explanation of the: symbols used 
' I 
in marking significant differences dQ exist; but beeaus~ all three phi• 
I 
. i 
losophies have over 92 per cent preference for it, this\item should be 
considered one of the most important aspects of any typ~ of report card* 
I 
Table 18 shows which items fall into this category and which group 
· is favored by the dif~rence. 
I 
Table 18. Significant Differences for Report Card Items Preferred by 
75 Per Cent or More of the nreacher Educational Philosophy" 
Group 
Per Cent of Pre Ference Difference 
ltem Pro"" Middle.;. Tracli"' . Between 
gres..;. of• the ... tionall Per Cents 
sive Ito ad I 
(l) (2) (3} .. .(4_1 
' 
1._5) 
' 
I 
3. !~eluding a statement or ' 
statements explaining the 
meaning of the symbols used 
in liiS.rking •••••••••••••••••• 100*.!} 93 1 
3. Including a statement or 
sta.te.ments explaining the 
meaning of the symbols used 7 in markin ~ .. 'f;.4.f!,if":ll;'tf~tllltA!•l· .... 93 100* g 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table 18. (continued.) 
Per Cent of Preference Difference 
Item lro· .. Middle- Tradl"' Between 
gres.,. of .. the .. tion~l Per Cents 
sive Road 
tlY (2). (3) (4) I ~(5) 
I 
I 
4. Including a statement or I 
figures telling how ~y 
days a pupil has been ab• I ! 
sent and tardy •••.•••• ·• •••• ss 90* i 35 ! 
4. Including a statement or I I 
figures telling how many i 
days a pupil has been ~b- I 
sent and tardy ........... ~ ..... ss .. .. 100* \ 45 
--
4. Including a statement or I I figures telling how many I 
days a pupil bas been ab .. I i 
sent and tardy ......... ,. •••• 90 100* 
; 10 I 
6~ Including a blank space en~ i I 
abling a parent to ~omment I I 
upon his child•s progress •• 89* 70 I 19 
6. Including a blank space en• : 
abU.ng a parent to co'DID!ent i i 
upon his child 1s p~ogress •• 89* 67 ! 22 
I 
I 
7. Including a blank space en• I 
abling a teacher to comment 
upon the child•s progress •• 100* 81 19 
18. Including one or two half• 
hour parent .. teaeher confer- : 
ences a year as a regular 
part of the reporting pro~ 
gram., ...... t ... ., ... ~ ~ '4· , • ,. ~ - • * • 100* 84 16 
18. Including one or two half~ 
hour parentwteacher confer• 
encea a year as a regular 
part of the reporting pro-
gram • .. ., .......... ~ , • .- • " •• " .••• 100* 56 44 
19. Reserving one Parent-
Teacher Association meeting . 
for a ''Back-to-School Night" 
when teachers explatn their 
goals and s~bjeets •••••• ~·· 95* 82 13 
(concluded on next page) 
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T.able 18 .. (concluded) 
Per Cent of Preferenbe Difference 
ltem Pro:.. Middle"' Tradi ... Between 
of .. the .. I Per Cents gres"' tional 
sive Road I 
(l) (2) (3)- (4) (5) 
I 
! 
31a.. A report card sent home 
four times a year as tbe 
most important single re• 
porting device ............. 63 81* 24 
3la. A report card sent home I I 
four times a year as the 1 i 
most important single re~ I 
porting device •••••••.•.•. 63 100*' 37 
lla. A report card sent home i 
four times a year as the 
most itnportant single re ... 
porting device •••••..•••.• 87 100* 13 
l3b. Work babit••Does his best. 74 100* I 26 
33b. Work habit••Does his best. 66 100* I ! 34 
i 
*4/The pair of percentages is sipificantly different, w~th the 
asterisk indicating which per cent the difference favurst 
liType of Card Used ~! Teacher" cateaoq .... - In the items approved 
I 
by over 75 per cent of the "Type of Card. '())Je4 by 'I'es.cher'1 category, ap ... 
I 
prouimately one third of all the pabs of percentages. ar~ significantly 
different~ Aa in the case of the ''idu.:ationa.l Philosophy,n categot:y, 
I 
the average p~eference is over. 75 per cent. with :l.ndividl.$1 subgroups 
: 
dropping well below this level of prefeyenee. 
The progll'essive and traditional card users are gener.lly highly 
i 
favorable or indifferent toward a majority of these itents ~ The middle-
of-the .. road group has no set pattern of preference. I In mast instances 
I 
teachers reflect the report card items with which they ar~ DJQSt ·familiar ... 
I 
___ ]_ ___ _ 
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The teachers using the progressive card, which ha' no section for 
' 
absence and tardinesst have only a 58 per cent prefere~ce for this item, 
i 
while the educators using the traditional report card bave a 96 per cent 
~ 
i 
preference for it. The middle ... of•tlte.oroad group, whose card does not 
: 
- I 
contain the item.- is in the center of the two extremes·~ 
The . same situation 'exists on the spilQe for parent \and. teacher com• 
i 
m.ent items. The progressive card \:tsar prefers them 100: per cent, prob-
1 
ably because they are used on his card. The traditional card user is 
l 
I 
indifferent this time, probahly because the items are ~t found on his 
. I 
report card. Once agaitl., the tniddle-of•the-1;oad cud. u$er 's preference 
I 
! 
is almost in the center although he is closer to the pr.gressive than 
traditional card user. 
I 
In the preferences for the most important single r~porting device, 
I 
the diff.erences between percentages favor the tradttiona.l and middle• 
I 
of-the ... road card users. Only 63 per eent of the progres'sive card users 
prefer this method. 
- i -
i 
Twenty•six per cent of teachers usi~g a progres• 
. i 
i 
sive card prefer the parent•teaeher conference as the prime communicat• 
This would. indicate the stress placed upe» ~he parent• 
I 
teacher conference technique at the school using a progr,ssive report-
I 
ing program. This same emphasis on conferences as a method of communi-
' I 
~sting is the reason the differences between the pairs of percentages 
I 
I 
in the items concerned with parent~teacher conferences favor the pro• 
I 
gressive card user. 
lt is not clear why 94 per cent of the traditional ~roup favors 
I 
the use of "S" and nun for reporting progress in subject~ such as music 
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' 
and physical educa~ion while only SO per cent of the m4ddle•of~the• 
road card users prefer it. Neither the traditional no~ middle~of~the~ 
'! 
road report cards employ ~his technique. Xt is used o~ the progressive 
i 
cardt h~ever. and 89 per cent of its users prefer this method. 
I 
I Table 19 shows which items fall into this categorr and which group 
I 
is favored by the difference, 
Table 19. Significant Differences for Jiep&rt Card ltems~Preferred by 
75 Per Cent or More of the Teachers Using PTOgressive. 
Middle~of-theMRoad,. aad Traditional Reportiug1Yrocedures 
Per Cent of Preference Difference 
Item PrQ'"' Middle ... Trad~- Between 
gres• of ... the- tionat Per Cents 
sive Jioad I 
_{l) 12). (3) . (4} i ' {5) 
,2.. Including a statement from 
the superintendent or prin• 
cipal or teachers explaining 
the aims and purposes of the 
report card •••••.•••••••••••• 97*a/ 79 18 
2. Including a 8tatement from ' 
the superintendent or pr!n~ 
cipal or teachers explaining 
the atms and purposes of the 
report card •••.••••• ~ •• , .•• • 97* 79 18 
4. Including a statement or 
figures telling how many I 
days a pupil has been absent 
and tardy . .•. ~ .,. ti ...... " ......... , • ;t ... sa 96* 38 
4. Including a statement or 
figures telling how many 
days a pupil has been absent 
and tardy .. ................ ~ ...... 15 96* ! 21 
6. Including a blank space en• 
abling a parent to. eomment ! 
on his child's progrese ••••• 100* 88 ! 12 
' 
6. Including a blank space en• 
abling a parent to comment 
. J 
on his childs progress.~.~~ 100* 54 ' 46 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table 19 .. (concluded) 
Per Cent of Preference Difference 
Item Pro- Middle-. Trac,\i- Between 
gres ... of• the-. tio~al Per Cents 
sive Road I 
(1) (2) (3) t4'i (5) 
I 
6. Including a blank space en• I I 
abling a parent to comment I 
on his child 1 s progress ..... 88* 54: 34 
7. Including a blank space en• 
' 
ab1ing a ~eacher to eo~nt I on the child 1.s progress •••• 100* 71 ! 29 
7. Including a blank space en• i 
abling a teacher to comment I 
' on the child t a progress~ ••• · 100* 87 I 13 
a. Using only "S" and "U" in I 
such subjects .as music and I 
physical education where • i 
teachers at'e expected to I i 
mark several hundred pupils 89* so I 39 
8 •· Using only ngu and uuu in i 
such subjects as music and 
physical education where 
teachers ate expected to 
mark several hundred pupils 50. 94* 44 
18. Including one or two b~lf• I 
hour parent~teacher confer-
ences a year as a regular 
part of the co1IIl11unication 
program .. ...... ~· ... _,. 111 ...... • + ....... ., .... 97* 79 18 
18. Including one or two half• I hour parent•teacher confer-
ences a year as a regular 
part of the communication 
program .. .. *' ........... * .... * ........ 97* 83 14 
3 la.. A report card sent home 
3 
four times a. year as the 
most important single re .. 
porting device ••••••••••• ~. 63 88* 25· 
la~ A report card sent home 
four times a. year as the 
most importax1t single re .. -
' porting device ••• ~·•••••·•• 63 88* I 2S I 
i 
I-
*!/The pair of percentages is significantly differentt wi,th the 
asterisk indicating which per cent the difference favors .1 
I 
I 
Significant difference§ in the points of view of teachers.--
- . - . - . . ·: 
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Teacher preferences vary more pronouncedly than do par~nt preferences. 
I 
·depending upon the educational philosophy or type of c'rd used by the 
teacher. The progressive teacher and the teacher 'WI in$ a progressive 
I 
ea.rd strongly prefer parent comments. while their c:oll~agues on the 
I 
opposite side of the continuum see little value in what parents could 
i 
say about their child's progress. 
In the same way the progressive teacher and the t~acber using a 
progressive card believe informing parents when their ~hild makes ex• 
ceptionally good progress is a good plan. while traditional teachers 
I 
or teachers using traditional eaJtds believe this plan f1o be of very 
little worth. 
One of the most extreme differences in prefereaces1 is in the item 
I 
i 
concerned with the number of times absent and tardy on the report card. 
I 
1 
Over 95 per oe~t of the traditional t:eaebers and those ~ins traditional 
reporting methods e.ouider this as a good item* I:n the! other direction, 
I 
only 55 per.cent of the progressive teachers prefer thi~ and 58 per cent 
i 
of those using a progressive card believe it to be a good plan. 
I 
Several of the signifi¢mtt differences occur betwetm teacher edu-
cational philosophy and. the type of aard used. For ~le, over 80 
! 
per cent of all teachers t:egardles.s of the type of card: they use prefer 
' 
reserving one or more afternoons ~ lDC)nth to talk with p.rents about 
I 
their ehildrents progress. However, when it comes to ed.ucational phi-
losop~. over 90 per cent of the progressive teachers ptefer this item 
and only 67 per cent of t'tua traditll.on.al teaehers believ~ it to be a 
good. plan. 
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The same situation is true with regard to half•ho'r pareat•teaeber 
conferences. Ovex- 75 per ¢ant of the teachers in the ~lfype of Carel 
I 
Used by Teaebertt category prefel:' oonferences; yet in t~e "Bdueationa.l 
I 
I 
Philosophy" eategoryf 100 per cent of the progressive ~eachers prefer 
it and only 56 per cent of the traditional teachers believe it to be a 
good plan. i I 
i 
A significant difference in preference between t~ "Type of Card. 
i 
Teacher Used" and the "E.ducat!enal PaU.psophy" categor:l.~s occurs :ln a 
! 
i third item involving a booklet sent home qplaining the
1
policies·of the 
I 
sehool regarding h~workJ discipline, make~up work, an~ report cards. 
i 
In the "Type of Card Used" category, over 70 per ceat o~ all teachers 
I 
prefer it as a good plan. Xu the ngdueational Philosop'h,ytt category the 
. I 
progressive and nddclle-of-the ... road gro\lps g!v.e it over ao per cent 
l 
preference, while the traditional teacher group rate it 1with only 56 
I 
per cent prefe#ence. 
Teachera using a middle~of-the-road report eard shOw only SO per 
. I 
I 
cent preference for the use of nsn and. 11Ul' to mark sueh :subjects as 
I 
! 
music and physical education• while the teachers ustng progressive and 
I 
I 
traditional cards had 89 and 94 per cent preference, res~ectively. for 
I 
the item. The tliducational l!hilosophy" category shows np significant 
I 
I 
difference between the pairs of percentages, and all groups have over 
I 
I 
75 per cent preference for the ugu and ''U" item, 1 
·Significant differences. in teacher preferences for ~ommunieation 
methods.•• A group of three items concerning methods of ~o~icating 
I 
information shows a significant diffeJ:"enee according to the "Type of 
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i 
Carel Used" and. "Eclu~ational Philosophy" of the teacher~. Their prefer-
i 
en.ces for the number of times a report card should 'be $ent home differ 
I 
' 
' 
signifieantiy not only·among the tlu'ee·subgroups withitt the "Educational 
Philosophy" and "type of Car4 Use<l" categories, but also preferences of 
i 
the two categories differ. significantly from each othe~ in many respects. 
I 
Sixty ... seven per cent of the teachers having a tradlitiona.l educa-
1 
tional philosophy prefer sending a report card hame fiv~ rather than 
I 
! . 
four times a year. Seventy-nine per cent of the teac:he~s having a pro• 
gressive educational philosophy prefer sendtng a report! card home four 
! 
rather than five times a year, Only 37 per cent of thei teachers using 
a traditional report card prefer sending it heme five t~s a year; and 
i 
56 per cent Qf the teachers using a traditional report fard 'believe it 
should so hol:ne foul:' times annually. Seventy .. nine per c~nt of the teachers 
1 
using a progressive card st. ill prefel:' foUl:' times a year: and only 3 per 
cent would like it sent home on five occasions. I 
Traditional teachers are unanimo~s in their prefer~ce for the 
report card as the most important .coromunication cleviee; 1 in the progres• 
I 
sive teacher group 63 per cent have a td:milar preferenc;, but 24 per 
cent would replace the report card with four half-hour l)arent•teaeher 
. eonferences a year. I 
Two thirds of the progressive and tractttiona.l teactkrs and the 
i 
teachers using a progressive reporting px:ogram prefer a ;coDibinatiQtl of 
i 
two methods of co~nicating information. With the teac~er using a 
i 
traditional card, 48 pet' cent prefe:.rred the two 1Ilethods bf eoiDDlU11ieation 
and 31 per cent preferred three. 
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I 
S~ry of teacher preferences.~- ln studying teaqher preferences 
. . .. . . . , , , . I , • 
for report card items it appears that tbe teaeher•s ed~ational philos• 
. ' . . . . . i , 
ophy aad th~ type of card used by the teacher are two equally important 
influences. It cannot be stated that.either one has a idominant posi .. 
i 
tion nor that one wduly influences the other. Iu som~ items there 
seetns to be a .definite .agreement between philosophy and the type of 
, . ' . . ,.. . ! 
card used and the pereeutage preference; and in other i~ems this rela• 
I 
tionship does not seem to exist~ for example, a positi~e relationship 
I 
does not emerge when 100 per cent ~f the progressive an~ 56 per cent of 
. I 
the traditional philosophy groups prefer the ha.lf·ho~ rarent-teaeher 
conference. The sat11e item, however • is preferl'ed by 83 1 per cent of 
i 
I 
the teachers using a traditional card and 97 per cent of those using a 
i 
progressive card. It. is nat clear wh}',the preference of the former 
' . i group is so high for this partieular item when the tee~ique is not 
. , . . I 
practiced in its reporting progrwn. 
Whether or not a relationship actually exists betw~en educational 
! 
philosophy and type of <tard used cannot 'be established. i What has be• 
I 
c;l.01Jle clear is that these influences together play a dominant role in 
teaeher. preferences for repol't (Ui~d items. 
4. Pupil Groups 
S!"'J!!l!!Y .. •"' Of the S6S. pupils completing thla instl'.'llD\ent, 342 at• 
tended schools using traditional ~eport cards; 107 were ~~eustomed t~ 
- . ! 
receiving a middle•of•the~road report card; and the rema~ntag il6 were 
I 
being graded with a more progressive reporting program. 
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i 
The pupils' preferences for all it~ on the instrument are 
noticeably lower than either of the othet' two groupa. !Whereas twelve 
of the thirtN"'Oneq:::eporting items are preferred by ove.k- 75 per cent of 
. i 
the parents and teachers~ only two items are as highly,rated by a stm• 
I 
ilar percentage of pupils. 
i 
Because the lower preference of the latter group for all items 
l 
was so apparent, the 75 per cent level of preference w~s reduced to 60 
' 
to determine whether or not the pupils ha4 any uniformlset of items 
they consider more worth while than others. 
Similarities for report card items preferred by 6Q per cent or 
more of the pupil groups.-· A pattern developed when tbe same nine items 
i 
I • 
were given the highest percentage preferences by all Sljoups of pupils. 
I 
The following items fQund tn Tables 10 and 11 receive ~0 per cent pref-
erence by the students• 
I l. Including a s.tatement or statements explaining :the meaning of 
the symbols used in m.arking (iteml) 
2. Including a seetion devoted to judging the student's person• 
i 
ality traits such as courtesy, cooperation. and: self ... control 
I 
I 
(itemS) I ! 
! 3. Including a blank space enabling a teacher to comment upon the 
child's progress {item 7) 
4. Iacludtng an effort mark for ~ach subject (ite~ 9) 
5~ Including a section devoted to judging the pupi~ 's work habits 
i 
such as neatness, prontptness, ancl listening hab;Lts (itent 16) 
!' 
' i 
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i 
6. Setting aside one or more afternoons a month s~ that interested 
i 
parents may visit teachers and obtain brief progress reports 
I 
(item 17) 
. 7. Reserving one Parent-Teachet' Associatien meettn:g for a nBack-
i 
to-School Night" when teachers explain their goals and sub ... 
jects (item 19) 
. ' 
I 
i 
8. Ustng different types of report cards in the el~ntary, junior 
high, and senior high schools (item 20) 
I 
9. Notifying parents tmmediat~ly when their child is making un-
1 
satisfactory progress in any particular subjecti (item 21). 
Similarities for report eard items for whieh RUP;f.l~ showed little 
I 
or no erefet"ence ...... Although the students show considerable agreement 
as to what constitutes poor reporting practices. there ~s not the unan-
i 
imity in this category whieh is found in the correspon4~g category of 
i 
the parent and teacher .groups. The ff)ur items rated by 1 all pupils as 
bel"'nging in this category are as follows: 
i 
I 
l. Including one over~all ¢onduet mark which takes 1 tnto consider~ 
i 4. Raising or lowering a student's mark in an aeac~¥e subject 
_____ __]___ _____ _ 
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because his conduct was good or poor in that p~rticular sub~ 
ject (item 22). 
Three other items come very near this group. The :first item has 
I 
i 
a percentage preference of 26. The last two are prefe~red by 27 per 
i 
cent of the pupils. i 
1. Includ~ one over~all effort mark which takes into consider~ 
i 
i 
ation effort in all subjects (item 10) ' 
2. Including a section which would tell the studeJt's height and 
I 
. weight in September and again in June. (item: 10)1 
Conclusions dramt for similarities in the points of view of pu-
·! -
R!!§. ...... As in the case of both parents .and teachers, an; attempt was 
made to obtain as beteroge~ a segment of the school ~opulation as 
1 possible. This group of respondents do.es not relate cl~sely to either 
I 
the parent or teacher group. Xn some instances its pre~erences are 
i 
closer to the parents and in others it shows more tende~cy to agree 
. . I 
with the teachers. An exam~nation of the pupils • prefetences clearly 
I 
I points out what items they believe to be most important! to them as 
adolescents. 
Pupils seemanxious to receive as muc'h :tnformation.as possible 
on the report card. They show a strong preference for ~eacbers to rate 
' . 
their work habits and personality traits. They beU.eve 1 it is a good 
plan for teachers to grade them fo~ effort in each subj,ct. They also 
I 
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would like teachers to eo~t on their school progress and to have 
i 
their parents visit teachers each month for brief oral !reports concern• 
tog schooLprogress. 
j 
lt is hard to say whether their preference for di~ferent ktnds of 
reporting devices in the elementary, Junior high. and ~enior hi,gh schools 
is sf.nlply an indication of a desire to be more grown up\ than the elemen .. 
' 
tar.y school children or whether it is a reuoguition of !the differences 
. I in the curricula and purposes of the different schools.! 
. I 
Like parents and teachet"s • pupils have their OWil tneas about what 
I 
cqnstitutes a poor reporting technique. The "S" and ~· tnarking ays ... 
! 
tem for academic subjects is unaatisfactoxy to the vasti tnajority of 
l 
students.. The trad.itional report card must not be repl~eed by the 
. : 
personal letter written by the teacher. A conduct mark' should not be 
! 
received ill each subject. The final item. in this Ulldes!Lrable category 
is that a teacher should not raise or lower a pupil'~ a~ademic mark be• 
i 
! 
eause of good or poor eonduct. 
The pupils rated three more items se poorly that t~ey should also 
be mentioned. Pupils do not want effort in a particulat subject to in ... 
fluenee their grade. They do not want an effort mark w~ich takes into 
consideration effort in all subjects. Finally, pupils teel that inelud. ... 
I 
tag height and weight on the report card is not a good plan. These 
I 
three items were preferred by 26, 27; and .27 per cent o~ the pupils. 
I 
respeetively .. 
Significant differences for report.card items pref~rred by over 
i 60 per centcf the pueil groups.~- Of the report card it~ preferred by 
98 
over 60. per cent of the ucollege a•d Noncollege" pupil! groups.• twelve 
pairs of percentages are significantly different at t~; 5 per ~ent 
I 
level.. The difference in every pair but one favors th' college bound 
pupil. _An examination of Table 20 shows the college bqund pupil pre• 
I 
fers as comprehensive a reporting program as possible. : The one dif• 
I 
i ferenee favoring .the ncmtollege pupil is the personalit,y trait, "Habit .. 
l ually neat and clean. n 
I 
Table 20 sbows which items fall into this category and which group 
the difference favors. 
i 
Table 20 .. Signif.:lcant Differences for ll. eport Carel ~.· t~ Preferred by 
60 ~er Cent of More of the "Colle~ and Nonc~llege" Pupil 
Groups 
' 
Per Ceut of I Difference 
Item Preferenc:,e I Between 
College ·No~~- Per Cents 
:Sound Coll e. 
(l} .(21 
_(lJ. (41 
3. Including a statement or state• 
menta e~plaining the meanbg of 
the symbols used in marking •••••• 76*!!1 68 8 
1~ Including a. blank apace enabling 
a teacher to comment on the 
child's progress ................ ~ .... 70* 53 17 
16 .. Including a section devoted to 
judging the pupilts wol'k M.bita 
such as neatness. promptness, anct 
listening habits ••• ~., ••••••••••• 84* 77 7 
17. Setting aside one or more after• 
noons a month so that interesteci 
parents may visit teachers and 
obtatn brief progress reports •••• 68* 52 16 
(concluded on next page) 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Table 20~ (concluded) 
Xtetn 
(1) 
19. Reserving one Parent~Teacher 
.Association tneeting for a ''Back• 
to ... Scbool Nightu 1ihen teachers 
explatn their goals and subjects. 
20. Using different types of report 
cards for the elementary, junior 
high, and senior high schools •••• 
21. Not~fying parents immediately 
when their child. is making un• 
satisfactory progress in any par-
ticular subject •••••••••••••••••• 
2b. Personality tra.it• ... Cooperates 
with others ••••••••••••• ~ ....... ~ * 
ad. Personality trait~·Accepts re~ 
sponsib:llity willingly .............. 
2h. Personality trait--Habitually · 
neat and .clean .................. * • , 
lb.. Work babit-.. Does his best ..... · ••• ~ 
lg. Work babit~•Uoes homework reg• 
ularly . ., ..... :. ...... ~ .._ .. ,., ..... "fl .... ....... 
'i 
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Per Cent of! Difference 
Preference I Between 
College NonJ p.er Cents 
Bound Coll ~ge 
(2) (3): (4) 
! 
I 
I 
I 
! 
75*· 56 i 19 
j 
i 
73* 64 I 9 ! 
i 
I 
I 
l 
i 74* 60 I 14 
I 
67* 54 
! 
i 13 
64* 57 I 7 
I 
58 75* I 17 
82* 68 I 14 
- 71* 56 i 15 
i 
i 
*,!/'£he pair of percentages ia significantly different, 't7ith the 
asterisk indicating which per cent the difference favor~. 
I 
"Type of Report Card aeeeived by Pupilfl categort··t Of the report 
ca:rd. ite1118 preferred by OVI!l" 60 per ee.nt of the "Type o~ Report Card 
lleeef:ved by llupil" catef!OQ'• thl.>:ty, or .54 per eent of the pairs of 
:percentages, are significantly different at the S per e'nt lev~al. Four"" 
! 
teen of these differences occur between the "progressiv4 and tradi ... 
I 
I 
tional" cmnparisons. This indicates that a greater variance · in the 
I 
i 
points of view of these groups exists than in the other 1 gro~p cOtnpax-i ... 
sons,. 
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Ten of the remain~g differences occur between th~ "progressive 
and middle•of•the~roa4" card comparisons. The last sif differences 
I 
' 
oecur between the 'inidd.le•of-the•road and. traditional .. icard group com• 
·. ! 
parisons. According to these figures, more agreement ]l)revails between 
. I 
! 
pupils receiving middle-of-the-road aud traditional catds; and less 
i 
I 
agreement exists between pupils receiving progressive and middle~of-
the-road report cards or between pupils receiving progtessive and tra-
ditional report cards. 
In most instances. not considering personality tr~its or work 
I 
habits, the differences between preferenees for report[card items are 
! 
traced to the type of card the pupil receives. ·ror ex+nPle, the df.f ... 
I 
ferenee favors the pupils whose te.acher.s use a progres~ive reporting 
p~ogram in the items pertaining to (1) space for teaeh~r comment. (2) 
• I 
' 
monthly afternoon conference periods, {3) different ~es of report 
cards for elementary ~d junior high, {4) a report car4 sent home four 
I 
times a year, and. (5) warning slips. All of these itesns except three 
. . I 
and.five are found in the progressive reporting program and not in 
either of the programs with which it is compared. I 
The same observation may be made with the middle-df•the-road card 
I 
group. Every significant difference favoring this cat~gory pertains to 
an item found tn the mi4dle•of•the•road reporting prog~am ~ not in 
those of the progressive or traditional reporting prog~ams. 
One iltteresting fact noted in the ."Type of Card ll~eeived by Pupil" 
category is found in the preference for personality tr~its and work 
l 
habits. In every instance the pupils receiving the pr~gressive type 
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report card show a lower preference than either of the !other groups. 
The differences between the percentages are more often )tn favor of the 
~ddle•of-the•road card pupil thaft the traditional ear4 pupil, and more 
significant differences occur between the percentages Jf the progres• 
i 
sive an~ middle•of ... the .. road card groups than the other ;two combinations. 
I 
' None of the schools involved in this study had report c~rds rating per· 
' 
' 
sonality traits or work habits.. The reason pupils rece)iving ndddle ... of-
the~road report carmhave a noticeably higher preferenc~ for these 
items is not clear. 
l 
Table 21 shows which items fall into this classification and which 
group the difference favors. i 
. i Table 21. Significant l>ifferences for Report.Card Items; Preferred by 
3. 
s. 
7 .. 
60 Per Cant or More of the "Type of Report ca~d Received by 
Pupil n Group 
Per Cent of Preference 
Item ll'-ro- Middle"" 
gres- of-the .. 
sive B.oad 
(1) _(2)_ . (31 
Including a statement or 
6tatements explaining the 
meaning of the symbols used 
in marking ... It ..... , ....... If~ ..... 65 
Including a section devoted 
to judgtng the student's 
personality traits such as 
courtesy, cooperation, and 
self-control •••• · ............. 67 
Including a blank space en~ 
abling a teacher to coDJIIISnt 
on the ehild•s progress •••• ~ 78* 
(continued on next page) 
Boston University 
Sohool of Education 
Ltbr~;v. 
Trad~ .. 
tional 
I 
_{4}i 
I 
I 
I 
77*1 I 
' I 
i 
I 
83.* 1 
! 
I 
I 60 i 
Difference 
Between 
Per Cents 
_15_)_ 
12 
16 
18 
Table 21. (continued) ' 
Item 
- (1) 
17~ Setting aside one or more 
afternoons a month so that 
interested parents may visit 
teacher13 and obtain brief 
progress reports~···~···~··· 
17 .. Setting asid.e one or mot-e 
afternoons a month so that 
interested parents may visit 
teachers and obtain brief 
progress reports •••••••••••• 
20. Using different types of re .. 
port cards for the elemen• 
tary. junio,; Ugh, and -
Per Cent of Preference 
l'ro.. Middle- Tra4i• 
grea• of•the• tio~al 
sive ·Road 
(2.) {3) (4 
76* 51 
74* $7 
senior high schOol$ •• ~ ••••• ·• 78* 66 
20., Using different types o-f re ... 
port cards for the el~n­
taxy • junior high. and 
se:nior high schools ••• .;. ••••• 
21~ Notifying parents itn!lledi-
ately when their child is 
making unsatisfactory pros· 
ress in any particular 
subject .• .- .......... *"'.~"lf••~···~., 82-tr 
21. Notifying parents ~edi· 
ately when their child is 
making unsatisfactozy prog"' -
ress in any particular · 
subject •••• · •• ~. •:· ..•• ~ •. ~ ~. •.• • 82* 
3la. A report card sent home four 
ti'lllEis a year as the most im .. 
portant single ~eporting 
device~· .• • -~ ~ ••••• · • ·• ~· ••• ~ •. • • . ·- 11* 
3la. A report. ca.l'd sent home four 
tinles a year as the most hi;.. 
portant single reporttng 
device .... ~ .................... ~ .. ~ ,. "' .. 
19*·' 
63 
68* 
(concluded on nest page) 
66 
69 
S7 
57 
102. 
.· 
Difference 
Between · 
:Per Cents 
19 
l1 
12 
13 
19 
13 
14 
11 
• 103 
Table 21. (concluded) .· 
Per Cent of Preference Difference 
Item Pro .. Middle- Tra41- Between 
gres ... of-the- · tiottal Per Cents 
sive Road I 
(1} (:;!) (3} 74' 7s1 
32. The following personality 
traits: 
a,.. Courteous to others ...... ~ ...... 41 78* 37 
a .. Courteous to others.~•••••"• 41 66~ 25 
a .. Courteous to others. ... ~ ... ., •••• 78* 66' 12 
b. Cooperates with others •••••• 56 79* 23 
b •. Cooperates with others •••• ~. 79* 61 18 
c. Practices good sportsman- i ship .. ..... "' ...... ~ ...... -. .............. ,.. .., so 69* I 19 
c. Practices good sportsman• 
6l.,J ship . .......... ., ........ ., ...... · ...... 50 11 
e. Demonstrates self-control ••• 58 73"1 15 
j. Obeys school regulations .... 50 64* I 14 
j. Obeys school regulations •••• so 73~ 23 
.33. The following work habits! 
83* i b. Does his best ................ 72 11 
d. Uses ttme wisely••···~·~···· so 13* i 23 I 
d. Uses time wisely .............. so 66-Ai 16 
f. Listens attentively ••••••••• 53 10*' I 17 
f. Listens attentively •••• ~···· 53 65~ 12 
g. l)oes homework regularly ...... 55 71* 16 
g. Does homework regularly ••••• 55 67*1 12 
h. Asks for h~lp when needed ••• 50 64* i 14 I 
h. Asks for help when needed ••• 50 I 67*! 17 ! 
*A/The pair of percentages is significantly different, ~ith the 
asterisk in<lieating which per cent: the difference favor~. 
I 
SU'II.1lllt:lry of pupil preferences ....... According to the ~ta. obtained in 
~ • • • • • • • • I 
this study, pupil preferences for report card items are 1 directly af• 
I fected by the type of report card they receive. A second reason for 
their preferences is selection of items they recognize as meeting their 
I 
needs. College bound pupils feel a greater need for as I much infoxma .. 
I 
104 
tion as possible concerning their school progress than. !noncollege 
p-upils. 
I 
5. Comparison o£ Parent and Teaeher Group~ 
I 
i 
Summary....... The final data interpretation. compares 
1 
the preferences 
' 
of parents and teachers to find which report card it~ both groups 
I 
strongly desire and which they mutually believe to be ~f little value 
I 
or perhaps harmful. Table 22 is designed to show preferences of both 
the parents and teachers for each of the itelDS includ.eA in the instru ... 
I 
ment. Significant differences between percentage pair~ are also ~oted. 
I 
I 
Table 22. Percentage Preference Comparison of aeport O~d ItelDS for 
Total Pa,;ent and Teacher Groups I 
Item 
(l} 
1. Replacing the name "Report Card" with a less 
formal title such as ttprogress RepoX"t" ••• ~ •••••• 
2 .. Including a statement from the superintendent• 
principal, or teachers eaplaining the aitDS and 
purposes of the report card ................ 4••··~ 
3. Including a statement or staten\Snts e:gplainin,g 
the meaning of the symbols used in marking ••••• ~ 
4. Including a statement or fig~res t$llfng bow 
lllallf days a pupil has been absent :and tardy ••• ,~ 
5. Including a section devoted to judging the 
student's personality traits such as courtesy, 
cooperation, and sralf .. control ••.•••••••••••••••• 
6. Including a blank space enabling a parent to 
colJIIlent on his child's progress •• , •.•••••.••••••• 
7. Including a blank space enabling a teacher to 
comment on the child's progress • ~ •.•••••.•••. , ••• 
8. Using only ''S" (Satisfactory) and 11U" (Unsatis ... 
factory) in such subjects as music and physical 
education where teachers are expected to ~k 
several hundred students •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(continued on next page) 
I 
:Parent 
I 
!{2.) 
I 
!39 
! 
i71 
192 
'sa 
I 
! 
[91* 
I 
(72 
I 
197* 
I 
I 
.82 
j 
Teacher 
£3) 
33 
84*AI 
96 
79 
76 
76 
90 
84 
Table 22. (continued} 
ltem. 
(l) 
9. Including an effort mark for each subj eot * ••••• 
10. Including one over•all effort mark which takes 
into consideration effort in all subjects ••••••• 
ll. Including a conduct mark for each subject •••••• 
12. Including one over-all conduct mark which takes 
into consideration conduct in all subjects ••••• 
13. Using only nsn and "U" to $bOW progress in aQa .. 
dem.ic subjects such as History. English, 
Mathematics, and Science ........................ . 
14. Using personalletters written by the child's 
teachers to explain his progress:cin place of 
the ~radit:lonal report card •••••.••••••• ~·····• 
15. Including a section which would tell the stu~ 
dent • s height and weight in September and. again 
in Jun.e, • * ........ ~ ............ * ...... ·- • ~~ ....... ,.. ....... ~ ,. •• + ~ ... ~ 
16. Including a section devoted to judging the stu-
dent's work habits such as neatness, prompt-
ness, and listening habits .................... .. 
17 •. Setting aside one or more afternoons a month 
so that interested parents ~y visit teachers 
and obtain brief progress reports •••••••••••••• 
18~ Including one or two half•hour parent~teaeber 
conferences a year as a regular part of the 
communication program ••••••••••••••••••••••• ~·· 
19. Reserving one Parent-Teacher Association meet• 
ing for a ''Back .. to .. sc.hool Night" when teaehers 
explain their goals and subjeets •••••• ~····~··~ 
20. Using 4ifferent types of report cards in ele• 
mentary * junior high, and senior high school ••• 
21. Notifying parents immediately when their child 
is making unsatisfactory progress in any par4 
tieular subject ...... ............. ~ ........... ., ........... ., . 
22. Notifying parents when their child is making 
exceptionally good progress in any partieular 
sub j .act • ... . • • t * .- •. ~ ..... ~ ..... " ·'jj! ......... \f ..... ~ • _. -. ........... ,. • 
23. Raising or lowering a student•s mark in an aca• 
deudc subject because his conduct was good or 
poor in that particular subjeet ••••••••• ~····•• 
24. Rai.siug or lowering a student 1 s mark in an aca-
demic subject because his .effort was good or 
poor in that particular subject •••• +••••••••••• 
(continued Qn n.mt page) 
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,arent Teacher 
[(2) en 
178* 59 
\37 41 
~9* 33 
i!il 47 
I 
I 
!].O I . 6 
i 
I 
25* 14 
I 
! 
I 
29* 17 
~2* 69 
i 
i 
85 84 
I 
I 
~4 85 
I 
i 
rs 86* 
$& 75* 
96• 86 
~5 63 
~6 15 
I 
~4 29 
I 
Table 22. (continued) 
Item 
:u. lltcluding a definition of su.bjeet nemes like 
English and Social Studies and a list of the 
lesser subjects such as spelling, penmanship; 
reading* and lite:rat11re.which are grouped 
under these larger headings •••••.• ~·•••*••••••• 
26. Having a report card with fairly large print 
and simple vocabulary so that it is easily read 
and \Dlderstooc:l ............... ., • ., "' 41! ............ ~ " ~ .... "" .... .., 
2.7 •. Including a section on. the report c.trd to grade 
students in activities such as blind1 newspaper .. 
club&, and student council •••• ,. •••. · •• * •• ~ •••••• 
28. Including a mark to indicate the student's 
health habits ••. ~ ..... w •• , ., , ... " • ., :r .. i .............. ., •.• ., , * .... .. 
29. Sending a booklet to parents ~plaining s'i.leh 
things as what is done about homework, disci• 
p1ine, report cards. alld make ... up work~ .......... ,. 
30. How many times do you think ~eport cards should 
be sent ho1118? 
One .•• ·~·•.t•• .. _.~~~~-·······*·•• ·~,._.,. ..... , 
Tw"o ••• .,. • "' .. .,.. • f • ~ ., • ~ • · •. :, ............. "*" .... -
Three 11' -« ..... ~ ,.. ; .. ~ ~ •. ~ •• ~ .- ............ ~ ., .. ., ... ,. 
Four • • ,. •.• ,. 4 .... , ~ • * .• ..- ~ * .... *t •. • • - • .. .., • • .. .. 
Five. .......... " ,. ...... 1L ... ~ ............. , w ........... ¥. , 
'More ...... ~ ~ ,. .... ~ • l ....... ~ ., • ·• :<II ......... " • 
31. Here are five waya teache~a can inform parents 
how we~l their child is progressing. If ·only 
one of these methods were to be used. which of 
the five would you prefer? 
a. A report eard sent home fou~ ttmes a year ••• 
b. A personal letter sent home by the teacher 
four titnes a yes.w ..................... If-* :t: "'. ~ • ., ........ 1\ ........... ~ 
c * Brief written c=ommenta s~;~nt home monthly •••• 
d. No report unless exceptionally good or poor 
pTogress is being made~··~··~•·············~ 
e. Four half ... hour parent•teaeher .conferences a 
year (no official written reeords) •••••••••• 
l1a. lf a combination- of the ~thode mentioned in 
it~ 31 were used, would you prefer one, two, 
or t:~ee metbod.s? 
OnQ tllet'hod ........ - • t ........ <. tt * ~ ••••• ' • 
"Tw-o methods ll ._ .. lp: 'j .rr • :t, ...... ,. t ,. •· .. --: ...... . 
Three 111e.thoda • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • . . •••• 
(~oncluded on next page) 
52 
69 
134 
87 
2* 
2* 
2 
59 
19 
12* 
67 
l 
lg 
I 
i24 
146 
i30 
I 
I 
106 
48 
81* 
3.5 
32 
82 
0 
0 
7 
70*' 
22 
0 
73 
2 
7 
2 
15 
18 
.55* 
31 
107 
Table 22. (concluded) 
Xtem Teacher 
32. Twelve personality traits are listed below. 
Please rate·each according to its informative 
value to parents and pupils •••••••••••••••••••• 
a. Courteous to others ••• • .••••••••••••• , ••••••• 
b. Cooperates with others ••••••••••••••••••••.•• 
c. Practices good sportsmanship •••.•••••••••••• 
d.. Accepts responsibility willingly ............ . 
e. Demonstrates self-control •••••.•••••••••••••• 
f. Respects property of others ..... ~··••········ 
g. J)emonstr.ates self .. reliance .................. . 
h. Habltually neat and. clean .................. . 
i. Completes work promptly •••••••••••••••••••.• 
j. Obeys school regulations •••••••••••••••••••• 
k. Respects rights and opinions of others •••••• 
l. Listens to and follows directions •••••••••• ~ 
33~ Sight work habits are listed below. Please 
rate each according to its informative value to 
parents and pupils. 
a .. Takes pride in his work ••••••.•.••• ~ •••••••••• 
b. :Poes his best•••••••••••••••·•~w•••••~r••••• 
c .. Is accurate ........ , ... , ........................... 1r· 
d. Uses time wisely. ,. ............................. . 
e. Can follow directions •• ~ •••••••••••••.• ~ ••••• 
f. Listens attentively ........................... . 
g. Does hom.ework regularly ••• · ••••••..•.•••••••• 
h. Asks-for help when needed ••••••••••••••••••• 
'67* 
SO* 
70* 
~8* 
73 
~9* 
78* 
~~* 
~4* 
77 
83 
I 
I 
I 
*!/The pair of percentages is significantly different. 'ith the 
asterisk indicating which per cent the difference favors. 
I 
54 
66 
49 
65 
69 
62 
63 
37 
63 
63 
69 
75 
42 
73 
49 
61 
60 
60 
63 
60 
Similarities for report card items preferred by 75lper cent or 
- . -. - . . . . -. - - . I 
more of the parent and teacher groups ..... An e:teaminationlo£ Table 22 
will point o1ilt ten report card items preferred by over ts per cent. of 
I 
hotb parents and teachers. These items are as follows: : 
I 
i 
1. Jnclud.ing a statement or statements explaining the meaning of 
! 
the symbols used in .arking (item 3) 
108 
i 
2. Including a statement or figures telling how many days a pupil 
I 
has been absent and tardy (item 4) 
3. Including a section devoted to judging the student•s personal-
ity traits such as courtesy, cooperation, and ~elf•control 
I 
(item S) 
4 .. Includ.ing a blsuk space enabU.ng a teacher to ecnmnent on the 
I 
ch1ld1s progress (item 7) 
' I 
S. Using only "Stt (Satisfactory) and uun (Unsatisfactory} in such 
subjects as music e.nd ,hysical education where [teachers are 
expected to mark several hundred students (it~ 8) 
I 
I 
6. Setting aside one or more afternoons a month sd that interested 
I 
I 
parent$ may visit teachers and obtain brief progress reports 
I 
I 
I year as a regular part of the communication pr9sram (item 18) 
I 
8. Reserving c:m.e Parent-Teacher Association meeti~g for a ''Back• 
I 
to-School· Night" when teachers explain their soals and sub· 
I jects (item 19) i 
I 
9. Notifying parents immediately when their child ~is making un-
satisfactory progress in aay particular subjec~ (item 21) 
. . i 
10, SendiBS a booklet to parents explaining such things as what is 
dee about homework, discipline. report cards, ~d make-up work 
(item 19). I 
I 
Similarities f~r report card. .. items for which parerits and teachers 
showed little or no interest.-- Furthar examination of kahle 22 will 
I 
I 
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show three reporting techniques which are preferred byiless than 25 per 
I 
I 
cent of both parents and teachers. They are as followslt 
I 
1. Using only "S" and "U" to show ptogress in ac.aJemic. subjects 
i 
such as History., Science. Mathematics, and Eng~ish (item 13) 
I 
2 .. Using per.sonelletters writt;en by the child's ~eaehers to ex-
: 
plain his progress in place of.the traditional !report card 
(item 14) 1 
3. Rahing or lowering a student 1s mark in an aeaJemic subject 
. . . . i 
because his conduct was good or poor in that pirticular sub-
ject (item 23).. [ 
Conclusions drawn for repo;ting practices preferre1d by the parent 
. . . . . .• . . . . . . I . 
and teacher groups.-- The preferences of parents and terc.bers are 
closely related in many respects. Perha:ps the most pr:Lounced show of 
unity is in establishing con.ta.ets between the school a,d home concern-
ing the pupil *s progress. OVer 80 per cent of each gr~~P favors a 
. . I 
monthly afternoon reserved for parents to visit teacheri and obtain 
brief progress reports. and one or two half-hour parent•jteachar confer-
1 
ences a year as a means of getting tc know li!Ore about t!he pupil. Over 
! 
75 per cent of these groups would prefer one P. T .A • .,.tins as a "Back-
to-School Night." Over 85 per cent of both g1:oups want! warning slips 
as aupplementary reports concerning a child's lack of ~~ogress. Fi ... 
nallyt over 80 per cent believe a booklet explaining ti~ school policy 
concerning homework.t discipline, make•up woX'k. and repo: t cards would 
be beneficial. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
In the area ~f a complete and explicit school prolreso report, 
• I 
110 
general agreement between parent and teacher groups al~o exists. Over 
90 per cent agree that a statement or statements shoul4 be made clari• 
fying the meaning of the s~ols used .in marking. Nin~ty per cent of 
each group aleo feels there sbould.be space for teacheJs to comment on 
. I 
areas of progress not cons~dered elsewhere on the repo~t card. Con• 
. I 
I 
siderable weight might be put on the fact that over th*ee quarters of 
I both ~oups pJ;"efer a rating of the pupil • s personality [traits. This 
I 
can indicate a belie£ that academic px-ogress is not the only part of a 
child's junior high school education that should be ev4luated. Because 
over 80 per cent of the parents and teachers prefer ngt~ and nun marks 
I 
for subjects such as music and physical education~ thi~ can indicate 
I 
that both are aware of the time involved in a teacher ieporting pupil 
progress. Both the pareat and the educator believe a steport eard. should 
! 
contain information conceming a pupil's absence and t~rdiness. 
I Not only do parents and teachers agree among the~elves concern• 
ing poor reporting practices, but also teachers agree ~ith parents on 
the identical three items which are least preferable. JNeither.group 
favors the use of "S" and ''U" to show progress. in an a ademic subject; 
I 
personal letters to replace the report card, or raisin or lowering a. 
pupil's mark in an academic subject because hf.s conduc is good or'poor 
in that subject. 
Si ifieant 
cent or more 9f. the parent and teacher srov:es. - ... Of th ten items pre"' 
ferred by over 7S.per cent of t:he parents and teachers~ only four pairs 
lll 
of percentages are sipificantly di~ferent. . Parents a e favored 'by . 
the differences in three of these pairs.of percentages] They are ex-
tremely anxioQs to be informed the moment their child ~s progressing 
unsatisfactorily in any particular subject. they beli~ve a teacher's 
comments on their child's proaress.are a valuable part of the report 
card~ and they are firmly convinced that personality t~aits and work I . 
habits should be rated. These preferences would seem ~ indicate par-
ents want as """'" infc>rmatic>n ao possible coneeming t+ir child's 
progress placed on the repcrt card. I 
The teachers are favored by the difference in the ~air of pereent-
i 
ages related to the· plan of a "Baek .. to•School Night" P.~.A. meeting. 
I 
Teachers. it would appear,. comprehend Jlll:)re than parents\ the necessity 
I 
of the parents obtaining a clear ilnpression of the schobl .. s philosophy 
. I 
and curriculum. I 
I 
Table 23 shows which item$ fall into this category! and which group 
the difference favors. 
I 
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Table 23. Significant Differences for Report Card It~ Preferred by 
Over 75 Per Cent of the Pa~ent and Teacher Gtoups 
P C t f. Diff er en 0 
I 
erence 
. 
Item Preference Between 
Parent Teacher Per Cents 
{l) (2) (3) l {4) 
~ 
s .. Including a section devoted to 1 I 
' judging the pupilts personality I ; 
traits such as courtesy, coopers• 
I tion, and self-control •••••••••••• 91*!!/ 76 15 
7. Including a apace enabling a 
teacher to comment on the child's I 
prosress ..................... 9 ................. ~ 97* 90 ! 7 
19. Reserving one Parent-Teaeher I I 
Association meeting for a 111\ack• ' 
to ... Sehool Night" when teachers ex .. I 
plain their goals and subjects~··· 78 86*' 8 
21. Notifying.parents immediately when 
their child is making unsatisfae-
tory progress in any particular 
subject ........ ..... ,. .... * ••••••• '!I; ......... 96* 86 10 
I 
*.!./The pair of percentages is significantly different, with the 
asterisk tndicating which per cent the difference favoJe. 
Report card items preferred by more than 75 per cent of the teachers 
- -. - • - I 
I 
and lese than 75 per cent of the parents.·• Two items. found in Table 22. 
I 
are preferred by 75 per cent or more of the teachers and less than 75 
per cent of the parents. They are: 
1. Including a blank spaee enabling a parent to co~ent on bts 
' 
child's progress (item 6) 
2. Having a report card with fairly large print ~d simple vocab-
ulary so that it is easily read and understood !(item 26). ! . 
Report .card· items preferred by more than 7S 'J)er .ce~t. of the. par-
. - . I 
' 
ents and less than 75 per cent of the,teacbers.-· Two 1ther items. six 
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personality traits~ and four work habitsj f()und in Tab~e 22. a'l'e p'l'e• 
I 
fexred by 75 per cent or more of the parents and less ~ban 75 per cent 
of the teachers. They are: 
1. Including an effort :ms:rk for, each subject (iteJ\1. 9) 
! 
2~ Xnetuding a section devoted to judgtng the pupil's work habits 
I 
suc:h as ne.atness, prcmptness; and listening habits (item 16) 
. . . I 
! 
3 .. The following personality traits: 
a. Cooperates with others (32b) 
b. Accepts responsibility willingly (32d) 
c. Respects property of others (32f) 
d. Demonstrates self .. reliance (31g) 
e. Obeys seh()ol regulations (l2j) 
f. Respects rights aad opinions -of others (32k) 
4. The following work habits; 
a. Does his best (33b) 
b~ Listens attentively (33£) 
c. Does homework regularly (33g) 
d. Asks for help when needed (33h) 
! 
I Conelus_ions drawn _for _report&ns prlletiees preferred by. e:LJ:her 75 
per eent of the parents or teachers and not_ as hitJhly ~vored _by the 
other aroue."'- In a f~ instances s~ iteJnS a.re favor~d more highly by 
i 
one group than the otbeT. lUghty•one per cent, a sisnifteantly larger 
I 
' proportion of teachers than the 69 per cent Gf parents* prefer a re .. 
port card which is easily read and understood. Seventy-.sta per cent 
I 
of the teachers and 72 per cent of the parents prefer ~ .space included 
114 
i 
on the report car4 for pare:nt cOllllllents. This is not a! significant d!f ... 
' 
feJ:"ence but the two percentqes fall pn eitMr side of[ the arbitrary 
75 per cent level of preference~ 
farents, too, have stronger preferences than teacters for certain 
1:eport card items. A very s!gaifieant clifferenee occtq:s in the 78 per 
I 
cent of parents and. only 59 per cent of the teachers w}u, prefer an ef ... 
I 
fort mark for eacb subject. · A second significant dif£$rence is the 81 
i 
per cent of the pueats and 69 per cent of the teacher~ who prefer a 
I 
seetion devoted to work habits. 
, I 
Over one half of the per.soMlity traits .and work 'l!tabits are pre• 
£erred. by more than 75 per cent of the parents and. lea~ than this pro-
portion of teachers. This is either an indication on *he teachers• 
part that they are aware of the time element or that a1though over 
- l 
three q;uarters of the educators prefe:t: a. section on th~ report card 
fer personality traits al\d worlt habits, they do not tn:-,fer these spe-
! 
cific examples. 
I 
I 
Meth~ds of communica~ion.·~ tess uniformity exists in the area of 
I 
how information should be sent homa than it does :La what kincts of in .. 
i 
I formation shculd be COlllll\UJ).icated. Since the r.esponc:lent!s' opinions vary 
i 
so widely, it is necessary to list all of the major wa~s in whieh par-
; 
~ts and teachers believe pupils• a.ead~ic progress sbduld be reported 
to parents (see Table 22). 
1. The number of times parents and teaebers beli~ a report card 
I 
sh&uld be sent ho.me: 
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a. Four ti1nes 
(l) Taachers ...... 70 per cent 1 
(2) Parents-.- J9 per cent I 
b, :~;-T:::::rs••t2 ••r oent II 
(2.) Parents ...... 19 per cent 
I 
2., The xu.unber of reportiug devices . favored. by teathers a.nc.i parents s 
a ... Two lll$thods 
(l) Teachers-·SS per cent 
{2.) Pa:l:'e~ts• ... 44 per cent 
b. 'fhree ldet:hod.s 
(1) 'feachers••3l per ~ent 
(2:) Parents...... 3G per cent 
a. '!'he report . car.cl 
(1) Teachers-·73. per cent 
(Z) Parents~· 67 per cent 
b. Brief monthly written ccnnments 
(l) Teachers•• 7 per cent 
(2.) :Pax:-ents ...... 16 per cent: · 
I 
I 
I 
I 
c~ Four one-hal:f•hour conferences annually 
(l) Teachers--iS pel:" cent . 
(2). Parents•• t per cent j 
Parents and teachers and metho~a of communicatidnt ..... General but 
. . . . I 
. not unanimo. us preferenq;e. fo. r certain items in this catigory is notice ... 
able. :Parents and teachers are divided into t:wc opf.Jlitna• neither very 
iar apart,. but each obviously separate from the othet" .. l As far as the 
I 
number of times a :report card sb.eul4 be sent home, the greatest prefer"' 
I 
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I 
ence for teachers and parents is four times a year. seyenty per cent 
I 
of the parent group and S9 per cent of the teacher grou~ prefer this 
i 
number. Send!q the card ~ five ti1nes annually is afvocated by 22 
! 
per e.ent of the teaehEi.n;s and 19 per cent of the parents~ There is a 
dit'e~t relation heJ:e be- tlle.Jtwob"" of tilDe& the t•t•heJ: sends a 
card holne and the number <if times a parent receives a J.rd from the 
school and its effect on p~eferenees sta~ed. Apparontlt thls is aga~ 
a :matte~ of what o11e is accustomed to. I 
. l*areuts and teachers are even more divided over thr number of eom.• 
municating devices they would prefer using or reeeiving~ lifty•five 
per cent of the teachers ancll 46 per .cent o. t the parntol """ld Uko two 
methods, while 31 pe~ cent of the teachers and 30 per crat of the par• 
I 
ents would. prefer three. 1 
I 
Finally. the largest percentages of teacherst 73 p~r cent) and of 
parents, 67 per centt 'beU.eve the l!'eport card to be the 1ll()St important 
single reporting device. Lesser pe.r~entage$ of teacher aud. parents 
woul4 like to substitute ~ther devices as the priroary r porting instru• 
ment. 
I 
I 
ClJA:PTED. V 
. S\1M'NARY .AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. S'll11l.ttla1:Y of the Stud.y 
1 
' ' '! Introduction ... - The p1.1rpose of this study is to Uientify similar:f. ... 
ties and si&nif:l.cant. differences in the points of view! of parents, 
teaehel's, and pupils concerning J:(!lporting procedures a'fld. coropa.re these 
points of view with the following, I 
1. farent educational background 
2. Parent P.T.A. affiliation 
3. Parent and the paren~·teacher conferQnce 
4. Parent edUc:atio~l phi.losophy 
.. ' 
S. 'l'he kind of card received by the parent 
6. Teacher grade 1eve1 
1. Teacher subjeet area 
8, Teacher educational philosophy 
9. The kind of :1report card used by the teacher 
10. Future educational plans of the pupil 
11. The kind of card received by the pupil. 
I 
§tepa taken,•• Several steps had to be taken to ~ttain this pur• 
pose: 
1. Development of two instruments; one to ·dete~e the educa• 
i 
tional philosophies of parents and teache~s; ~he second to 
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leam the degree of parent1 teacher. and pupil I preference for 
i 
a number of report card items I 
I 
2." Examination of a wide variety of junior btsh s~hool reporting 
programs to dete~tne current praetices I 
I 3. Choice of schools whose reporting devices contrined as many 
different items as possible 
4. Admitlistrat.ion o£ the instruments to teachers,! to a heterogen• 
eous segment of the school population" and to the parents .of 
the latter group I 
5. Interpretation of data and arrival at conclusitns. 
I 
I 
! 2. Slp:lficant Conelusions 
I 
Parent preferences~ .... ln. spite of their varied ba~kgrounds, the 
. . . I • 
I parents are in almost complete agreement on ~hat info~tion they would 
. . I 
I ~ 
like to obtain from the school about their children's progress and how 
I 
they would prefer to receive it. The twelve report cafd items pref~rre4 
by 7S per cent or IIIOT& of ti>EI patents are ao follOW$! I 
l. IncludiD,g a statement o;r statements uplaininglthe meaning of 
the symbols used in marking [ 
. I 
2. Including· a stateltl.ent or figures telli118 how ~ny days a pupil 
! 
has been absent and tarciy · I 
3. Including a section devoted to judging the.puplt•s personality 
t:r:aits such as courtesy,. cooperation,. ancl selfreontrol 
. I 
i 4. Including a blank space enabling a teACher to comment on the 
child's progress 
I 
I 
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5, \lsios only "S" (Satisfa#toxy) aad "II'' (UDsatis~ctory) in su<!h 
I 
subjects as ~ie and physi~al education where/teachers. are ex• 
pe:cted to mark several hundred pupils I 
I 
6. Including an effo-rt mark in eacJ.t subject j 
1. hcluding a section .tevotea. to judging the pupfl ts work ~bits 
such as neatness, prOlllptness, and listening hatita 
8, Setting asi4e one o:r 1IlO~e afternoons a month·s that interested 
I 
parents ~Y visit. teaehe~s and obtain brief prfgress reports 
9 * Reserving one l'arent-Teacher Association meetitg for a ,.Baek-
t.o·Sc.bool Night11 when teachers e&plain their g . .ab ancl subjects 
. I 
10. Including one or two half•hour parent•teaeher ~anferences a 
year as a regular part of tho ·-·ation prrgr ... 
11 ~ Notifying parents immediately when their childj is aking un• 
satisfactoxv progress. in any partieular subjec.t ~ . I 
I 
12. Sending a booklet to parents eltplaining such t~ings as what is 
done. about homawo%'1h discipline. ma.It.e-up, work,! and report cards .. 
I 
I 
Almost as lliUcb. unanimity exists in what report calrd items parents 
feel to be of little we o.- perhl!ps baxlllful aov in tho+ they bali1>1re 
to be most helpful. 'l:he two items placed in this und;sirable category 
I 
by every group of parents are 4S fQllOW$~ / 
1. Using only 11SU and. uun to show progrt:!sS inac~demic subjects 
I 
I 
such as History, EngU.sht Mathematics, and se4ence 
z. Raising or lowering a stu4ent's mark because ltis conduct was 
good or poor in that particular subject. I 
I 
I 
Parents having a middle~of•the~road educational p~ilosophy are 
I 
I 
favored by all·~he differenCes iu the percentage prefe,ence comparisons 
in ~hich they are involved. This group shows strong~ jnified eonvie-
tions regarding . preferable items • . I 
A final . observation noted in the uType of Card. Received by Parent n 
category is that pal'OUts senara11y prefer items appear+g 011 the report 
c;ard with which they are Jl10St familiar. In eveey pair b£ pe:t'centages 
• 
I 
I 
I 
. I 
I 
I 
I 
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wheTe a significant differenee occurs the difference f~vors the group 
most familiar with that partieular .it$Dl. I 
Teacher preferences, ..... As with the. various parent! groups,. the re-. 
I 
sponses of the teaethers to information they feel sbQul~ be sent to the 
parents and how it should be ~ommunieated are almost irentical. The 
thirteen items preferred by 75 per cent or mQre of the[ teachers regard• 
I 
less of the group in which they are placed are as follbwst 
I 
. I 
1. Including a statement from the .superintendent.! principal. or 
teachers explaining the aims and purposes of ~~e report card 
I 
.a. Including a statement or .statements explaining! the lll$&ning of 
I 
the symbols used in markina I 
3. XGcluding a Ot$t..ent os figures telling how ~ 4ays a pupil 
has been absent an~ tardy 
4. Including a section devoted to judging the st4entts personal-
[ 
ity traits aueh as courte$y, cooperation, and self•control 
I 
.s. Including a blank space ena..blins a parent to c~nt on his 
child•s progress [ 
I 
6. Includ.tns a blank spac.e enabling a teacher to hollltD.Snt on the 
I 
child 1 s progress j 
7. Using only nsu (Satisfactory) and nun (Unsatisfactory) in sueh 
~ubjeets as musie and physi¢al. education wheref teachers ax-e ex .... 
pected to mark s.everal hundred pupil$ ! 
I 
8. Setting aside one or more afternoons a month s~ that interested 
! 
parents may visit teachers and obtain brief prpsress reports 
I 
9. Xncludiag one or two half•hour parent-teacher ~onferences a 
I . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
year as a regular part of the communication pr+sram 
I 
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10 .. Reserving one Pare:at•Te.aeher Assoo:iation me.etitg for a "Back-
- to•SeluJol Ni$htn when teachers explain their gfals a.nd subjects 
11. Using different types of report cards in the e}ementary~ junior 
I 
high, and senior. high schools I 
12. liaving a report eard with fairly large print 4cl simple vocab• 
I 
ulary so that it is easily -read and understood.! 
d - I 13. Sen ing a booklet to parents e&platning what is done about 
I 
homework, diseipli.ne, report cards, and make•uf work. 
Teachers are altnOst 111 as complete agre.emeu.t regatcUug items t:hey 
I 
I 
believe to be of slight value at: perhaps harmful as t~tfy are in their 
opinions of what constitutes a good reporting item. T~ following 
items are included in this undesira.ble category~ 
I 1. Including only "S" and nun to show progress in! academic sub-
jects such as lU.story, JbtgU.sh., Mathematics, Jd Science 
I 
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In conclusioni teachers express a strong desire that the report 
I 
card have a clearly stated purpose a~d a marking syster readily under• 
stood bv all concerned. Their preference for thirteen particular items ~ . I 
is unanimous. Evidence of their wanting more than one: method of ~om· 
i 
munication is fouad in the desire for a *iBack•to•Schoo~ Night,u warning 
! 
alips. conferences,. and an explanatory booklet for parrnts. 
Teacher preferences vary more pronouncedly than db parent prefer~ 
ences depending upon the educational philosophy or typb of card used 
by the teacher. In most instances teachers having a p~ogressive educa• 
I 
i 
tional philosophy and using a progressive report card rave similar 
preferences for the same item, while teachers having a; trad:itional ed ... 
i 
uoational philosophy and using a tradition.al tnte of rbport card also 
have similar preferences for the same items. Again, t~aehers having a 
I 
j 
middle~of ... tbe•road educational philosophy anci usitt.g a ~ddle•of-the• 
I 
road ~eport1ng program have stmilar preferences for t~ same items~ In 
I 
the "Type of Carci Used by Teacher" category, evidenee ~s noted of the 
strong preference for particular items which the teac~r himself uses. 
. ', 
Whether or not a relationship actually extsts between ~dueational phi• 
i losophy and the type of card used cannot definitely be, established. 
What has become clear is that these influences togethe~ play a dominant 
role in teacher preferenees for report card items. 
Pupil preferences.•• The pupils' percentage preferenees for almost 
I 
all items in the instrument were noticeably lower t~ either of the 
other groups. Because of this lower preference, the 7~ per cent level 
of preference was reduced to 60 per cent to determine whether or not 
I 
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the pupils had any uniform set of items they consider more worth while 
than others. A pattern developed and the following nine items are 
given the highest preference by all groups of pupils; 
l, Including a statement or statements expla1n:f.ng the meaning of 
the symbols used itt marking 
2. Including a section devoted to judging the stl.ldentts personal• 
·ity traits sueh as courtesy, cooperationt and self•control 
3. Including a blank space enabling· a teacher t:o eonnnent on the 
child's progress 
4 .. Including an effort mark in eacb-... subjeet 
s .. Including a section devoted. to judging the p1.lpil 1s work habits 
such as neatness, promptness, and listening habits 
6. Setting aside one or more afternoons a month so that interested 
parents may visit teachers and obtain brief progress reports 
7. Reserving one Parent ... Teacher Association meeting.for a "Back ... 
to-School Night" when teachers explain their goals and subjects 
8 .. Using different types of report cards in th!!! elementary, junior 
high, an4 senior high schools 
9. Notifyill8 parents ilnmediately when theil' c'hf.lci is making un ..... 
satisfactory progress in any particular subject 
Althol.lgh the students show considerable agreement as to what con~ 
stitutes poor reporting practices r there, is not the unanimity in this 
ca~esory which is found in the corresponding category of the parent 
and teacher groups. The four items rated by all pupils as belonging 
in this undesirable category are as follows: 
----- - - -----
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1~ Including one over-all conduct mark which takes fnto consider• 
aticm conduct in all subjects 
2. Using only "S" and 11U" to show progress in academic subjects 
such as History) Inglish, Mathematics. and Science 
3. Using personal letters written by the child's teachers to 
explain his progress in place of the traditional report card 
4. Raising or lowering a student's mark in an academic subject 
because his oonduct was good or poor in that particular subject. 
Three other items come very near. this group. The first has a per• 
centage preference of 26. The. last two are pTeferred by 27 per cent 
of the pupils. 
1. Including one over•all effort mark which takes into consider-
ation effort in all subj~ts 
2. Including a section which would tell the student's height and 
weight in September and again in June 
3. Raising or lowering a student 1s ma:rk in an academic subject 
~ecause his effort was good or poor in that particular subject. 
In c~nelusion, pupils• preferenees do not closely relate to either 
the parent or teacher group. Pupils seem anxious to receive as much 
information as possible on a report card designed for their particular 
needs. This would include being rated in personality traits and work 
habits, effort in each subject, and teacher comments for areas of growth 
not considered elsewhere on the report card. They also want to have a 
card different from the elementary school card, to have tpeir parents 
visit school for brief progress reports, to have a ''Back-to•School Night,*' 
-------
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and to have warning slips ssnt home when necessary. 
Many si&nifics.nt differences occurring in the pupil preference 
comparisons result from two sources: first, the needs of the pupils 
and second• the type of card the pupils "receive. :Vor example. in the 
"College and Noncollege Bound Pupil". category, all differences except 
. -
one favor the col.lege bound group, which would incliaate these pupils 
prefer as comprehensive a reporting program as possible. The lone ex-
ception where the difference favors the noncollege bound pupil is the 
personality traitt "Habitually neat ad clean." 
The second source for significant differences between percentage 
preferences is found in the type of report card received by the pupil. 
Almost invariably the pupil receiving a particular type of report card 
will state a preference for items appearing on that card. A notice-
able exception to this is in regard to personality traits and work 
habits. None. of the reporting programs \teed in this study contain 
these items and yet the three groups o£ pupils are far from unanimous 
in their preferences. In every instance the pupils receiving the pro-
g-ressive type report caret have a lower preference than either of the 
other groups. Most of the differences in percentage comparisons favor 
the ~ddle•of-the-road group. Why the pupil receivtng the middle-of• 
the•road type card should have such a higher preference than the other 
two groups for these items is not clear. 
According to the data obtained in this study, pupil preferences 
for report card items are directly affected by the type of report card 
they receive. Another reason for their preferences is selection of 
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items they recognize aa meeting their needs. College bo~d pup:tls 
I 
I 
feel a greater need than noneollege bound pupils for reee~ving as much 
I 
information as possible concerning their school progress. i 
Comearins parent and teachel:' _preferencee; ....... The :foll~to~ing ten 
! 
items are preferred by over 75 per cent of both parents afd teachers: 
I 
1. Including a statement or statements explaining t~ meaning of 
! 
the symbols used in marking 
i 
2. Including a statement or figures telling hol-t many[ days a pupil 
has been absent and tardy 
3. Including a section devoted to judging the pupil'b personality 
I 
traits such aa courtesy, cooperation, and self•control 
I 
4. Including a blank space enabling a teacher to co~ent on the 
child•s progress 
S. Using only ugu (Satisfactory) and •"t(Jf• (Unsatisfadtory) in sueh 
I 
I 
subjects as music and physical education where t~achers are ex• 
i 
pected to mark several hundred pupils 1 
I 
I 
6. Setting aside one or more afternoons a month so ~hat interested 
I 
parents may visit teachers and obtain brief prog~ess reports 
7. Including one or two half•hour parent-teacher co~ferences a 
year as a. regular part of the communication progiam 
! 
8. Reserving one Parent ... Teacher Association meeting i for a •tsack-
to•School Night" when teachers explain their goa~s and subjects 
9. Notifying parents immediately when ·their child is making un ... 
I 
satisfactory progress in any paJ;'ticular subject i 
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i 10. Sending a booklet to parents explaining such th~ngs as what is 
i 
done about homework. discipline. makewup work, ~d report cards. 
Parents and teachers agree that three items include:d on the instru• 
i 
ment are of little value or perhaps harmful. These item& are: 
1. Using only "S" and nun to.show progress in acadetnc subjects 
such as History. Eng11sh1 Mathematics, and Scien~e 
i 2. Using personal letters written by the ch1ldts teachers to ex• 
plain his progress in place of the traditional r~port card 
I 
3. Raising or lowering a stud~nt•s mark in an acade~ic subject 
because his conduct was good or poor in that par~icular subject. 
! 
In conclusion, parents and teachers show very stm11~r preferences 
I 
i for the establishment of contacts between the school and ihome. They 
i 
want monthly afternoon meetings. parent-teacher conferenJ.es. a ''Back-
1 
I to .. School Night,n warning slips, and an explanatory booklet for parents 
! 
! 
pertaining to h0111eworkt discipline, report cards, and mak~·up work. 
I 
Both parents anQ. teachers e:~tpress the desire to have\ a clear and 
l 
I 
concise reporting program. They prefer. the inclusion of statemettts ex-. 
pla:l.ning the meaning of the symbols used in marking, spac~ for teachers 
I 
to comment, and personality traits and,work habits. This\ last item in• 
i 
dicates a wish to have other kinds of growth included on the report 
i 
card as well as academic progress. 
. i 
Significant differences between pairs of percentages 1are found in 
four of the ten items preferred by over 75 per cent of bo~h groups. 
I 
Because the differences in items pertaining to warnfng sl~ps, personal-
i 
ity traits. ancl teacher comments favor .the parent group, i,t can be 
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I 
stated that the parents want as much information as pos~ible concern• 
I 
ing their child's progress. The fourth difference, favQring the teachers, 
is found in the ''Back•to ... School Night" item.. Teachers, \it would appear, 
cOJrJprehend more thau the parents the necessity of pa.rent!
1
s obtaining a. 
' i clear impression of the school s philosophy and cu.rricul:um. 
I 
:tn considering the entb:e subject of reporting pupitl progress to 
the home .. the preferences of parents and teachers are very close. By 
utili~tng the items where complete agreement is noted an~. in areas not 
I 
mutually agreed upon, by adapting other itelllS to satisfy\ both groups. 
I 
a reporting program could be constructed based on the data resulting 
I 
i 
from this study. Many reporting programs are in nee.4 of 1 revision to ... 
. I 
day, and it is hoped that reference to this study will f•cilitate the 
task. 
3. :Liud.tations of the Study I 
i 
This study was designed to iient:ify stmilarities an4 significant 
I 
differences in the- points of view of parents, teachers, ~d pupils eon• 
i 
' 
cerning reporting pr~eedures and to compare these points bf view with 
. ! 
. i 
a variety of factors. Within this over .. all plan there ar~ certain lim• 
I 
itatioas to note. 
1. This study has been limited to exami"niJ18 parent, ~eaeher * and 
i 
i pupil groups connected with two and three•year junior high 
1 
sehools. The pQints of view of siJnilar parents, teachers, and 
I 
i pupils in elementary or senior high scbool might ~ot be compar• 
I 
able because their needs are different from those, of the coop-
! 
I 
I 
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2. The study has been litnited to examining junior high schools in 
l 
urban and suburban conunu.nities. Schools located in rural areas 
would not be cotnparable because the needs of thf,s type of com• 
muntty are n.ot necessarily identical with those 1o£ the types 
I 
used for the study. 
i 
I 
3. The study bas been 1imite4 to junior high school~ with enroll• 
menta over 250 pupils. Smaller schools might no~ have the same 
types of parent. teacherj and pupil groups as ar~ found in the 
larger school situation. 
4. The study has been 11tnite4 to public schools. P~ivate schools 
. might not have needs similar to those analyzed i~ this study. 
. I 
5. The study bas been limited to an identification ~f the similar• 
I 
i ities and significant differences in the points qf view of par• 
I 
I 
ents, teachers~ and pupils concerning reporting ~roeedures and 
. I 
eoJUPariso» of these points of vi~ with a varietY; of factors. 
Xt does not propose to s~gest an ideal type of ~eport card or 
I 
to state that one method or item of :r:epol'ting is [superior or 
inferior to another. 
I 
6. The study has been limited by the te~hnique of sapq>U:ng pupils. 
I 
An attetnpt was made to obtain as heterogeneol1S a ~egment of 
i 
the student body as possible. Seleetion .of the students was 
not done. on the bash of raudO'Iltness or tepresenta.~iveness. 
• I 
7. The study has peen limited by the technique of sa(llpling parents. 
I 
Since the participating section of the student body wa.s hater• 
ogeneous in its tftake-.up,. the parent group would be sim!lar !n 
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i 
' its heterogeneity. Selection of the parents, therefQre, was 
not done on the basis of randomness or r~presen~ativeness. 
I 
8. The st~dy might have been limited by the instr~nt itself. 
The vocabulary level and the educational concepts contained 
I 
in the educational philo~;~ophy instr'UIIlent were pE\rhaps above 
i 
I the comp1::ehension level of some parents. In sp~te o.f the fact 
that the pa.rents, met in small groups and had the!, opportunity . 
' 
to discuss any statements whose meaning was not blear* the 
possibility exists that some parents responded tb items they 
did not fully understand. 
I 
9. The study has. been geographically limited to reglons where 
i 
music or physical education are felt not to contribute as much 
I 
I 
as academic subjects such as English and mathema~ies to the 
i 
intellectual growth of the child. The results stowed a higher 
percentage prefereace for the item, "Using 'S' (.at:tafactory) 
I 
and 'U' (Unsatisfaetcn;y) in such subjects as mus~c and physical 
education where teachers are S¥pected to mark seyeral hundred 
students,n than might be found in schools where ~rogress in 
these fields is considered: as important as academic subjects. 
4. Implications fer Further Research 
Suggestions for further research arising out -of the
1
present study 
are submitted s.s follows: 
1. Identification of similarities .and significant d1iffer.enees in 
the points of view of parents and. teachers in an ielementary 
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school situation concerning reporting procedures and comparison 
I 
of· these points of view with a variety of factors. 
2, ldentifieation.of similarities andsignificant clifferenees in 
the points of view of parents, teachers, and pupils in a high 
school situation c()ncerning reporting procedure$ and comparison 
of these points of view with a variety of facto~s. 
I 
3. Identification of similarities and significant Jifferences in 
the points af.view of high sehoGl parents and tda.chers and 
I junior high school parents and teachers concerning reporting 
prmcedures and comparison of these points of view with a 
variety of factors. 
4. Comparison of the points of view of parents. tEmbhers, and 
pupils using and receivil1g· traditional, :middle-o!f-the-road;. 
and progr.essive report cards with traditional, m;tctdle-of .. the .. 
road, and progressive reporting progl.'Ams to detetmi:na the 
degree· of infl~enee the report card they are most familiar 
with has on their preferences. 
5. A state-wide survey to compare teacher and parent preferences 
-
for a variety o.f report card items with what is ~etua.lly being 
done. 
6. l)etermination of the d.egt:"ee of influence exerted.! by eduea .. 
tional philosophy on the preferences of parents ~d teaehera 
for a variety of report card items and devices. i 
7. Revision of a junior high school reporting program now in 
operation using the data resultiag from this stu~y, and then 
l32a 
study, and then det~mination of any change in the effective .. 
I 
ness of counm.:micating information to th~ home. I 
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WRAT DO YOU THINK? 
Directions: Listed below· is a series of items or statements to which you are to give your 
reactionso There are no right or wrong answers. Please give as frank a 
response to each item as possible. After reading fn item carefully~ you are 
to indicate the extent of your agreement or disagreement with the statement 
as f oll ow·s: If you 
SA A 'l D SD 
Strongly .Agree, place an 11X11 in the 11 SAii column •..••••••.•••.. .••.• ( )( )( )( )( ) 
Agree, place an 11X11 in the "A" column ..•••• u ...................... ( )( )( )( )( ) 
Cannot Decide$ place an nxn in the 18 ?11 column •• ~·········· ....••... ( )( )( )( )( ) 
Disagree, place an 11X 11 in the 11D" column....... . . . . . .. . . • . .. ...... ., ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Strongly Disagree9 place an 11X11 in the 11 SD11 column ••••..•..•••••••. ( )( )( )( )( ) 
L Public education should be directed mainly towa.rd the preparation 
of children for adult livingc 
2. It is more important to teach pupils what to think than how o 
think .. 
3. Specific grade groups (Le. grade 8) should be replaced by flexi-
ble, ungraded groups to permit pupils to advance as rapidly rl s 
their ability allows. . 
4~ Subject-matter planning should identify important skills and under-
standings to be achieved by pupils at various age or grade lrvels~ 
5. Requirements for the completion of each grade level should bi 
clearly_defin~d~ 
6~ Teachers need special training for the particular age group hey 
intend to teac14 the neelds 
7. The entire school program should be designed to serve 
and interests of pupils. 
8~ Children learn best by reading or listening followed by oral 
recitation., 
9$ Public education should be concerned with both the immediate and 
future needs of its pupils •. 
10~ Although major responsibility for planning subject~matter coftent 
is given to the teacher, the interests and ideas of pupils I 
parents should be considere~ 
11.. Skills and understandings should be developed in learning si ua-
tions which are meaningful to pupils. 1 
12~ A major criterion for selection of curricular activities is ihe 
satisfaction of pupil purposes and wisheso I 
13. Subject-matter content should be planned by school administrftors 
or specialists in the subject field.~ I 
---...i 
SAA'l DSD ( )( )( )( )( ) 
SA A 'l D SD ( )( )( )( )( ) 
SA A 'l D SD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA'l DSD. 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SA A 'l D SD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SA A 'l D SD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SA A fJ D SD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SA A ? D SD ( )( )( )( )( ) . 
SAA? DSD ( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA'l DSD ( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA'l DSD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA'l DSD 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )· 
SAA'l DSD 
{ )( )( )( )( ) 
'14~ The main purpose of the ·elementary scl;iool' is ·to a~sist children in 
:their p~rsonal and sociaJ. adjustment._ : · .· .· · . ·. 
1_5. Pupils and parent~ should be given m~Nf oppo~t~ tie$ · o take part 
in. ~~anning the school program.. . · · . · · · · 
! ' . . . '• ·' .... ' .. 
16. Children should be promoted yearly regarQless of the~r achievement 
in the school subjects.. · · 
! 
17 0 Pupil behavior or conduct in the class should be contr 'lled com-
pletely by the teacher. 
! 
I 
18. The: function of the public school should be determined "by the pro-
fes~ional educator rather than by the commqnity. . 
i 
19. Ai~ng children to adjust to the present is a goad me s of in-
surtng future adjustment~ · 
~ . . . . ' .. . . . . .. 
20. Individual pupil differences in the extent of mastery f·the basic 
skiils should be determined before actUal instru.ction egins. 
i 
i 
i 
219 While scholastic achievement should receive major emp sis in 
que$tions concerning promotion~ attention $hould be gi en to such 
factors as pcys:ical, social and i3motie>nai development. 
22,. Info~ation concerning students' phy~ic~, mental and ocial de-
velopment shouLd .be used by teachers. in':p .. la.nning schoo activities. 
. - ·. . : . . . I i . . .. . . . 
Seventh grade pu]?ils are too immature to apply principl.es of 
scientific investigation or research. 
' . . 
24. Pupil failure to obey classroom rules shQuld be referr d immedi-
ately to the principalo 
! 
I ' 
2_5. Regular report cards should be replaced by parent-teac er conf'er-
encrs· 
! 
I 
26. Fre~dom for pupils to move around, talk and express t mselves 
as they see fit should be encouraged. 
I 
27.. Schpols should be adapted to children rathe~ than chil 
school so 
28. The school (classroom, lunchroom and corridors) shoul organ-
ized for the development of self-discipline with a mi.Ll!J.J.· u:wn of 
. teacher control· .. 
29 ... Classes should be kept as nearly homogeneous (aJ.l pup s at the 
same level of achievement) as possible to insure adeq te progress. 
30 ... .All school activities should be planned around the pu: il 1 s main 
interests .. 
31, &s~c texts in a course should be replaced by a varie 
reference and source material .. 
32. ~Strict scheaDJ..ing o:f instruction in v~i-ioU:s ~m.bj.ect 
. tia.l for effective subject cove~e!' . . . 
of reading. 
essen-
SAA?DSD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SA.A?DSD 
<. ) < ) < H )< r 
SAA'lDSD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA?DSD ( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA?DSD ( )( )( )( )( ) 
S.AA? DSD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA?DSD 
( )( )( )( ~( ) 
sAA?DSD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SA A 'l D SD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA?DSD ( )( )( )( )( ) . 
SAA?DSD ( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA?DSD ( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA?DSD 
( )( )( ) ( )( ) 
SA A ? D SD 
( )( )(')( )( )' 
SA A ? . D SD ( )( )( )( )( ) . 
SA A ? l) SD 
(. )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA? DSD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
.S.AA? D SD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA?DSD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
38. 
4lo 
42., 
44. 
48. 
50. 
. i 
AI. though occasional deviation from accepted behavior is ignol.-ed~ 
children should be taught to conduct themselves in the best !in-
terests of the group.. . I 
. . . . I 
Choice of aJ.l reading materials should be made by pupils. ' 
Children shoul.d be made to fit into the :pattern of behavior I 
:prescribed by the schoolo l 
Junior high school students should be :permitted to fonn thei own 
student government which would have a strong voice in establ~shing 
and carrying out ruJ..es concerning :pupil conducto [ 
The English- :program (oral and written expression) should encburage 
pupils to express their feelingso give vent to emotions0 andl re-
lieve tensionso 
Extensive attention to formal gr~ar should :precede all written 
language activitisso 
In junior high school time should be given daily to oral driil in 
arithmetic and spellingo I . 
Proficiency in arithmetic fundamentals should be a major req~re= 
ment fo~ :promotiono . I 
Instruction in sc~en~e should be :provided in an experimental or 
laboratory atmos:phereo 
Instruction in history and geogra:p~ should emphasize memori~ing 
historical and geographical in:f'oma:tiono I 
I 
Junior high school pupils should be given freedom to use either 
manuscript (:printing) or cursive (longhand) writing as they desireo 
Intelligence is the only important factor in determining a cJildO s 
911ccess or failure in school. J 
Extra=curricula.r ~tivities (in-school sports and clubs) d be 
considered a vital :part of the junior high school program bu time 
should not be given for such activities durlng the regular s~hool 
day. . I 
Celesthenl.cs shoul.d be the basis for the peysioel ednca.tion 1rogram, 
Understanding should come before or accompany drill in each ~rith-
metic process& [ 
The study of history anJi geography should develop understand.~s 
of :peoples and cultures.. i 
. ! 
Literature instruction for junior high school :pupils should donsist 
largely of poetry to be memorized and :prose :presented as mode~s to 
be imitated in style and form.. i 
The :prilftary a:i:m of the junior high school :program s~oul.d be tb de-
velop mastery of the skills involved in raadingo writing and I 
arithmetic. I 
i 
I 
SA A 7 D SD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SA A ? D SD ( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA'l DSD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA 1 D SD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SA A 'l D SD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SA A 'l D SD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SA.A'lDSD ( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA'l DSD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SA A 'l D SD ( )( )( )( )( ) 
SA A 'l D SD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA? DSD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SA A ? D SD 
< )( )( )C)( ) 
SAA'l DSD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SA A 'l D SD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA'l D SD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA'l DSD 
()( )( )( )() 
SAA? DSD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA?DSD 
( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) 
Including a conduct mark for each ~bject., · ·· .: ___ rs-4 3 2 1 o-1-2 -3-4=.5 ~)()() ()()()()() ()()() 
.. ·' 
·· .. :··: i. 
! 
51.. .Pupj,_l. achievement should be evaluated both in relation to the 
group and in relation to the individ.ual.Ds ability. 
' /.:'· ... -, 
5"?•..:i..~ instro.ctional area. of music should include work in singing, 
' 1istening9 rhythmics and theory. 
,S.J. T-he textbook should be the inain guide for the content of a 
history courseo 
54. A stUdy by the school administration of pupil and community needs 
is essential in planning subject=ma.tter content. 
55o Mastery of all basic reading and arithmetic skills should be the 
main test for promotion to the seventh gradeo 
56. Skill in theory insures a basis for effective progress in music. 
57. If a pupil. n s achievement is at least one year in advance of his 
grade., he should be given an extra. promotion .. 
58.. Formal instruction in histor.1 and geograp~ should be replaced 
by group planning and participation in sohool and community 
projects and e%periments. 
59. Arithmetic is best mastered through intensive drill. 
6o .. Social activities ~h as games and d.anc~s should be the major 
emphasis in pPysical education .. 
61. When the ~rork is organized around broad problemsn topics or units 
of subject-matter& separate tests should be given to identify and 
evaluate achievement in the basic skills .. 
62 • .All teachers mq profit from effective S'll±'ervision .. 
63. The pupil is progress should be evaluated in terms of his own 
aptitudes and abilities rather than by comparison with any class 
or group standard. 
64. Instrr.wtion in art should be presented only by art speciaU.sts. 
65. Daily activities Should occur as needs arise without attention to 
a;ny prescribed schedule. 
66 .. Literature in the jun.ior high school. should emphasize apprecia-
tion and enjoyment rather than stu~ and analysis .. 
67. Art work of p.:q>ils shoULd be evaluated in terms of effectiveness 
of expression rather than in terms of conformity or reaJ.ity. 
68~ Memorizing the definitions of the parts of s~ech is not necessar.1 
for effective self-e%pression. 
69. Inst1."1lction in reading and language skills shoUld be provided as 
pupil errors identify needsG 
?Oo .The results of recent research :raise doubts as to the worth of 
man.y traditional methods of' instl"'.lctiono 
S,A. A t D SD 
()()(){)() 
SAA'l DSD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA'lDSD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA'l DSD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA'lDSD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SA A 'l D SD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA'l DSD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SA A 'l D SD 
()()()()() 
SA A 'l D SD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SA A 'l D SD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA'l DSD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SA A 'l D SD 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SAA'l DSI 
( )( )( )( )( ) 
SA A 'l D SI 
( )( )( )( )( ~ 
SAA'l DSl 
()()()()(: 
SAA'l DSJ 
( )( )( )( )( 
SA A .'l D S: 
( )( )( )( )( 
SA A 'l D s· 
( )( )( )( )( 
SA A 'l D S 
( )( )( )( )( 
SA A 'l D S 
,( )( )( )( )( 
. · .. 
l'IBA!r MAXES A GOOD :eEPORT . 9~7 · 
•: .. '• 
:.·.:.: ... ',l,;:;·'.' 
:·.~·:. ; . 
Dirtactions& Listed below is a series of items or statem,;jit.~ to which you are to give your 
reactionso· There are no right or wrong answers. ·Please give as frank a response 
·to each item as possible.. After reading en ·~t'em: carefullyp you are to indicate 
in your opinion either how harmful or good you believe it is to the reporting 
process~ If you 
1 .. ~elieve it to be a good plan that will help the reporting process, place 
an 11X" in either column .5 ~ 4, or 3 depending upon its degree o:f vaJ.ueo 
2 .. l3elieve it to be of little or no va.lue 11 place an 11X11 in either column 2$ 
lll Ot -1 or -2 depending upon its degree, of value or harm:fuJ.ness .. 
J, Believe it to be actually harmful, plac·e·.~ .. :IIX" in either column -3$1 -4 
or -5 ·depending upon its degree of harmiUin.~.s"S .. · · 
------------~--------~~~:~~~~· ... 
L.. Beplaeing the name 11Beport Card" with a less formal title· 
such as "Progress Report. 11 .·· .. •. ·.: 
. ·,· ... · ........ ·· 
~ .. Including a statement from the superintendent$' p~nb~:Pt4;:·ol" 
teachers explaining the aims and pu.rposes o:f the. re,:P,O.~~; '.;' '. 
card., · .·· · .:. ')'/t;: .~:· · · · .. · 
;_._. .. :. ... ·.·. 
~ .. ~Including a statement or statements explaining the meani:D€: ., 
.of the symbols used in marking .. 
~.. .Includiug· statements or figures telling how many days a 
pupil has been absent and tardy,. 
~ Including a section devoted to judging the student's per-
sonality traits such as courtesy, cooperation and self-
control .. 
o I~cluding a ~lank space enabling a parent to comment upon 
his child's progresso 
o Including a blank space enabling a teacher to comment upon 
the child~s progresso 
o Usillg only •1S" (SB.tis:factory) and nun (Unsatisfactory) in 
sub-jects such as music and physical education \'There teachers 
are expected to mark several. hundred students .. 
o .Including an effo:ct mark for each subject .. 
.. Including one over-all effort mark which takes into con-
sideration effort in.~ subjectso 
9 Including a conduct mark for each subjecto 
.. ( 
· ...... 
Good 
Plan 
Of No 
Value 
.5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
.5 4 3 2 1 o-1-2 -3-4-S 
()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
S 4 3 2 1 o-1-2 -3-4-S 
.()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
.5 4 3 2 1 o-1-2 -3-4-S ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 1 o-1-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
.5 ~ 3 2 l 0-1-2 -7-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
Good 
Plan 
Of No 
Value 
.5 4 3 2 1 0-l-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
.5 4 :3 2 l 0-l-2 -3-4=5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 1 0-l-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 1 o-1-2 -3-4=.5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
fl-2. Including one over-aJ.l conduct mark which takes in o 
consideration conduct in ~ subjects. 
;t3. Using only 11 S11 end 11 U11 to show progress in academi su~ 
jects such as history, English, mathematics and science. 
14. Using personal letters written by the child's teac ers 
to explain his progress in place of the traditional 
report card .. 
15. Including a section \'Thich '\!rould tell the student• s 
height and \'Ieight in September and again in June. 
I 18. 
Including a section devoted to judging·the student~ work 
habits such as neatness 9 promptness and listening \.bits. 
Setting aside one or more 8fternoons a month so thaf 
int·erested parents may visit teachers and obtain br ef 
progress reports4 . 
Including one or two haJ.f-hour parent-teacher conferences 
a year as a reguJ.B:r part of the co~ication progrb .. 
19. Beserving one Parent Teacher Association meeting fo a 
11Back-to-School Night 11 when teachers explain their oals 
and subjects .. 
20. Using different types of report cards in the elemen ary, 
junior high and senior high schools. 
21.. Notifying parents immediately when a child is makin 
unsatisfactory progress in any particular subject. 
2F• Notifying parents w·hen their child is making except· onally 
good progress in any particular subject .. 
23. Raising or lowering a student's mark beca:use his co duct 
was good or poor in that particula.r subject. 
24. Baising or lowering a student's mark in an academic sub-
ject because his effort was good or poor in that pa -
ticular class .. 
25. Including a def~nition of subject names like Englis and 
social studies and a list of the lesser subjects sue as 
spelling, penmanship1 reading and literature which e 
grouped under these larger headings. 
269 Having a report card. with fairly large print and a s · mple 
vocabulary so that it is easily read. and. understood~ 
. 
Good 
Plan 
Of No 
VaJ.ue 
5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -3-4-5 
()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()(: 
5 4 3 2 1 0-l-2 -3-4-; ()()() ()()()()() ()()(: 
5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -3-4-~ ()()() ()()()()() ()()( 
5 '4 .3 2 1 0-1-2 -3-4-~ 
()()() ()()()()() ()(){ 
Good 
Plan 
Of No 
VaJ.ue 
Barmi 
Platl 
5 4 .3 2 1 0-1-2 -3-4-. ()()() ()()()()() ()()( 
5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -3-4-
()()() ()()()()() ()()( 
5' 4 3 2 1 0-l-2 -J-4-
()()() ()()()()() ()() 
5 4 3 2 1 Q-1-2 -3-
()()() ()()()()() ()() 
54 3 2.1 0-1-2 -3-
(){)() ()()()()() ()() 
5 4 3 2 1 0...1-2 -3-()()() ()()()()() ()( 
5 4 3 2 1 Q-1-2 -.3-
()()() ()()()()() ()( 
5 .4 .3 2 1 0-1-2 -.3-
()()() ()()()()() ()( 
27 •. Including a section on the report card to grade students 
in activities such as band0 newspa:per9 clubs and student 
council. 
28. Including a mark to indicate the student~s health habits. 
29 •. Sending a booklet to :parents explaining such things as 
what is done about homework0 discipline, report cards 
and make-up work .. 
Good Of No Harmful 
Plan VaJ.ue Plan 
S 4 3 2 l 0~1-2 -3-4-S ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
S 4 3 2 1 o-1-2 -3=4-S ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 1 D-l-2 -3-~5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
.30 • .Bow many times a year do you think report cards shoUld 
be sent home1 
()-One ()-Three 
\ ( )-~ro ()-Four ()-Five ()-More 
31. Here are five w~s teachers can inform :parents how well thei~ child is :progressing., If 
only one of these methods were to be used~ which of the five rrould you :prefer'l 
I 
A. A report card sent home four times a year. I ( ) Method A 
B. A :personal letter sent home by the teacher four times a ye~r. ( ) Method B 
C. Brief written comments sent home once a month. 1 ( ) Method C 
D. No report unless exceptionally good or :poor progress is belng made.. ( ) Method D 
E. Four half-hour :parent-teacher conferences a year. (No offibial ( ) Method E 
written reports) I 
. I 
If a combination of the above methods were to be used9 which two or three would you 
:prefer! ' 
( ) Main Method ( ) Aiding Method ( ) I Aiding Method 
.32. Twelve :p~rsonality traits are listed below. P,lease rate each according to its informa-
tive value to :parents and :pupils. 
Extremely Useful Of No 
Useful Use 
1. Courteous to others () () 0 
2. Cooperates with others () () 0 
.3. .Practices good sportsmanship () 0 0 
4. Accepts responsibility wiliingly () 0 0 
~ 
5. Demonstrates self-control () 0 () 
6 • . Respects :property of others () 0 0 
7- Demonstrates self-reliance 0 () () 
8. .Habitually neat and clean 0 0 0 
9. -Completes work promptly () 0 () 
10. .Obeys school regulations () () () 
llo Respects rights and opinions of others () () () 
12. .Listens to and follows directions () () 0 
JJ.jEight work habits are listed below. Please rate each ccording to its informative value 
' to parents and pupils. 
Extrem e y Useful ·o:e No 
Useful Use 
1. Takes pride in his lrork ( ) ( ) ( ) 
2. Does his best ( ) ( ) ( ) 
J. Is accurate ( ) ( ) ( ) 
4. Uses time wisely ( ) ( ) ( ) 
5. c~·follaw directions ( ) ( ) ( ) 
6. Listens attentivel~ ( ) ( ) ( ) 
7o Does homework regularly ( ) ( ) { ) 
8. Asks for help when needed ( ) ( ) ( ) 
--~---~-~---~~~-~--
34~ Flease answer the following questions as accuTately a possible. 
1. If your child0s teachers set aside special 
times for parent conferences would you 
voluntarily ask for a conference? 
2. How many. sehednled conferences have you 
had with any of your child o s teachers 
this year? 
3. Were these conferences because your ahild 
was 
4. Do you plan to send your child to colla~? 
attended college?! 
5. Have you graduated from college? 
6. HOw often do you attend P.T.A. meetings? 
7o HOw many times have you written comments 
to your childDs teachers about his work 
this year1: 
A. On the report card if space was provided. 
:a. In the for.m of a letter or note if space 
was not provided on the report card. 
( ) No 
( ) T\oro 
{ ) More 
( ) Doing exceptionally good work. 
( ) Passing9 but not doing as well 
as he should .. 
( ) Failing 
( ) A discipline problem. 
( ) Yes 
( ) Yes 
( ) . Yes 
{ ) Never ( ) Occasionally 
( ) None ( ) Once 
( ) None 
( ) Once 
( ) No 
( ) No 
( ) Frequently 
( ) Almost every 
meeting 
( ) Twice 
( ) Three or mo 
times 
( ) Tvrice 
( ) Three or mo 
times 
TEACHERS' INSTRUMENT 
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WHAT DO YOU THIN~?" 
-·.··· 
Dir.:.ctions: 
.. j .· 
Listed 'lJelOliT is a series of items or ~t~~~kliit~ .to·l·wh.ich you are to give your 
reactions$ There are no right or wrong answers. Please give as frank a 
response to each item as possible. After reading kn item carefully~ you are 
to indicate the extent of your agreement or disagr~ement with the statement 
as follows: If you 
SA A ? D SD 
Strongly Agree 9 place an 11X" in the "SA" column •....•••.•.......•.• ( )( )( )( )( ) 
Agree~ place an "X" in the If All column. . • . . • • .... . . . . . .. .. . . . . ........ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Cannot Decideil place an nxn in the "?" column • ..,. ••.••••••.•....•.... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Di sa.gree, place an 11X 11 in the "D" column .•• p .............. l ........ o ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Strongly Disagree, place an "X" in the 11 SD" coiumn.~ ...... l .......... ( )( )( )( )( ) 
l. Public education should be directed mainly tolTard the preparation 
of children for aduJ. t li vi:cg, · · · l 
2 •. ~~~-more important to teach pu:pils what to think than how ·
1 
o 
3., Specific grade groups (i .. e. grade 8) should be repla,ced by flexi-
ble; ungr~ded groups to permit pupils to advance as rapidly iis 
their ability allows~ 
4. Subject-matter planning should identify important skills and under-
standings to be achieved by pupils at various age or grade livels. 
5. ReqUirements for the completion of each grade level should be 
clearly.define~ l 
6. Teachers ~eed s:pecial training for the particular age group hey 
intend to tea.cho I . 
7,. The entire school program should be designed to serve the needs 
and interests of pupils. 
8. Children learn best by reading or listening followed by oral 
recitation .. 
9. Public education should be concerned with both the immediate and 
future needs of its pupils .. 
10~ Although major responsibility for planning subjeot~matter co~te~t 
is given to the teacher, the interests and ideas of pupils aba 
parent~ should be considered. l 
11. Skills and understandings should be developed in learning si na-
tions which are meaningful to pupils« I 
12. A major criterion for selection of curricular activities is ihe 
satisfaction of pupil pu!'J?oses and wishes. . . I 
13. Subject-matter content should be planned by school ~dmiliistrators 
. . I 
or specialists in the subject field. . · .·' 
,• ·.. ·· .. · .· 
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14. The main purpose of the elementary school is to assist children in 
their p~rsonal and social adjustment. 
15. Pupils and parents should be given many opportunities o take part 
in planning the school programo 
16. Children should be promoted yearly regardless of their.achievement 
~n the school subjects~ 
17. Pupil behavior or conduct in the class should be contr lled com-
·pletely by the teacher. 
18. ~e function of the public school should be determined by the pro-
fessional educator rather than by the communityo 
19. Aiding children to adjust to the present is a good me s of in-
suring future adjustmento 
20. Individual pupil differences in the extent of mastery ,f the basic 
skills should be determined before actual instru.ction egins. 
21. While scholastic achievement should receive major emp sis in 
questions concerning promotion, attention should be gi en to such 
· fa,ctors as physical., social and emotional development. 
22. Information concerning students t physical., mental and ocial de-
velopment should be used by teachers in planning schoo activities~ 
2:3. Seventh grad.e pupils are too immature to apply princip es of 
scientific investigation or research. 
44. Pupil failure to obey classroom rules should be referr d immedi-
ately to the principal. 
25. Regular repo1.•t cards should be replaced by parent-teac er confer-
ences. 
26. ~reedom for pupils to move around, talk and express th mselves 
as they see fit should be encouraged. 
27_ .. Schools should be adapted to children rather than 
schools .. 
28. The school (classroom, lunchroom and corridors) should be organ-
ized for the development of self-discipline with a of 
teacher control. 
29. Classes should be kept as nearly homogeneous (all pup 
csame level of achievement) as possible to insure adeq 
the 
:30 .. All school activities should be planned around the pup·l•s main 
interests .. 
31. Basic texts :tn a course should be replaced by a variet of reading, 
reference and source material .. 
32. Strict schednling of instruction in various is essen-
:tial for effective subject coverage. 
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. . 
33. . ·.· ~ .Although occasional deviation from accepted behavior is igno ed» 
children should be taught to conduct themselves in t~.e 'best ·n-
terests of' the group, · . . ': . · 
. ~ .. 
Choice o£ all reading materials should be ma.de by. pupils• 
35. Children should be made to fit into the pattern of behavior 
prescribed by the schoolo 
36. Junior high school students ~hould be_ permitted to form the· o1-m 
student government which would have ? strong voice in estab ishing 
and carrying out rules concerning pupil conducto 
37 » The English- program (oral and written expression) should en ourage 
pupils to express their feelings, give vent to emotions9 and re-
lieve tensions .. 
38. Extensive attention to formal grammar should precede all wr•tten 
language activities~ 
39~ In junior high school time should be given daily to in 
arithmetic and spellingo 
40. Proficiency in arithmetic fundamentals should be ire-
ment for promotion~ 
4lo Instruction in science should be provided in an experiment or 
laboratory atmosphere~ 
42.· Instruction in history and geography should emphasize memor·zing 
historical and geographical information~ 
43 .. Junior high school pupils should be given freedom to use ei er 
manuscript (printing) or cursive (longhand) ~rriting as they desireo 
Intelligence is the only important factor in determining a [hild1 s · 
success or failure in school~ 
Extra-curricular activities (in...:school sports and clubs) sho d be 
considered a vi tal part of the j'unior high school program hclt time 
Should not be given for such activities during the regular chool 
day .. 
46. Calesthenics should be the basis-for the physical education programo 
47.. Underf.ltanding should come before or accompany drill in each ari th-
metic process .. 
The study of history ana geography should develop understan ings 
of peoples and cultures.. j 
Literature instruction for junior high school pupils .should consist 
largely of poetry to be memorized and prose presented as mo els to 
be imit,g,ted in style and form.. ' 
.50# The primary ailll of the junior high school program sB.oUi(lbe to de-
velop mastery of' the skills involved in reading, writing ap.d. 
arithmetic.. -~ · 
-r 
I 
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51.. Pu.pi~ achievement should be evaluated both in re~ation to the 
group and in relation to the individual's ability. 
;i2.. T.he instructional. area of music should include work in singing, 
listening11 rhytbmics and theory. . 
~):3. T.he textbook should be the main guide for the content of a 
history course. 
!54. A study by the school administration of pupil and community needs 
is essential in planning subject-matter content. 
55. Mastery of all basic reading and arithmetic skills shoUld be the 
main test for promotion to the seventh grade. 
56~ Skill in theory insures a basis for effective progress in music. 
.57. If a pupil 1 s achievement is at leastli one year in advance of his 
grad~, he should be given an extra promotion. 
58 .. Formal instru.ction in history and geograpey should be rep~aced 
by group p~anning and participation in schoo~ and community 
projects and experiments., 
59. Arithmetic is best mastered through intensive dri~~. 
60 ... Social activities such as games and danc~s should be the .major 
emphasis in physical education. 
6L When the work is organized around broad prob~ems. topics or units 
of subject-matter, separate tests should be given to identify and 
evaluate achievement in the basic sk:i~ls. 
62. Al~ teachers may profit from effective supervision. 
63. The pupil•s progress should be evaluated in terms of his own 
aptitudes and abilities rather than by comparison with any class 
or group standard. 
64. Instru.ction in art should be presented only by art specialists .. 
65. Daily activities should occur as needs arise without attention to 
any prescribed schedule. 
66. Literature in the junior high school should emphasize apprecia-
tion and enjoyment rather than study and analysis. 
67. Art work o£ pupils should be evaJ.uated in terms of ef:fectiveness 
of' expression rather than in terms of conformity or reality. 
68., Memorizing the definitions of the parts of' speech is not necessary 
for effective self'-expression. 
69. Instruction in reading and lan.g118ge skills should be provided as 
pupil errors identify needs. 
70 •. The results o:f' recent research raise doubts as to the worth of 
many traditional methods of instruction. 
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·.·.·. 
\1m M.AXES A GOOD :REPORT_ OAlfu7 -
.. ~ . ' ;, 
.. :.·;_,·· 
Db•ections: Listed belOtlT is a series of items or statelll.~iits to which you are to give your 
reactions.- There are no right or wrong answers. Please give as frank a response 
to each item as possible. .A.t'ter reading e.n.·~tJ:~m~ ca.refully, you are to indicate 
in your opinion either how harmful or good you believe it is to the reporting 
proc_esso· If you 
1., :Belie'V'e it to be a good plan that will help the reporting process, place 
an 11X11 in either column 5~ 1:}, or 3 depending upon its degree of valuee 
2o :Believe it to be of little or no vaJ.ue, place an "X" in either column 2,. 
1, o~ -l or -2 depending upon its degree. of vaJ.ue or harmfulness., 
J., :Believe it to be actuaJ.ly harmful, plac·e::~. "X" in either column -J,. -4 
or -5 ·depending upon its degree of harmftiln~.ss .. · 
.. ·.· .,., ,• 
· •. · ... . ·: .. .' . 
---------------------~~-~~--
. ', •• ··~· 'y·~· ' 
.. 
. ·•··. 
L.. ~placing the name ":Report Card" with a less formal ti~ie 
such as "Progress Report. 11 · · --'· ··; · 
.. · .. ;, 
'. ··'··· ~.. Including a statement :from the superintendent$' p:r:inc_i:P?.J>'or 
teachers explaining the aims and :purposes of the ·l!e.P.t'l~~:: ._ ·. 
card.. · ·- : ·- ;-,:<'-.-,:-' .. · .· 
. ..: .;_~: . ..... ·,·· . :: 
::.-:..·. 
~~~ ~Including a. statement or statements explaining the meaning · 
o£ the symbols used in marking. 
~.. .Including· statements or figures telling ho11r many days a. 
pupil has been absent and tardy .. 
~.. Including a section devote(l to judging the student o s per-
sonality traits such as_courtesy9 cooperation and self-
control .. 
. 
'" Including a blank space enabling a parent to comment upon 
his child's progress .. 
' .. Including a blank space enabling a teacher to comment upon 
the child~s progress .. 
.. Usi%1€ only "S" (Satisfactory) and 11U11 (Unsatisfactory) in 
su~jects such as music and p~sical education where teachers 
are expected to mark several hundred students .. 
.. ~ncluding an effort mark for each subject .. 
,. Including one over-al.l effort mark which takes into con-
sideration effort in .all -sUb-jects .. 
~ Including a. conduct mark for each subject .. 
Good 
Plan 
Of No 
Value 
Ra:rm.ful 
l?.lan 
5 4 J 2 1 0-1-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 J 2 l 0-1-2 -J-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -J-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 J 2 1 0-1=2 -:3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -J-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
.5 ?I- 3 2 1 0-1=2 -;J-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
Good 
Plan 
Of No 
Value 
5 4 J 2 1 0-l-2 -J-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
.5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 l 0-1-2 -J-4=5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -3-4=5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
l 
12 .. Including one ove:r-a.ll conduct mark which takes into 
co~sideration conduct in all subjects. 
13. Using only 18 511 and 11u« to show progress in academic 
jects such as history, English3 mathematics and scien e. 
14. Using personal letters written by the child1s teacher 
tojexplain his progress in place of the traditional 
re~ort card~ · 
; 
1.5. Inpluding a section lThich "TOuld tell the student1 s 
height and weight in September and aga,in in June. 
i 
Inpluding a section devoted to judging the student 1 s I ork 
ha~its sue~ as neatness 9 promptness andlisteni~ ha]its. 
17. Se~tting as~de one or more af'ternoons a month so that 
~~~:~::!e!e~:~:~s may visit teachers and obtain b!i Jf 
!~eluding one or two half-hour parent-teacher·confer1nces 
a ;year as a regular part of the communica:~ion progr .. 
19 .. ~serving one Parent Teacher Association meeting for a 
11l3ack-to-School Night 11 when teachers explain their g als 
and subjectso 
20. Using different types of report cards in the element ry, . 
junior high and senior high schools~ 
21 .. Notifying parents immediately when a child is making 
unsatisfactory progress in any particular subject .. 
22. N?tifying parents when their child is making except· onally 
good progress in any particular subject. 
i 
! 
I 23. Raising or lowering a student n s mark because his co 
~as good or poor in that particular subject. 
24o liaising or lowering a student's mark in an academic sub-
ject because his effort was good or poor in that pa -
ticular class .. 
2.5. Including a definition of subject names like Englis and 
~ocial studies and a list of the lesser subjects sufh as 
spelling. penmanship9 reading and literature which re 
grouped und.er these larger headings. 
26. Having a report card "'i th fairly large print and a im:ple 
vocabulary so that it is easily rea~ and understood 
Good 
Plan 
Of No 
Valu.e 
HarmfuJ 
Plan 
5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -3-4--.5 
()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
.5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -3-4--.5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
.5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -3-4-.5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -3-4-.5 
()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -~l-4--.5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
.5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -3-4=.5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()(: 
.5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -3-~, 
()()() ()()()()() ()()(' 
Good. 
Plan 
Of No 
Value 
Harmf· 
Plan 
~ 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 ~:1-4-! ()()() ()()()(){) ()()( 
.5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -3-4-()()() ()()()()() ()() 
54 3 2110-1-2 -J-
()()() ()()()()() ()() 
i 
5 4 3 2 11 Q.-1-2 -:'3-
()()() ()()()()() ()() 
5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -3-() () () () 0:0 () () () () 
.5 4 3 2 1 (),.,1=2 -3-()()() ()()()()() ()() 
.5 4 3 2 1 Q-1-2 -.3-
()()() ()()()()() ()( 
.5 4 3 2 1 o-1-2 -3-
()()() ()()()()() ()( 
I ---- ---------- --
51.. Pu.pi~ achievement should be evaluated both in re~ation to the 
group and in relation to the individual's ability. 
;i2.. T.he instructional. area of music should include work in singing, 
listening11 rhytbmics and theory. . 
~):3. T.he textbook should be the main guide for the content of a 
history course. 
!54. A study by the school administration of pupil and community needs 
is essential in planning subject-matter content. 
55. Mastery of all basic reading and arithmetic skills shoUld be the 
main test for promotion to the seventh grade. 
56~ Skill in theory insures a basis for effective progress in music. 
.57. If a pupil 1 s achievement is at leastli one year in advance of his 
grad~, he should be given an extra promotion. 
58 .. Formal instru.ction in history and geograpey should be rep~aced 
by group p~anning and participation in schoo~ and community 
projects and experiments., 
59. Arithmetic is best mastered through intensive dri~~. 
60 ... Social activities such as games and danc~s should be the .major 
emphasis in physical education. 
6L When the work is organized around broad prob~ems. topics or units 
of subject-matter, separate tests should be given to identify and 
evaluate achievement in the basic sk:i~ls. 
62. Al~ teachers may profit from effective supervision. 
63. The pupil•s progress should be evaluated in terms of his own 
aptitudes and abilities rather than by comparison with any class 
or group standard. 
64. Instru.ction in art should be presented only by art specialists .. 
65. Daily activities should occur as needs arise without attention to 
any prescribed schedule. 
66. Literature in the junior high school should emphasize apprecia-
tion and enjoyment rather than study and analysis. 
67. Art work o£ pupils should be evaJ.uated in terms of ef:fectiveness 
of' expression rather than in terms of conformity or reality. 
68., Memorizing the definitions of the parts of' speech is not necessary 
for effective self'-expression. 
69. Instruction in reading and lan.g118ge skills should be provided as 
pupil errors identify needs. 
70 •. The results o:f' recent research raise doubts as to the worth of 
many traditional methods of instruction. 
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339; Eight work habits are listed below. Please rate each ecording to its in:f.orma.tive value 
' to .parents and. pupils .. 
lllxtreme y 
Useful 
lo TeJ.:tes pride in his work ( ) 
2. ·Does his best ( ) 
J. Is accurate ( ) 
4. Uses time wisely ( ) 
s. Can follow directions ( ) 
6. Listens attentively ( ) 
?. Does homework regularly ( ) 
8. Asks for help~hen needed ' ( ) 
~--~~~---~~-~~ 
3·4. Ple.ase answer the following questions as accurately as possible. 
1 
1. For how many years have you 
taught? 
2. What college degree/s do you 
hold? 
· 3. When did you take your most 
recent college course? 
4. On which grade level/s do you 
teach? 
5 .. What subject/a do you teach? 
, 6. With approximately what per 
cent of your pupilsn parents 
have you conferred this year? 
: 7 .. l:f'_you have written comments 
to t~e home this year~ what 
wer~ they for and approxi-
mately how many did you write 
each month? 
( ) Less than 1 ye r 
( ) From 1 to 5 ye rs 
( ) None 
( ) l!achelorn s 
( ) Master~s 
{ ) Less than 1 ye r ego ( ) From 1 to 5 ye rs ago 
( ) Seventh 
( ) Eighth 
( ) Art 
( ) lmsiness 
( ) English 
( ) Foreign L e 
( ) Home Economics 
( ) Industrial Arts 
( ) of, 
( ) 1 to 20~ 
( )2lto40tf, 
( ) No comments w itten 
~ ~ Prai~e for goo d work Warning for po r work ( ) For good beha: ior 
( ) For poor ·beha: . ior ( ) For other reas ns 
Useful Of No 
Use 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) From 6.to 10 years ( ) Over 10 years 
( ) 1 Year beyond a 
Ma.sterlls ( ) Other 
( ) 6 to 10 years ago ( ) Over 10 years ago 
( ) Ninth ( ) Combination 
( ) Mathematics ( ) Music 
( ) Phys. Ed.. & Real t 
( ) Science 
( ) Social Studies 
( ) Other 
( ) 41 to 60~ 
( ) 61 to 80% 
( ) 81 to 100% 
.. ( . ) Times pe:r:- mont~ 
( ) Times per month 
( ) Times per month 
( ) Times per month 
( ) Times per month 
( ) Times per month 
PUPILS 1 INSTRUMENT I 
I 
I 
communicatibn 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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WHAT_MAKES A GOOD REPORT CARD? 
Directions: Listed be~ow is a series of items or statements abou~ which you are asked to 
give your opinions. There are no right or wrong ans~ers. P~ease give as frank 
a response to each item as possible. After-reading ~n item carefu~~y, you are 
to indicate in your opinion either how harmfu~ or good you be~ieve it to be if 
it were inc~uded in your report;card. If you J 
L Believe it to be a good plan that wi~~ improve t e report card_, place an 11X11 
in either co~umn 5, 4_, or 3 depending upon its djgree of value. 
2. Believe it to be of litt~e or no va~ue, place an 11XIt in either co~umn 2, 
~, o, -~, or -2 depending upon its degree of val e or har.mfu~ess. 
3. Believe it to be actua~~y harmfu~, place an 11X" In either co~umn -3, -4, 
or -5 depending upon its degree of harmfUlness. 
---------~---------------------
L. Changing the name nReport Cara.n to something ~ike uPro-
gress Report II or 1'My Progress. rr 
~. Raving the principa~ or teachers te~l on the report cara 
what it is for and why it is sent home. 
1. Having the teachers te~~ on the report card just what the 
~etters or numbers or symbols mean that they use to give 
you a grade or mark. 
.• Having one part of the report card te~~ your parents about 
your improvement in courtesy, cooperation ana self-centro~. 
'• Having one part of the report card te~l how we~~ you stuay 
and what you might do to improve your knowledge of the 
subjects you are studying. 
'• Having a b~ank space so that your teachers can write to 
your parents about things the report card doesn't mention. 
Having a blank space so that your parents can write to your 
teachers things that might he~p them to understand you a 
~itt~e better. 
Having a space for your teachers to tel~ how many times you 
have been absent, ~ate and dismissed. 
Raving each of your teachers p~ace a mark beside your 
regu~ar subject grade to show how much effort you put 
into your work. 
• Having on~y your homeroom teacher give you just one mark 
for your effort in a~ your classes. (She would average 
the marks given her by your other teachers.) 
Good Of No HarmfU~ 
Plan Va~ue P~an 
5 4 3 2 ~ 0-~-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 ~ 0-~-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 ~ 0-~-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
1 5 4 3 2 1 o-~-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 ~ 0-~-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()(). 
Good Of No Rar.mfu~ 
Plan Va~ue Plan 
5 4 3 2 ~ 0-~-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 ~ 0-~-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 ~ 0-~-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 1 0-~-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 ~ 0-~-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
11. Having each of your teachers pl.ace a mark beside your egul.ar 
fsubject grade to show how we11 you behave in that clas. 
1.2 •. Having omy your coatroom teacher give you just one ma k for 
:your behavior in a11 your cl.asses. (She would average the 
··marks given her by your other teachers.) 
13. Having only rrsu (Satisfactory) and nuu (Unsatisfactory to tell 
how much you have learned in subjects like music and where 
teachers must mark several hundred students. 
14. Having only tts rt ana nun to tell how much you have lear ed in 
· subjects like social.studies, English, mathematics ana science. 
15. Having each of your teachers write a l.etter to your pa ents 
telling them how well you are doing instead of using a report 
card. 
16. In audition to a regular report card, having one or mo e after-
noons a month when your parents may visit school. to ta with 
; your teachers about your work. 
' 
17. :In audition to a regular report card, having one or tw 
{ ; hour conferences between your parents ana teachers to 
' about your work. 
18. : Having one evening at the beginning of' the year when a 
: parents and teachers may get together and talk about 
' students wil.l. be doing during the year. 
19. ,Having a different kind of report card in the junior h gh 
· school f'rom the one used in the elementary school. 
20. ·Having teachers ca11 or write to your parents when you start 
to fail. in their subject. 
21. Having your teachers raise or lower your mark because ou were 
very good or very bad in class. 
22. Having your teacher raise or l.ower your mark as a re d for 
trYing hard or as punisbment for not trying hard eno 
Good Of No Harm:f't 
Pl.an Value Pl.an 
5 4 3 2 l 0-l-2 -3-4-~ ()()() ()()()()() ()()(; 
5 4 3 2 l 0-l-2 -3-4-; ()()() ()()()()() ()()(] 
5 4 3 2 l 0-1-2 -3-4-; ()()() ()()()()() ()()(; 
5 4 3 2 l 0-l-2 -3-4-~ ()()() ()()()()() ()()(: 
5 4 3 2 l 0-l-2 -3-4-~ ()()() ()()()()() ()()(; 
5 4 3 2 l 0-1=2 -3-4-; ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 1 0-1-2 -3-4-; ()()() ()()()()() ()()(] 
5 4 3 2 1 0-l-2 -3-4-; ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 l 0-1-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 l 0-l-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 l 0-l-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 l 0-l-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
I 
23. :Having a report card tell what a subject name like Eng ish or 54 3 2 1 0-l-2 -3-4-~ 
• social studies means and name all the smal.ler subjects l.ike () 0 () () () () () () () () ( 
spel.ling, reading and pemnan.ship that make up these bi subjects. 
24. •. Having a report cara: with large print ana simpl.e words so that 
~it is easy to read and understand. · 
25. Having a place on the report card in Which to grade yo in ac-
tivities such as banu, cl.ubs, newspaper and student co cil. 
26. Having a booklet sent home to expl.ain such things as w. at is 
. done about homework, discipline, report cara:s ana: make up work. 
5 4 3 2 1 0-l-2 -3-4-()()() ()()()()() ()()( 
5 4 3 2 l 0-l-2 -3-4-()()() ()()()()() ()()( 
5 4 3 2 l. 0-l-2 -3-4-()()() ()()()()() ()()( 
7. Having a mark telling you ana your parents how carefully 
you pay attention to gooa health habits~ 
8. Having a place on the report card to tell your height and 
weight at the beginning and end of the year. 
9. How many times a year do you think report cards should be 
sent home? 
Gooa Of No Harmful 
Plan Value Plan 
5 4 3 2 l 0-l-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
5 4 3 2 l 0-l-2 -3-4-5 ()()() ()()()()() ()()() 
() One 
() Two 
() Three 
() Four 
() Five 
() More 
0. Here are five ways teachers can inform your parents how well you are progressing. If only 
one of these methods were to be used, which of the five would you prefer? 
A. A report card sent home four times a year. I () Method A 
B. A personal letter sent home by each teacher four times a year. () Method B 
C. Brief written comments sent home once a month. i () Method C 
D. No written report unless exceptionally good or poor progress is being made.() Method D 
E. Four half-hour parent-teacher conferences a year. (No offi~ial written () MethodE 
reports.) ! 
I 
If a combination of the above methods were to be used, which tto or three would you prefer? 
( ) Main Method ( ) Aiding Method () Aidik; Method 
I 
Twelve personality traits are listed below. Please rate each recording to 
value to you, a junior high school student. ! 
i 
Extremely I ! Useful 
Useful 
L Courteous to others () () 
2. Cooperates with others () () 
3. Practices gooa sportsmanship () () 
4. Accepts responsibility willingly () () 
5· Respects property of others () () 6. Demonstrates self-control () () 
7- Demonstrates self-reliance () () 
8. Habitually neat and clean () () 
9· Completes work promptly () () 
10. Obeys school regulations () () 
ll. Respects rights ana opinions of others () () 
12. Listens to and follows directions 0 () 
its informative 
Of No 
Use 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
Eight work habits are listed below. Please rate each accordi~ to its informative value 
to you, a junior high school student. 
1. Takes pride in his work 
2. Does his best 
3· Is accurate 
4. Uses time wisely 
5. Can follow directions 
6. Listens attentively 
7. Does homework regularly 
8. Asks for help when needed 
Extremely 
Useful 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
Useful 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
() 
Of No 
Use 
() 
() 
H () 
() 
() 
() 
33. lPl.ease answer the fo~~owing questions as accurate~y as · ossib~e. 
~. What is your age? 
e. What is your grade ~eve~? 
3. What are your eaucationa~ p~ans 
for the future? 
4. What are your parents' p~ans for 
your future education? 
5. What is the average mark of your 
schoo~work? 
€). How would you eva~uate your con-
duct or schoo~ behavior? 
i. How would you eva~uate your effort? 
~. Have you ever received a f'ai~ing 
grade for the year in any subject? 
~· Have you ever stayed back for any 
reason other than i~ess? 
~\b. About how many times a year does 
your :rather or mother visit your 
teachers? 
l:J_. Did either of your parents go to 
col~ege? 
i 
12. How often do your parents attend 
Parent Teacher Association meetings? 
1$. Which do you believe to be more im-
portant? 
( ) ~~ 
( ) 12 
( ) ~3 
( ) Sev.nth 
( ) Eig th 
( ) ~4 
( ) ~5 
( ) ~6 
( ) Ninth 
~ ~ Dro out of schoo~ at ~6. ( ) Rec ive a high schoo~ dip~oma. Go o co~~ege. 
( ) Oth . r p~ans. 
( ) I a not know. 
( ) The encourage my ~eaving schoo~ at 1 
( ) The encourage my graduation from hig 
sch oL 
( ) 
( ) 
The encourage my graduation from 
co~ ege. 
The encourage other p~ans. 
~ ~ Sup rior work - A ( ) Average - C Abo e Average - B ( ) Poor - D 
( ) Failing - F 
( ) Exc llent - A 
( ) Goo - B 
( ) Exc 
( ) Goo 
( ) Yes 
( ) Yes 
( ) Non 
( ) One 
( ) Two 
( ) Yes 
-A 
( ) Fair - C 
( ) Poor - D or F · 
( ) Fair - C 
( ) Poor - D or F 
( ) No 
( ) No 
( ) Three 
( ) Four 
( ) More 
( ) No 
( ) Frequent~y 
( ) Alm.ost always 
( ) The rk you get regardless of' what 
you ~earn. 
( ) Wha you learn regard~ess of the mar 
you get. 
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What Makes a Good 1\epo:rt Carel? 
Directions: Please :rate the following items according to their impor• 
tance to the :reporting procedure. A checki in the ZERO 
column indicates it is of no value~ A chefk·in the TEN 
column indicates it :ts extremely valuable.: A check in 
the BASIC item col~ indicate$ informatiol;l pertinent to 
every report card. 
Basic 
Item 
( ) 1. Statement of school philosophy. 
( ) 2. Statement of curriculum. ob-
jectives. 
( ) 3. Special card for the junior 
high school~ 
( ) 4. Provision for 1n4icating either. 
or both the number of days ab-
sent and late. 
( ) 5. Explanation of symbols used in 
Jllarking. 
( ) 6. Emphasis on learner inatead .of 
subject. 
() 7. Simple vocabulary understood 
by parents and students. 
( ) 8. Explanation for learning dif .. 
fictalty. . . 
( ) 9. Provision for rating work 
habits. 
( )10. parent-teacher conferences as 
a regular part of. the report~ 
ing program. 
( )11. Provision for parent coJtiDleUt. 
( )12. Provision for teacher comment. 
( )13. Provision for rating special 
interests, abilities, an4 
extracurricular activities. 
( )1.4. Provision for reporting 
physical growth. 
( )1J. Provision for reporting 
social development. 
( )16 ., Group penmanship • reading, 
spelling~ grammar. and coxnpo• 
sitioa under ona heading, 
English. 
( )17 * Provision for reporting 
emotional maturity .. 
Extremely Of No 
Valuable Value 
lO 9 8 7 6 5 i4 3 2 l 0 
( )( )( )( )( )( )~ ){ )( )( )() 
i 
( )( )( )( )( )( )~ ){ )( )( )() 
I 
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) 
' 
I 
( )( )( )( )( )( >( )( ).( )( )() 
I 
i 
( )( ){ )( )( )( )~ )( )( )( )() 
i ()( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( ){) 
I ( )( )( )( )( )( >< )( )( )( )() 
' ( )( )( )( )( )( >( )( )( )( )() 
' 
( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( ){) 
I 
( ) ( ) ( ') ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( ){ )() 
( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )() 
( )( ){ )( )( )( )( )( )(.)( )() 
" . 
(.) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) (; ) { ) ('.) ( ) ( ) 
I {)( )( )( )( )( ><: )( )(.}( )() 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (l ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
. I . { )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )() 
' 
: ' (concluded on neat page) 
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Wha~ Makes a Good Report Card? (eon~luded) 
( )18. Provision for reporting 1n· 
tel1ectual progress. 
( )19. Report 1~ terms of student•s 
own capac:l.ty and growth~ 
( )20. One sehool-wid.e conduct mark ... 
( )21. A conduct mark in each 
subjeet .. 
( )22. Report of student's growth or 
progress in te~ of competi~ 
tion or class standing. 
( )23, A school•wide effort mark. 
( )2.4. An effort mark. in each 
subject. 
( ) 2S • Report in teP~S of a com ... 
bina.tion of student's own 
capacity and in texms of 
class standing. 
( )26~ Special notices of danger of 
failing .. 
( )27. Attractive appearance and 
fairly large type. 
( )28 .. Practical in.that it 4oes not 
consume an unreasonable amount 
of teacher time. 
Extremely Of No 
Valuable Value 
10 9 8 7 6 s 4 3 2 l 0 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )j( ) ( } ( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) '( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )() 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) :< ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
{ )( ) c )( ) ( ) ( )!( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
< >G >< >< >< >C >K >< >< >< ><) I 
( )( )( )( )( )( >~>G)()()() 
( )( )( }( )( ){ )( )( )( )( )() 
i ( )( )( )( ){ )( )( )( )( )( )() 
i 
( ) { ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ~ )( )( )( ) ( ) 
( )( )( )( )( )( >( )( )( )( )() 
Please answer the f"llow:tng tlU':ee :questions t 
l. Row many years have you been a teacher or acbnin:l~trater? __ _ 
! 
2.. What subject/a de you teach? --------+------
3. On what grade level/s do you teach?-----~-----
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What Makes a Good keport Card? 
Directions; Please rate the following items according ~ their impor• 
tance to. the repoxting procedure. A checki in the ZBBO 
column indicates it is of no value* A check in the 'l'EN 
column indicates it iE~ extremely valuable.! The number of 
checks made in each column must be lbnitedl to the follow• 
ing: · , 
• I 
i 
1 •. Columns numbered non and "10" tli.Ust be checked ONCE ~eh. 
2. • Columns n'l.1!llbered "1 u • "ln, nan,. ancl ngu must be checked TWICE each. 
3. Columns numbered "3u and. "7" must be cheeked THBEJii t~mes each. 
4~ ColUlllllS numbered "411 , usu. and "6" must be ~hacked FOUR times each. 
l .. Statement of school philosophy. 
2~ Statement of curriculum ob• 
jectives. 
3 .. Special card for the junior 
high school. 
4. Provision for indicating 
either or both the number of 
days absent'and late. 
s, Explanation of symbols used 
in marking. 
6. EJ)lphasis on learner instead 
of subject.· 
7. Simple vocabulary understood 
by pa~ents and students~ 
8. Explanation for learning 
d:f.fftftculty ~ 
9. Provision for rating work 
habits. 
10. Par:ent~teacher eonferenctes as 
a regular part of the report-
ing program. 
ll. :Provision for parent comment •. 
12.. Provision for teacher co~nt. 
13. Provision for rating special 
interests, abilities, and 
extraeurricular activities. 
14. Provision for reporting 
physical growth. 
15. Provision for reporting 
social development. 
i 
Extremely Of No 
Va1,uable. Value 
10 9 8 7 6 s ,4 3 2 1 0 
( )( )( )( )( )( )~ )( )( )( )() 
( ) ( ) .( ) .( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )() 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ~ ) ( )( ) ( ) (. ) 
' ( )( )()( )( )( )( )( )( )( )() 
( )( )( )( )( )( >( )( )( )( )() 
( )( )( ).( )( )( )( )( ){ )( )() 
I 
I 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( }(. ) ( ) ( ) 
( >< )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )() 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) { ) ( ) i' ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
( )( )( )( )( )() )( )( )( )() 
( )( )( )( )( )() )( )( )( )() 
( )( )( )( )( )( )~ )( )( )(·)() 
' ( )( )( )( )( )( >( )( )( )( )() 
( )( )( )( )( )( >< )( )( )·( )() 
(concluded on next page:) 
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I 
What Makes a Good Report Card? (conc;lwied) 
16. Group penmanship, reading, 
spelling, grammar, and 4-0JJlPO .. 
sition under one heading, 
English. · 
17. Provision for reporting 
emotional maturity. 
18 .. Provision for repet'ting in-
tellectual progress. 
19. Report· in terms of student's 
own capacity and growth. 
20. One sehool""Wide eonduet mat'k .. 
21.. A conduct. mark in each 
subject. 
22. Report of· student's gl'owth or 
progress in terms of eompet1• 
tion or class standing. 
23~ A sehool~ide effort mark. 
24,. An effort mark in each 
subject. 
25 .. Report in terms of a eambina~ 
tion of student•s own ea• 
pae!ty and in terms of class 
standing. 
26. Special notices of danger of 
failing. 
27 .. Attractive appearance and 
fairly large type* 
28. Practical in that it does not 
consume an unreasonable amount 
of teacher time. 
Extremely Of No 
Jaluable · . Value 
m 9 s 1 6 sl4 3 a 1 o 
I 
I . 
I 
( )( )( )( )( )( )~ }( )( )( )() 
I 
{ ){ )( )( )( )( )~ )( )( )( )() 
( ),( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ~ ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) 
( )( )( }( )( )( )( )( )( )( )(} 
( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( )( }( )() 
( )( )( )( )( )( >t )( )( )( )() 
! 
( ){ )( )( )( )( )~ )( )( )( )() 
( }( )( )( )( )( )~ )( )( )( )() 
( )( )( )( )( )( >( )( )( )( )() 
I 
I 
I 
i 
( )( )( )( )( )( )~ )( )( )( )() 
( )( )( )( )( }( >( )( )( )( )() 
< >< >< >< >< >< >C H >< >< >< > 
( )( )( )( }( )( )(i )( )( )( )() 
Please answer the following three questions: 
1. Bow many years have you been a teacher or achninis~rator? __ _ 
I 
2. What subject/a do you teach? --------oi-------
3. On what gra4e level/a do you teach?-----------
---- ----- --
- -
----
i 
I 
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Table 24. The Coefficient of Correlation of 19 unrestric.tJd Forms 
(aural Teachers) and 46 Unrestrieted J'orms (llrbaln Teac.hera) 
of the Instrument, ''What Makes a. GOC)d Report ca~d?U . 
X y 
X tern Avr. Avr. 
B. ural Urban 
Ul (2) (3) 
1. 2.06 3.24. 
a. 3.24 3.41 
3., 3~35 3.57 
4. 3 .. 50 3.63 
s. 3.61 4.35 
6. 3.72 4~72 
7. 3 .. 76 4.98 
8 .. 4.24 5.,24 
9~ 5.24 5,35 
10. 6 .. 18 s.so 
11,. 6.33 s .1.2 . 
12. 6.43 6.02. 
13. 6~77 6.13 . 
14., 7.00 6~30 
15., 7.06 6~30 
16. 7.06 6.35 
17. 7~06 7.06 
18. 7.22 7317 
19. 7.47 7.33 
20. 7.59 7.41 
.21 .• 7'"66 7.80 
22 .. 7.82 7.85 
23. 8.47 7 .. 86 
24. 7.S3 7.93 
25. 8.83 8.26 
26. 9.00 8~37 
27 .. 9.26 8.97 
28. 10.00 9.50 
178 •. 46 176.32 
:1¢. Mean = 6*37 
:sr Mean = 6.30 
Sum of :s::! = 124.8834 
Sum of y2 = 82.3170 
Sum o£ ~1. = 99 • 1809 
r = .,978 
X 
Means 
Mliinus 
X Avr. 
(4) 
-4.,31 
-3.,13 
... 3 ... 0,2 
... 2.87 
--2.76 
-2.65 
-2.61 
... z.u 
·1 .. 13 
... 
.19 
~ 
.04 
.. ()6 
.40 
.63 
.. 69 
_.69 
.69 
.85 
1.10 
1.22 
1.29 
1.45 
2.10 
2.16 
2.46 
2.63 
2.98 
3.63 
y 
Meam CoL 4 
Minus Squa.:~;ed 
Y Avr~ 
(5) £.6) 
...].06 18, •. 5761 
•2..89 9.7969 
-2:.73 . 9.1204 
•2.67 8.3469 
.. 1~95 7.6176 
..1 .. 58 7.0225 
..1 .. 32 6.8121 
...1.06 4.5369 
.. 
.95 1.2769 
... 
.so .0361 
... 
.58 .0016 
-
.28 .0036 
.. ,17 '.1600 
.oo .3969 
.oo .4761 
.os .4761 
.76 ..4761 
.87 .7225 
1.03 1.2100 
1.11 1.4884 
1 •. so 1.6641 
1.55 2.1045 
1.56 4.4100 
1.63 4.6656 
1.96 6.0516 
2..07 6.9169 
2.67 8.3521 
3~20 13.1769 
124.8834 
-
99.1809 
/10,280.0268 
I 
I Col~ 4 
CoL~ Times 
squarrd Col. 5 
(1)1 l8) 
9.36~6 13.1886 
8.35 l 9.0457 
7.45~9 8.2446 
7 .12~9. 7.6629 
3.80~5 . 5.3820 
2.49~4 4.1870 
1.74, 4 3.4452 
1.12!36 2.2578 
.90~5 1.0735 
.64 0 .1520 
.33~4 .0232 
.01 4 .... 0168 
+02~9 -.0680 
•. oo 0 .oooo 
.oooo ~0000 
.oo2s .. 034.5 
.s77& .52.44 
.7569 .7395 l~o6b9 1.1330 
1.2.321 1.3542 
2 .. 2sbo 1.9350 
2.4025 2.2475 2.43r 3 .. 2760 2 .. 65 9 3.5208 
3 .. 84 6 4.8216 
4.2.849 5 .. 4441 
7~12~9 7.9566 
10.2490 11.6160 
82.31f0 99.1809 
I 
;· 
99.1809 
. I I (124 •. i834}C82 .3t7o) 
I 
I 
! 
I 
99.1809 
I 
I l01.4o -
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Table 2.5. The Coefficient of Correlation of 11 Unrestrf.dted. Fot.'IDS 
(Experienced Teachers) and 11 Uurestrieted. Fo~ (Xnexperi ... 
anced Teaehe:ra) of the Xnst'l'\Ullent, ·"What Makes11 a Good Re .. port Card?tt ! 
l 
X y X y ! col. 4 Item .Avr~ Avr. Means Means Col. 4 Col~ s Times 
Exper. Inexp. Mlnus Minus squa:.r:ed Squared · Col. .5 
.X Avr. Y Avr. i I 
1_1_1 
_(2J _(31 (4) CS) . (6) tn (8} 
1. 1 .. 81 2~09 -4.4.2 .. 4.25 19.5364 1S.q625 18.7850 
2., 3.2.7 2.36 -2~96 "'3 ... 98 8 .• 7616 15.8404 11-7808 
3. 3.45 3.36 -2.,78 •2 .• 98 7~7284 8.8.804 8.2844 
4. 3.45 3.45 ...2.78 ... 2.89 7.~7284 St3p2l 8.0342 ,,. 3"90 4 .• 54 .. :z~33 ... 1 .. 80 .5~4289 3.2400 4.1940 
6. 4.19 4 •. 54 ... ,a .. o4 ..1~80 4 .. 1616 3.2400 3.6720 
1. 4.81 5~27 -1.42 ...1.07 2.0164 1,1236 1..5194 
a. 4.81 5.36 ... 1 .• 42 ... ..98 2.0164 .9~04 1 .• 3916 
9. 4.90 5.36 -1~33 ... .,98 1~7689 ..9604 1.3034 
10* 5.09 5.45 ... 1.14 ... .89 L2996 .7~21 1.0146 
11. 5.3.5 5.63 .. .87 ... .71 .• 7569 ~5041 .6077 
12. 5~45 5.81 .. .78 ... .53 ~6084 .2809 ,.4134 
13. 5.54 6.27 ... .69 .06 .4761 .Od49 -.0414 
14. S.S4 6.36 .. .69 .02 .4761 ..odo4 ...0138 
15~ .5.54 6.36 ... .69 .oa .4761 .0004 .... 0138 
16. 6 •. 18 7.27 .. ..os .93 ..0025 t86!4-9 ~.046.5 
17_. 7.09 7 .. 36 ,.86 1.02 .7396 l.04ro .8772 
18. 7.18 7,54 .95 1 .• 20 ~90.25 1.44 0 . 1 .. 1400 
19. 7.54 7.81 1 .. 31 1.47 1.7161 2.1609 1.9257 
20. 1. n. 7.81 1.49 1.47 2.2201 2.1609 2 .. 1903 
21. 7.90 7.90 1.6.7 1.56 2.7889 2..4336 2.6052 
22~ &.27 s.oo 2.04 1~66 4~1616 2 .. 75$6 3 .. 3864 
23. 8.45 8,18 2.22 1.84 4+9284 3 .. 38$6 4 .. 0848 
24. 8,.90 8.45 2.67 2 .. 11 7.1289 4 .. 4521 5 .. 6337 
25; 9.09 8.54 2 .. 86 2..20 8.1796 4.84do 6-.0920 
26. 9.36 8.63 3.13 2.29 9.7969 5.24411 7.,1677 
27. 9.90 8.72 3.67 2.38 13.4689 5~86~ 8.,7346 
28 .. 9.90 9.36 3.67 3"02 13~4689 9.12 I llf0834 
174 • .59 177.78 ' 132.7431 108.005;5 '11.5.9270 
I 
' 
·j( Means = 6.23 r= £lC~ 1151\9270 
y Means = 6.34 V £x.2.~Y2 /~132 .. 7431~· 
Sumo£ x2 = 132.7431 108.00.$5 
Sum of y2 
. . 
= 108.005.5 115.92.7 'I Sum of :KY' = 115~9270 
= 
l~S.9270 
= r = ~9598 vl14336.98.49 vl19 .. 73 
- - -------
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LETTER. TO PRINCIPALS 
April 2, 1957 
Dear 
Methods O·f reporting pupil progress. to the home are indeed of 
vital interest to all parents and educators. As Ruth Strang says; 
'~t information is reported and how it is communicated to the home 
is a phase of the educational process that has failed to keep pace 
with the changing philosophy of education. n · 
I am working with a group concerned with the improv$ment of 
reporting procedures. At present.,. our study requires us to examine 
a variety of reporting techniques employed by a numbe:t of junior high 
schools. Your school's report card was recently brought to JllY atten .. 
tion while e:Kamining the Junior Ri.gh School Su:tvey 11Report on the 
Organization, Administration and Curr:teulUlll. Praet:teesn on f:Ue with 
the Massachusetts Department of Education. 
Would you be kind enough to send us a sample of your report 
card and any othe:t forms used to communicate pupil progress to the 
home? 
Thank you very much. 
·. 
Si.ncerely you:ts, 
Howard H. Kingsley 
Engl ish,.Soe :ial Studies, 
Dept. 
-- --- -~~ - -- ' ---- ------~--- -- ------ -
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LETTER TO P.A.B.EN'XS 
Dear Parents: 
One of America • s leading autho:a:-ities in the field ',of education 
has this to say about report cards, nof all the bridges qetween thli! 
sehool and the cOllmlunity .. the report to the parents is the oldest and 
~st widely used •••• Depending upon the kind of message ;it bears, this 
report builds good will or ill will; it enlists or alienates the co-
operation of the pupil and parent."· 
Many educators are at this _very moment hard at wor~ trying to 
improve methods of reporting pupil progress to the parentS. In fact, 
you.,.- child. ill the Weeks Junior High Sch()ol has been selected as one 
of one hundred students who will pat'ticipate in a study to begin shortly 
at the schooL i 
In order to complete this study. X will also need ~bout sixty 
minutes o£. your time. .As the parents of one of the ehildi,en chosen, 
would you please come to the school on one of the following evenings 
to hear more about this study and fill out a simple checklist type 
questio~ire concerning what information you as parents would like 
to receive on yeur .ehild 1 s report card. · 
Sincer~ly yours, 
s/ Howard H; Kingsley 
i 
Please detach and return 
i 
........ +. + ......... 111 .. Ill t ........ ., •.••• · ••• ~ .• " • 4 ...... ~ a. •• 1' ... I> ....... f ., • ,. ., ... if .,. If .. I .... 4 ..... '* •• 
' 
We will come to the weeks Junior High School at 8:00 p.m. on: 
(Please check which evening would be most convenient':-) 
MOnday, May 12 ( ) Tuesday, May 13 ( ) Wednesday, May 14 ( ) 
Thursday, May lS ( ) :Ftiday, May 16 ( ) 
~arent Signature: 
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